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Fight lIntii the 1Mlb017t lives, and the dying, die.'

-Bayard Boyesen
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INTRODUCTION

As its title indicates, this book was written in part to call attention to
and encourage the development of an emerging field in art history:
the study of anarchism in art. Though there are many monographs on
artists who have identified as anarchists, to date broader surveys of the
rdationship between anarchism ami art afC few anti far u(!tw(!(!n. In
part, this is because anarchist art has been perceived generally as one
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f:'lce.t in

:'I

hrge.r project-"Ieftist" :'Irt-with th('. res\Tlt th:'lt differences

between it and other traditions have often been glossed over or ignored
altogether. This book, therefore, is a step toward the foregrounding
of art production as it relates to historical, philosophical, social, and
political issues from an anarchist perspective.
From European anarchism's beginnings in the nineteenth century,
the arts have been an integral part of the movement, as evidenced by
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon's willingness in the 1860s to write an entire
book in defense of the anarchist artist Gustave Courbet. In similar
fashion, Peter Kropotkin's pamphlet "Appeal to the Young" (1880)
counted artists as key players i n the social revolution, and addressed
them with this stirring call:
. . . if your heart really beats in unison with that ofhumanity, if

like a true poet you have an ear for Life, then, gazing Out upon
this sea of sorrow whos e tide sweeps up around you, face to
face with these people dying of hunger, i n the presence of these
many corpses piled up i n these mines, and these mutilated bod
ies lying i n heaps on the barricades, in full view of the despera te
battle which is being fought, amid the cries of pain
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conquered and the orgies of the victors, of heroism in conAict

with cowardice, of noble determination face to face with con
t emptible cunning-you cannot remain neutral. You will come
and take the side of the oppressed becau se you know that the
beautiful, the sublime, the spirit of life itself are on the side of

those who fight for light, for humanity, for j ustice!1
These positive views regarding the importance of art carry forward
into the early twentieth century, when American anarchist Emma
Goldman asserted: "Any mode of creative work which with truc per
ception portrays social wrongs earnestly and boldly is a greater men
ace . . . and a more powerful inspiration than the wildest haran gue of
tht! soapbox orator."! Ami we fino this anituc..k t!choeu by ana n:hist
theorists and activists up to the present day.
Why, then, h;ls the :m;lr('hist movement ;lurib\lted s\l('h i m por
tance to art? To answer this question, we need to examine the role
of the individual in anarchist theory. In 1900, Goldman closed her
essay, "Anarchism: "Vhat It Really Stands For," with the following
reflections:
Anarchism, then, really stands for the l iberation of the hu
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man mind from the domination of religion; the li beration
of the human body from the domination of property; lib
erati on from the shackles and restraint of government. An
archism stands for a social order based on the free group
ing of i ndividual s for the purpose of producing real social
wealth, an order that will guarantee to every human be
i n g free access to the earth and full enjoyment of the ne
cessities of life, according to individual desires, tastes, and
incl i nations.j

Goldman's statement points to how anarchism widens the field
of political action far beyond the economic and class-based focus of
Marxism and the socialist currents influenced by it." She critiques re
ligion for oppressing us psychologically, capitalist economics for en-
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dangeringour corporal well-being, and forms of government that shut
down our freedoms. She also asserts that the purpose of anarchism is
to liberate humanity from these tyrannies. And most importantly for
our purposes, she predicts that in an anarchist social order, individu
als will differentiate endlessly, according to their "desires, tastes and
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inclinations."

Goldman counted Kropotkin amongst her most important in
fluences, so it is appropriate we turn to him for further insight. For
Kropotkin, anarchism is synonymous with "variety, conflict."s In an
anarchist society, "anti-social" behavior would inevitably arise, as it
does at present; the di fference being this behavior, if judged as repre
hensible, would be dealt with according to anarchist principles.6 More
positively, thl! rdusal to "motld intlividuals a cc ordi ng to an a bstract
idea" or "mutilate them by religion, law or government" allowed for
:l spc('ifi(':llly :In;lT('hist ryPe;'. of ethics to AO� lTish . 7 This ent:liled the
unceasing interrogation of existing social norms in recognition that
morals are social constructs, and that there are no absolutes guid
ing ethical behavior. Kropotkin cha racterized anarchist ethics as "a
superabundance of life, which demands to be exercised, to give itself
. . . the consciousness of power."tlHe continued: "Be strong. Overflow
with emotional and intellectual energy, and you will spread your in
telligence, your love, your energy of action broadcast among others !"?
In sum, the anarchist subject's power, situated socially, is not reactive;
it is generative. K ropotkin wants power to "overflow"; i t has to i f a free
social order is to be realized. Vle find the same perspective a rticulated
in the early 1870s by .Michael Bakunin-who most famously declared
"the destructive urge is also a creative urge"-in his reflections on
freedom and equality:
I am free only when a ll human beings surrounding me-men
and women alike-are equally free. The freedom of others, far
from limiting or negating my liberty, is on the contrary its nec
essary condition and confirma tion. 1 become free i n the true
sense only by virtue ofthe liberty of others, so much so that the
greater the number of free people surrounding me the deeper

14
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and greater and more extensive their liberty, the deeper and
larger becomes my li berty lo
.

Anarchist social theory develops out of this perspective. Bakunin
goes on to theorize the necessity o f socializing property in the name
of individual liberty Rejecting both state-adjudicated socialism and
capitalism, he declares, "we are convinced that freedom without so
cialism is privilege and injustice, and that socialism without freedom
is slavery and brutality."ll Kropotkin similarly argued for the neces
sity of socializing property, while Proudhon supported the institution
of private ownership on a small scale on the condition that it never
become an instrument of domination. ll
Cunfiguring art within this tradition, it follows that, a�sthcti
cally speaking, diversity is inevitable: a fter all, the artist's creative
freedom goes h:md in h;lnd with ;l p olitics th;lt reh. lses powe.r ov e.r
others or hierarchical relations that would dictate what is and is not
acceptable. The artist is also radically reflexive, because anarchists
create art in tandem with the trans formation o f society anarchically,
and they interrogate it with this aspiration in mind, giving rise to
creative activity that enriches the field of art production and the lib
ertarian social project.
This, then, is the terrain we will be exploring. Adopting an epi
sodic approach, I discuss European and American art from the era
of the Paris Commune through World Wars I and II to the fall of
the Berlin wall. Each chapter examines the engagement o f anarchist
artists with a range of issues, including aesthetics, war and violence,
sexual liberation, ecological crisis, militarism, state authoritarianism,
and feminism. Throughout, the interface o f art production and anar
chism as a catalyst for social liberation has been my main preoccupa
tion. In the spirit that gave rise to the art under examination, I have
tried to ensure my reflections a re accessible to the general reader as
well as specialists.
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Co",-bet� Realism and the Pm-is Conl1ll1me of 1871

The 1871 Paris Commune, which pitted the armed populace of Paris
against the armies of an an.:h-conservative guve;:rnment e;:nscoIH.:e;:U in
Versailles, is a much studied episode in the history of European radi
(':llism. Th:lt ;'In:lr('hist deh:ltes con('e rning:lft pbyed :l roll;'. in the I;'.vent
is rarely acknowledged. But art was an issue. In the preceding years,
government attacks against Gustave Courbet-painter, anarchist, and
future communard-had inspired philosopher and economist Pierre
Joseph Proudhon to pen his last major statement, DII prillcipe de l'a1"t et
de sa destil1ation social (1865). In Du p1·il1cipe, Proudhon praised Courbet
for exte ndin g the dialectical interplay between anarchist s ocial criti
cism and society's transformation into the artistic realm.' The same
year the book was published, Proudhon's position was countered by
the young journalis t (and fu ture novelist) Emile Zola, who argued
that anarchism and art was an aesthetic issue, not a social one.1 How
this debate found its resolution is the subject of this chapter
The story begins in the 1840s, when Paris became a haven for a
small collection of political refugees known as the "radical Hegelians."
This group of activists were then transforming the German academic
Wilhelm Hegel's philosophy of history into a radical theory of social
change which challenged the sanctity of the church, the system o f mo
narchical rule, and capitalist property relations. Principal among them
were the Russian Michael Bakunin, who arrived in France to avoid
forcible extradition to Russia, and the Germans Karl Marx and Karl
.
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Griin, who had been forced Out
of Germany for their journalistic
activities. In Paris, they all sought
out and befriended Proudhon,
then a French working-class econ
omist in his mid-thirties who had
only recently settled in the capital
himself, in 18 38. Proudhon had
come to Paris under the auspices
of a grant from the Academie
de Besam;on to study languages
and political economy; however,
ac:adcmic spunsurship c:amc to an
abrupt halt after he published his
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stinging ('ritiql1e of ('�pit;l1islll :lnd

Pinn-Josrph ProllJbOIl. Litbogmph aftn
a

photograph by !-}/ix Nadllr.

the state entitled What is PTope-rty? Al1 /llqUi1)1 imo the Pn'l1ciple of Right
aud ofGoverml1eut in 1840. Answering his leading query in no uncer
tain terms, Proudhon declared that "property is theft" and denounced
"the government of man by man" in favor of a society based on "equal
ity, law, independence, and proportionality"-principles which he
argued found their highest perfection in the social union of "order
and anarchy."3 In one simple and compelling statement the anarchist
movement was born, delivered in a message that rang as a clarion call
throughout leftist Europe."
Proudhon and his new friends met in the humble apartments,
ale houses, and coffeehouses of working-class Paris, where they en
gaged in passionate discussions that turned on two issues: the critique
of idealism mounted by the radical Hegelian philosopher Ludwig
Feuerbach, and the related concept of dialectics, which was central to
the Hegelian theory of historical change.j Briefly, Hegel had posited
that world history was driven by an unfolding process of alienation in
which a divine "world spirit" manifested itself in partial and incom
plete forms of self-knowledge, objectified in human consciousness as
Reason and Freedom. This spirit was gradually emerging to complete
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self-consciousness and self-definition through a dialectical process
in which incomplete forms of self-consciousness manifest in human
history were formulated, negated, and then reconciled i n successively
higher and more inclusive syntheses-syntheses that in turn were
destined to themselves be negated and subsumed. History progressed
along this dialectical path until the world spirit achieved total self
knowledge, at which time its own objectification and self-alienation
would cease. In this scheme of dialectical progress, humanity played
a key but sublimated role i n the world spirit's development. "Man,"
wrote Hegel, "is an object of existence in himself only in virtue of the
divine in him-that which is at the outset reason and which, in view
of its activity and power of self-determination, [is} called freedom.''<>
Society created institutions such as the statt:, and pral!tices such as
art, religion, and philo sophy, in order to objectify these principles of
spirit i n th(". world, th\ls prep:l ring the w:'ly for the re('oncil i:'ltion of the
world spirit with itself through historical progress.7
Hegel argued that the dialectical manifestation of the world spirit's
self-consciousness could only be recognized i n retrospect, and that the
future forms of reason and freedom could not be predicted. I n other
words, this was a philosophy ofthe status quo in which the current so
cial state of affairs was justified as the latest manifestation of the world
spirit's unfolding self-consciousness. Thus, in Hegel's treatment, the
dialectic of human history was driven by a force external to it-the
world spirit-which paradoxically ensured that history's development
was Out of humanity's hands.8
The radical Hegelians questioned this notion by utilizing the
principles of reason and freedom to critically distinguish "the actual
and rational features of the universe from the illusionary, irrational
ones."9 In Germany, for example, they rejected the prevailing mon
archist political order and argued for the adoption of the bourgeois
democratic and republican principles of the French Revolution.1O The
radical Hegelians also introduced human agency into the dialectical
process, equating their social critique with the dialectic of negation.
In Lesek Kolakowski's words, they believed "the dialectic of negation

20
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. . . must address itself to the future, being not merely a clue to under
standing the world but an instrument of active criticism; it must proj
ect itself into unfulfilled historical possibilities, and be transformed
from thought into action." ll
Feuerbach's critique completed the radicals' revision of Hegel's
grand scheme. Feuerbac h argued that the divine world s pirit was a
fiction, and that the real dialectic driving history hitherto had been
a process of human estrangement from our essence in which ideals
born of human experience were continuously objectified in the form
of metaphysical concepts attributed to otherworldly deities, such as
goodness, justice, and love.'2 Humanity's self-negation through objec
tification could only be overcome by recognizing that such metaphysi
cal principles wen: an illusiun, since no ideals existed apart froIll hu
manity. "The species," wrote Feuerbach, "is the last measure of truth
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. . .

wh:n is tnlC?, is wh;lt is in ;lgrecmcnt with the essen('.('. of the species,

what is false is what disagrees with it."13 Freedom, therefore, resided
i n our ability to realize these humanized ideals in the world. Once hu
manity recognized that the principles that constituted its essence were
inseparable from its sensuous, historical experience, humanity could
unite existence with essence, and life with truth.'� Feuerbach charac
terized his philosophy as "anthropological" to signal that, finally. our
metaphysical ideals had been brought down to earth and subsumed
into humanity's sensuous, historical essence.
Proudhon was introduced to Feuerbach's critique by Karl Griin
i n the fall of 1844.1' In Tbe Socialist NJovemeut il1 P,·al1ce (1845), Griin
described his meetings with Proudhon and the French anarchist's ea
gerness to discuss German philosophy. Proudhon had already gained
a cursory grasp of Hegel and was greatly relieved when Griin told
him how Feuerbach's criticism dissolved the Hegel ian "bombast."16
Griin outlined Feuerbach's revision of Hegel for Proudhon and ended
the conversation declaring his "anthropology" was "metaphysics in
action," to which Proudhon excitedly replied, "1 am going to show
that political economy is metaphysics in action."I?
Feuerbach provided Proudhon with the philosophical basis for
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sweeping the metaphysical ethics of religion and philosophy aside
in favor of moral principles logically "synthesized" from experience.
In his 1858 publication, Justice ill tbe Revolution and ill tbe Cburcb,
Proudhon wrote, "metaphysics of the ideal taught by Fiche, Schelling,
and Hegel is nothing: when these men, whose philosophy has rightly
gained distinction, fancied they were deducing an a priori they were
only, unknown to themselves, synthesizing expe rience." 18 Proudhon
described his method of arriving at moral judgments as human-cen
tered and anti-metaphysical:
As far as 1 am

concerned m ora lity exists for itself;

it is

not de

rived from a ny dogma, or from any theory. "Vith man con
sciousness/conscience is

the

dominant

power, and the others are useful

to

faculty, the

sovereign

it as instruments or ser

V:1nts . . . it is n(lt:1t:111 fr(lln :1ny lllf'.t:1physir_.., fr(lm :1ny pN':try

or from any theodiey that I deduce the rules of my life or my
s ociability; on the contrary, it is from the dictates of my con
sciousness/conscience that I should rather deduce the laws of
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my understanding. I'}

Feuerbach's dialectical and anthropological nco-Hegelianism,
which unde rpinned Proudhon's concept of critical synthesis, led the
French anarchist to justify revolutions as the supreme attempt to
realize moral goals through social change. In his 1851 publication,
Tbe Gel1cml ldea of tbe Revolution ill tbe N;l1etee11tb Celltll1Y, Proudhon
called revolution "an act of sovereign justice, in the order of moral
facts, springing out of the necessity of things, and in consequence car
rying with it its own justification."20 " Springing out of the necessity of
things," moral imperatives changed as society changed : in this critical
method, "justice" took on a radically contingent, historical, and social
character.
Apart from Feuerbach, Proudhan was also indebted to the theory
of dialectics espoused by the German philosopher Immanuel Kant'!'
In Tbe c,'it;que of Pure Reason (1781), Kant claimed he had proved the
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inability of human reason to know the world as it is, meaning the
world conceived apart from the perspective of the knower. n Reason,
he argued, could not transcend the boundaries of the sensible, and the
dialectical nature of human reason was proof of this fact. Kant held
that from any premise we could derive both a proposition and its ne
gation. This dialectical opposition exposed the fa lsehood of the prem
ise which gave birth to it, leading him to conclude that we could never
attain the transcendental knowledge necessary for knowing the world
i n its totality. Kant called these dialectical constructs "antinomies."l3
In Proudhon's anti-metaphysical reformulation ofthe Kantian di
alectic, the social critic, guided by the imperatives of reason, deduced
moral syntheses from dialectical contradictions found in society. The
means uy whidl a synthesis was transformed fwm a llloral-uasecJ de
duction of social contradictions to a resolution of those contradictions
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W;1S rh rO\lgh so(,;;11 rr:ln sforTll;1tion, PrO\ldhon ;1rg\lcd sO('i;11 contr;1-

dictions, and the moral solutions the social critic deduced from these
contradictions, were historically contingent and ever-changing.1+ In
Proudhon's system, the free exercise of human reason in every social
sphere came to the fore as the progressive force in history, a position
which led him to argue that freedom from all coercion was the neces
sary prerequisite for realizing a just society. I n James Rubin's words,
"Proudhon held that anarchy (that is an-archy, the absence of author
ity) was the only possible condition for social progress."!S Proudhon's
anarchist philosophy of art followed from this critique of metaphysi
cal idealism. He codified his position in Du p1'iucipe de "m't, which was
published the year of his death i n 1865.
In the opening chapter, Proudhon informed his readers that the
book was inspired by the French government's refusal to exhibit
Gustave Courbet's painting, Retll171 f1'o1Jt The Conference, at the official
state art exhibition of 1863.26 Courbet was a n old friend of Proudhon
and a long-standing participant in the radical culture of Paris, His ar
tistic notoriety stemmed from the years 1848-1851, when the French
monarchy was overthrown and a Republican government was briefly
instituted. In 1851, Courbet created a scandal at the state's annual art
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Fro1ll Rail. Gustave Courbct, peintrc, '9Q6.

exhibition, where he exhibited twO immense paintings depicting ba
nal scenes from the life of the French peasantry, painted in a style
akin to popular woodblock printsY The upper-class public were ac
customed to works such asJean-Leon Gerome's Greek Interior of 1850,
which offered slickly painted "classical" titillations far removed from
the social realities of the day. Courber's Stoneb1-eake1"s (see color plate
1) and B1Willi at Omans (both painted in 1849-50 and exhibited in
1851), therefore, came as a shock. Displayed in the state salon where
elite culture was traditionally celebrated, these paintings shattered the
artistic boundaries between rich and poor, cultured and uncultured,
and as a result they were roundly condemned for their rude subject
maner, rough and "unfinished" brushwork, shallow perspectives, and

overall lack of painterly decorum.18
But artistic crudity was not the sale reason for the heated objec
tions to Courber's work. During the short-lived Republic, the work
ers of Paris and Lyon engaged in violent agitation for the state to
adopt Proudhon's call for "national workshops" that would guarantee
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A Barricade at Neuilly, Pllris, 187'. titbog/"{/pb.
Ad\·enlurcs in the Paris Commune, '9J4.
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them employment, and the impoverished French peasantry were in a
perpetual state of unrest against landlords in the countryside. Beset
by growing working-class radicalism, the Parisian upper classes saw
Courbet's paintings as an affront to establishment values in art and a
political provocation against their power. Eventually they solved the
problem of social unrest by throwing their lot in with the dictator
ship of Louis apoleon ITl, nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte, who pro
claimed himself emperor after a coup d'etat in 1851. 29
The Republic may have been defeated; however, throughout
Napoleon Ill's reign, from 1851 to 1870, Courbet continued to paint
i n the same uncompromising manner. He called his new style "real
ism," and paid tribute to himself and his accomplishment in a huge
retrospective painting in 1855 entitled The Pllime1·'s Stildio: A Real
Alleg01"J- In the center, Courbet depicted himself painting a landscape ,
observed by an admiring nude model. The model is "real," but also an
allegorical figure of the painter's muse (nature). Behind the artist are
the patrons, comrades, writers, and philosophers who inspired him
notably Charles Baudelaire on the far left (reading) and Proudhon,
who surveys the scene from the back of the room. Facing the painter
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are the products of the corrupt and degenerate society he critiqued,
including destitute workers, a businessman, and Napoleon III himself,
with his hunting dog and gun.30
Courbet's Retll1'1J from tbe C0l1fe1'ellCe, which depicted drunken c1er�
ics on their way home from a religious gathering, was another realist
tour de force, in this instance directed against the degenerate inst itu�
tion of the church, Refused a showing in the 1863 state exhibition
and maligned by establishment critics, the painting provoked a tre�
mendous storm of indignation, leading Courbet, who regarded the
work as the artistic equivalent to Proudhan's own critical "synthesis"
of society's wrongs, to ask the anarchist philosopher to defend it,31
In Du p1'incipe de I'm't, which is based in part on a lively corre�
spuntknce between painter ami philusupher, PruUlJhun recuunted
Courbet's rebuke of the establishment critics who vilified Rerumfirmt
the r.Q1Jfo,·el1r:�. The ;1rtist h:ld ('ondemned them "for m isrepresenting
. . . the high mission of art, for moral depravity, and for prostituting
[art] with their idettfis1II." ""Vho is wrong," Proudhon asked, "the so�
called t'ea/ist Courbet, or his detractors, the champions of the ideal?"J!
His purpose was to critically resolve this question.
First, he turned his attention to the issue of idealism. Proudhon,
following Feuerbach, viewed metaphysical knowledge as an impossi�
bility, and this informed his critique of artistic idealism, in which he
attacked the idea that metaphysical ideas could spring, fully�formed,
from the imagination of the artist. Art, Proudhon argued, was made
up of specific forms, subjects, and images. The idealized subject in
art, therefore, was inseparable from the real objects it represented.H
Thus, there was no metaphysical "separation ofthe real and the ideal"
as Courbet's "idealist" critics maintained.H
Proudhon then took up the question of realism. By the ea rly 1860s,
other artists were also painting in a realist style; however, they tended
to temper the aesthetic crudeness associated with Courbet and chose
subject matter from everyday life that, though "real," would not of�
fend. Proudhon criticized the artists of this "realist" camp, accusing
them of maintaining that art should slavishly imitate reality. This, he
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Emile 2o1n, lI.d. Photograph.

argued, was a falsification of what
art was. H A photograph, for ex
ample, could capture a n image, but
it could not replicate the power of
the artist to magnify the qualities
of character residing in a subject
or imbue an inanimate object with
meaning. Any "realist" aesthet
ic that imitated the photograph
was "the death of art," Proudhon
concluded.l6
In
his
earlier
writings,
Prouuhon IJositcu an anti-lIll:!ta
physical, moral critique as the ba
sis for s0c1:l1 :lov:ll1('ement. Tn On
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p1-incipe de lin-t, he argued that art could, potentially, become a vehicle

for such a critique. Art was a product of idealism, albeit idealism in
a Proudhonian sense, because the creative imagination of the artist,
like art's subject matter, was inseparable from the real world. Combet
not only recognized this facti his realism turned art to critical ends
in the interest of social advancement, bringing realism into line with
Proudhon's prognosis for social reconstruction through critiques de
duced from the material conditions of contemporary society. As such,
Courbet's painting stood in stark contrast to both "photographic re
alism" and the "metaphysical" art of Gerome and his ilk, wherein ir
rational and self-indulgent pursuit of otherworldly "chimeras" such as
"beauty" elevated artistic contemplation to an ideal in-and-of-itself,
rendering the critical power of human abstraction and reason "use
less."37 "Our idealism," wrote Proudhon, "consists of improving hu
manity . . . not according to types deduced a priori . . . but according to
the givens supplied continuously from experience.",8
Recognition of art's relationship to society, therefore, was the
prerequisite for the free exercise of the artist's critical reason. In
Feuerbachian terms, the artist gained freedom from the condition of
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self-alienation engendered by a

met aphysic a l world-view by ta k in g up
the cause of improving society through art. "Art," wrote Proudhon,
is "an idealist representation of nature and of ourselves, whose goal is
the physical and moral perfection of our species."wlt would "progress
as reason and humanity progress,'40 reveali ng, "at last,"
. . . man, the citizen and scientist,
nity, which

the producer, in his true dig

has too long been ignored; from now on art will

work for the ph ysical and moral improvement of the s pecies,
and it will do this, not by means of obscure hieroglyphics,
erotic fig ures, or useless ima ges of s pir ituality, but by means of
vivid, intelligent representations of ourselves. The task of art, I

say, is to warn us, to praise liS, to teach LIS, to make us bl ush by
confronting us

with a mirror

of our own conscience. Infinite

in its rbt:l, infinitp. in it.� np.vp.1f)pmp.nt, slIr:h :In :lrt will ht'. .":lfp.

from all spontaneous corruption. Such an art cannot possibly
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degenerate or perish.�l

Proudhon's public defense ofCourbet in a lengthy book set the stage
for the ambitious Parisian journalist Emile Zola to make his entrance.
Zola was then establishing his reputation as a fiercely independent
champion of r adical politic s and artistic independence_�! And his criti
cal rejoinder to Proudhon's thesis-a book review entitled "Proudhon
and Courbet"-was nothing if not audacious. Zola opened his review
declaring that he toO supported "the free manifestation of individual
thoughts-what Proudhon calls anarchy."·u But here, the simibrities
ended:'" Proudhon, Zola argued, was trapped by his method, which
proceeded from a desire for the reign of equal ity an d l ibe rty in soci ety
to a logical deducrion of the type of art that would bring about such a
society:u The rigors of "logic" determined that Proudhon could only
imag ine one kind of artist: an artist who contributed to the anarchist
struggle through the exercise of critical reason in the service of the
social good:�6 The result was an impoverished definition of art. The
author of Du principle de l'o1'! defined art as "an idealization of nature
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Burning the Guillotine on the Place Voltaire, Paris, [87[. LifbQgrapb. From Emesf
Alfrrd Vi-Jully, My Adventures in the Paris Commune, 1914.
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and ourselves, whose goal is the physical and moral perfection of our
species."47 But this was an oppressive tautology which could broach
no unruly deviation on the part of the artist from art's stated goal.
Proudhon, concluded Zola:
Poses this as his general thesis. I

p ublic, I humanity, I have the

right to guide the artist and to require of him what pleases me;
he is not to be himself, he must be me, he mllst think only as
I do and work only for me. The artist himself is nothing, he
is everything throu gh humanity and for humanity. In a

word,

individual feeling, rhe free expression of a personality, are
forbiddel1.�8

Here, Zola's support for "rhe free expression of the personal
ity" came head-to-head with the Feuerbach-derived underpinnings
of Proudhon's notion of artistic anarchism. In DIl principe de I'art,

rI Bralltiflll D,.ram

Proudhon had reasoned, step by step, from a repudiation of photo
graphic realism and metaphysical idealism in art to a reformulation
which tied art inextricably to the improvement of society. Individual
freedom only entered the realm of art to the degree that the art
ist mounted a moral critique. Zola quite rightly pointed out that
Proudhon's concept of artistic liberty was tied to a hi storica l mission,
and thus found its sole libertarian legitimation in relation to it.
For Zola, on the other hand, the locus of freedom was the autono
mous individual. I n his words, "My art is a negation of society, an
affirmation of the individual, independent of all rules and all social
obligations.'>49 Proudhon argued that moral imperatives derived from
the study of society should shape art, and that 20la parried by mar
sh aling a radical subjectivism in which the imagination of the artist
stood in for the metaphysical realm of the ideal. "T will have Proudhon
note," 7.ob wrote, "th:lt O\lr ide:ls ;"Ire :lhsohlte. . \'Ve :lchieve perfec
tion in a single bound; in our imagination, we arrive at the ideal state.
Consequently it can be understood that we have little care for the
world. vVe are fully i n heaven and we are not coming down."50
"A work of art," he continued, "exists only through irs original
ity.";' Content in a work of art was of secondary importance because
it always derived from something else-either the external world or
traditional subject matter. The true measure of artistic freedom was
style, and i n this regard the artist's manipulation of formal elements
such as color, texture, light, etc. was the only aspect of a painting that
was unique-original-in a word, individual.
These are the terms in which 20la appreciated CourbetY "My
Courbet is an individual," he wrote, while praising the artist's youth
ful decision to cease imitating "Flemish and Renaissance masters" as
the mark of his "rebellious narure."5J Even realism was transformed
into an extension of the artist's individualism. Courber had become
a realist because he "felt drawn through his physical being . . . toward
the material world surrounding him.":).! 20la drove the point home i n
a vivid description o f a studio visit:
.
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was confronted with a ti ghtly constructed manner of paint
ing, broad, extremely polished and honest. The fi gures were
true without being vulgar; the fleshy parts, firm and supple,
T

were powerfully alive; the backgrounds were airy and endowed
the figures with astounding vigour. The slightly muted col

oration has an almost sweet harmony, while the exactness of
tones the breat h of technique, establish the planes and help
,

set off each detail in a surprising way. I see again these energy
filled canvases, unified, solidly constructed , true to life and as
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beautiful as truth.))

Having established the libertarian primacy of style, Zola caustical
ly riuic.:uleu Prouuhun fur emphasizing tht! t!xact uppusite, namely tht!
subject matter. Proudhon saw Courbet "from the point of view of pure
rho\lght, o\ltside of:1l1 p:1interly q\l:l l ities. For him :l C:1nV:1S is :l s\l b
ject; paint it red or green, he could not care less .. . . He [a lways] obl iges
the painting to mean something; about the form, not a word."56 The
problem, Zola concluded, was that Proudhon failed to understand that
"Courbet exists through himself, and not through the subjects he has
chosen." "As for me," he continued, "it is not the tree, the face, the
scene I am shown that moves me: it is the man revealed through the
work, it is the forceful, unique individual who has discovered how to
create, alongside God's world, a personal world."S7
Zola defined a work of art as "a fragment ofc1'eation seen through a
tempemmcl1t" (Zola's emphasisl.58 For him, the "fragment" was sec
ondary to "tempenllnent" and the index of temperament was style.
Equating the exercise of temperament with freedom, Zola turned sty
l istic ori gina l it y into an anarchist act. Here, the politics of art implod 
ed into the art object as the artist strove to assert personal freedom
th rough stylistic innovation. The contrast with Proudhon's artist,
who could not approach a condition of freedom except through social
critique, seemed unequivocal. It took the Paris Commune (March 18
to May 28, 1871) to resolve the debate.
The Commune was an outgrowth of the defeat of Emperor
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Paris Commune, 1914.

Napoleon HI following an ill-advised declaration of war with Prussia
in July 1870. Prussia formed an alliance with other German princi
palities and invaded France. Defeat followed defeat and on September
2, 1870, Napoleon ITI surrendered with most of his army just out
side Paris. Insurrectionary demonstrations in the capital led to his
capitulation and the proclamation of a repub lic a n Government of
National Defense on September 4. This government signed an un
popular armistice with the Germans on January 28, 1871. In early
February, a newly elected and overwhelmingly conservative National
Assembly transferred the seat of government from Paris to Versailles.
While the conservatives consolidated at Versailles, radicals in Paris
rejected the armistice and called for the socialization of the economy
under a communal form of government. The Paris Commune was
elected by 275,000 Parisians in March at the same time as parallel
communes were declared in Lyons, Marseilles, Toulouse, Narbonne,
Le Creusot, and St. Etienne. Later that month, National Assembly
troops moved against the regional communes and by mid-April, Paris
was left isolated.59
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the Communards i mpleme nted a host of popular mea
sures such as the expropriation of workshops and their transfer to
worker-owned cooperatives, the requ isi ti on of empty buildings for
pu bl i c housing, and paying top government officials the equi valen t
of a skilled worker's wage. Grassroots clubs in the ci ty districts (01-In Paris,

1'ondissemtms) infused Paris with the spirit of direct democracy. The

fou n d ing dedication of one such club to "uphold th e rights of the peo
ple, to accomplish their political education, so that they might govern
themselves," communicates the anarchic tenor of city.60 In April, the
Commune a t temp ted to rally t he rest of the country to its cause in an
appeal "to the people of France" calling for:
the toral autonomy of the commune extended to every township
in France, and the ensuring to each the fullness of his rights
:lnli t{) �v�ry Fr�nc:hlT1:ln the: fr�� �xrrt"_<;!,i{)n {)f hi" f:lf:nlrie:.<;

and aptitudes as man,

:lS

citizen and as worker; the commune's

autonomy is to be res tric ted only by the right to an equa l au
tonomy for all the other communes that adhere to the contract
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that will ensure the u nity of France.61

Courbet, who regarded the Paris Commune as a first step towards
Proudhon's anarchist program, threw himself into the effort.6! O n
April 30, at the Commune's height, he wrote,
I am, thanks to the people of

Paris, up to my neck i n poli

tics: president of the Federation of Artists, member of the
Commune, delegate to the Office of the Mayor, delegate to
[the Ministry of] Public Education, four of the most important

offices in Paris. . . . Paris is a true paradise! No police, no non
sense, no exaction of any kind, no arguments! Every thing in
Paris rolls along like clock-work. If only it could stay like this

forever. In shor t, i t is a beautiful dream. All government bodies
are organized federally and run themselves.6.1
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(Ilfnd Viutelly, My A{lvt:ntun:s in the Paris Communt:. 1914.

The Federation of Artists had been formed on April 13 at Courbet's
instigation. Its first act was to issue a manifesto declaring complete
freedom of expression, an end to government interference in the arts,
and equality amongst the mcmbership.<HCompletc freedom of expres�
sion: for Courbet, there was no conflict between Zola's advocacy of
freedom through style and Proudhon's advocacy of freedom through
critique-an anarchist future could accommodate both.
On May 21, the French army finally breached the Commune's de�
fenses and, backed by relentless bombardments, poured into the city
centre. Barricades slowed the army down as the Communards fought
back street by street and vast swaths of Paris were engulfed in flames.
Once the Paris defenses had been breached, the military went on a
killin g rampage: fifteen� to thirty�thousand Parisians were slaugh�
tered before the fighting finally ended on May 28; 38,000 more were
arrested in its aftermath, including Courbet.65 He spent six months in
jail and his property was seized. Penniless upon his release and threat�
ened with re�arrest, Courbet fled to Switzerland, where he died in
exile on December 3 1 , 1877.
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CHAPTER
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WANDERING
Neo-lmjJ1'essionists find Depictions ofthe Dispossessed

At the bottom ofthe stain lay the lIIari1len ofthe street cur�
n�1It, tbe tmmps wbo blldjill/ert

(Jut

of tbe crowd lift, who

refused to obey-they had abal1do11ed time, possessiolls, labm;
sImlp.1Y. Thpy mnlbp.d nnd flepl ;11. rollme1·�1·hyl"1JI. lO lhe

wodd.
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-Anats Nin, "Houseboat,"

19411

Followingthe fall ofthe Paris Commune in 1871, successive Republican
governments presided over an explosive expansion of French indus�
trial capitalism which quickly eroded older, marc rural forms of pro�
duction and community life. The economic juggernaut was made
possible thanks to a new infrastructure of rail lines and roads which
spread through the countryside, bringing economic transformation to
hitherto relatively untouched areas.1 It came with a price: in villages,
towns, and hamlets throughout France, the products of local crafts�
men were displaced by cheap goods mass�produced in factories, and
small�scale farms geared to the material needs and ecological capaci�
ties of the local community were undermined by imported produce
from abroad and the reconfiguration of agricultural production on
a large�scale, export�oriented basis. This process was augmented by
a great economic depression that lasted from 1873 to 1896, a crisis
which forced artisans and peasants into debt, and from there to the

j)
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Gllst{/W AI{/rirsitlllx, The Slag I-iCJp, co 1904. Pbotogmpb.

mines, factories, mills, and urban centers that fed the industrial capi
talist monolith.}
Roger Magraw writes that as the old skills and rural communities
died, " uprooted, alienated, deskilled workers took refuge i n consum
erism, or, more often, in drink, crime, and domestic violence."'+ But
many of the displaced refused to be victims; instead, they entered into
a state of revolt against encroaching capitalist servitude, articulated
in the form of an anarchist critique of marginalization and the cruel
existence of the dispossessed.
Nowhere was this critique more clearly encapsulated than in the
art of the neo-impressionists. The term "neo-impressionism" was
coined in 1886 by the anarchist art critic Felix Feneon to ch aracter-
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Ize the stylistic evolution of a group of Paris-based painters whose
ranks included Paul Signac, Camille Pissarro, Lucien Pissarro,
Georges Seurat, Anna Bloch, Charles Angrand, iVlaximilien Luce,
Albert Dubois-Pillet, and Henri Edmond Cross; shortly thereafter,
the group expanded to include Theo Va n Rysselberghe and a circle of
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artists based in Belgium. The difference between impressionism and

neo-impressionism, Signac would later explain, was the neo-impres
sionists' "scientific" application of color, as opposed to "instinctual"; a
second difference was that, pol itica lly speaking, almost all of the neo
impression ists were avowed anarchists whose paintings and graphic
contributions to journals such as Le Pere Pinord, L'eu debors, La PlulIIe,
I.:Assiette Au BeU1Te, and Les Temps Nouveaux played a key agitational
role in the lIluvement.5
Take, for example, Les E1"11mts (The Wallde1'e1's) (1897) (see color
pbre 2), :l lirhogr:lph prod�l('ed by Theo V:l n Rysse.lherghe for ;'ln :11bum of prints issued by Les Temps Nouveaux (see color plate 2). Van
Rysselberghe's tide came from a poem of the same name by the an
archist playwright Emile Verhaeren. In the corner of the print is a
passage from Verhaeren's poem which reads: "Thus the poor people
cart their misery for great distances over the plains of the earth . . . "
In the late 1880s and early 1890s, the workers of Belgium had repeat
edly risen up in a series of mass strikes, riots, and violent clashes with
the police and army. The first such incident erupted in the industrial
city of Liege, where a commemoration of the Paris Commune led to
full-scale rioting that spread throughout the country's industrial min
ing region.6 We can better grasp the desperation of the region's work
ers through photographs of their living hell-the prosperous (from a
bourgeois perspective) towns where workers were reduced to combing
slag heaps for bits of coal "after hours." Men, women, and children
worked ten- to thirteen-hour days, six days a week, in the mines and
mills of Belgium; they were paid at or below subsistence level, and if
there was no work, they starved.;
Van Rysselberghe's WalldeTers are refugees displaced by poverty,
the police, and the army. In the 1890s, thousands of such families were
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forced to tramp the roads of Belgium by grinding unemployment,
lock-outs, or brutal acts of government suppression; "They cart their
misery for great distances," Verhaeren wrote. Enraged at the injustice,
Van Rysselberghe depicted these outcasts in their most abject moment
of defeat, condemned to wandering without end in a world ruled by an
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economic system that "capitalizes everything, assimi lates everything,

and makes it its own."8
But to where might they have wandered? Perhaps to the city, to join
the multitudes of unemployed and underemployed. Henri Lebasque's
lithograph, P ,<Jvocation (1900), distributed by Les Temps Nouveaux,
bears testimony to the kind of marginalization awaiting them in the
great marketplaces of capital. A stark critique of starvation in the face
of c:apitalislIl's bountiful plt!nituut!, tht! provocation is the c:olIlillodi
fication of bread, humanity's most basic sustenance. A child stands
we:lk :lnd listless, snring:lt IO:lve.s dispbyed i n :l brightly-lit shop win 
dow; business prospers while the child is hungry. Similar testimony
to the inhumane nature of capitalism is captured in a drawing for Les
Temps Nouveallx's July 1907 issue by George Bradberry, depicting an
emaciated tramp who pauses to stare at fat cows chewing their cud.
"The starving man," reads the caption, "envies the satiated beasts!"
And so the rural outcast stands mute by the field-valueless, penni
less, and "worthless."
Whilst some anarchist artists focused on the dispossessed's
plight, others chose to portray the oppression of work under capital
ism. In 1889, Camille Pissarro created a small booklet entitled Socilll
Turpitudes, which depicted the drudgery of emergent forms of urban
wage labor. Among them is an image of seamstresses subject to the
watchful eye of a supervisor. They hunch over piecework in a debtor's
prison where they have been condemned by their poverty to endless ,
repetitious tasks such as this. Pissarro also depicted the brutalization
of day-laborers; an illustration for the May 1893 issue of LII Plume, for
example, shows the back-breaking drudgery of stevedores who spent
their lives-when they could obtain work-shoveling and hauling
coal.
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Maximilim Lllee,

The Faclory Chimneys: Couillel Near Charleroi, ,S9S-I899.

Oil 0"
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Thus far I have discussed the nco-impressionists' damning criti
cism of industrial capitalist labor and the injustice of working-class
destitution. However, this was not the sum total of their viewpoint;
they also pointed to different possibilities lying dormant in Europe's
besieged pre-capitalist ways of life . Here, critique was wed to utopia,
and the condition of wandering rook on new meaning.
The latter theme emerges in a painting by Maximilien Luce en
titled Tbe FI1ct01Y Chimneys: Couillet Nem" Cbn1"le roi (1 898-1899). Luce
was an uncompromising working-class militant who was briefly im
prisoned for his anarchist activities in 1894. Toward the end of the
1890s, he traveled through northern France and Belgium, recording
his impressions of the mining towns and factories.9 An exhibition of
his paintings held in 1891 led one anarchist art critic to note that he
found in Luce's work "the bleeding soul of the people, the life of the
multitudes anguished and inflamed by suffering and bitterness." lo
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Fllcto,) Chimneys is dominated

by the grim industrial capitalist
inferno of Couillet, where tree
less streets of roomi ng houses dis
gorged workers daily into the mills.
But in the corner of the painting, a
man and boy walk away from the
entrapment of this inferno. Their
destination is unnamed; their pur
pose, unde termined They might
be setting our on a journey, or per
haps they seek momentary respite
from the grey, pollutt!u environ
ment they leave behind. Tn any
.

event, they ;lre p;lssing from one

Pmr KrQfX'kill, 1899. Pborogmpb.

worl d to another-the rhythm

of
capital gives way to the rhythm of nature.
Luce and the neo impressionists were fully aware of the violence
that emergent capitaljsm did to nature's rhythms, and the crippling
contort ions it s i ndus tries imposed on humanity. They read the cri
tiques of Elisee Reclus and Peter Kropotkin, both of whom con
demned t he dis equilibri um of industrial capital ism as a viola tion of
harmonious social relations and, ultimately, of humanity's relation
ship to the earth." Writing in 1864, Reclus observed:
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The barbarian pillages the earth; he exploits it violently and
fails to restore its riches, in the end rendering it unin habitable.
The truly civili7..ed man understands that his interest is bound

up with the interest of everyone and with that of narureY
Ni neteent h ce ntury anarch ists sought to end this barbarism in the
name of a social order in which property would be held i n common
and social and ecological devastation would come to an end. Harmony
entailed a freedom that respected and nurtured differences while sus-
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taining the good of the whole. Just as mutual aid undergirded the
diverse interrelatedness of plants, insects, and animals, so humanity
could realize a greater diversity through cooperationY However, for
many, this farsighted and demanding vision seemed to run against the
grain of history.l�
Where, then, could anarchism find a sure footing in society? In
the Ii rst instance, among other anarchists. Reclus wrote of anarchists'
obligation "to free ourselves personally from all preconceived or im
posed ideas, and gradually group around ourselves comrades who live
and act in the same fashion." Such "small and intelligent societies," he
argued, could form the basis of a greater harmonious social order. ls
However, communities of anarchists were not the sole social force
working against th� imlustrial c.:apitalist leviathan. Redus and uthe;:rs
looked to the surviving patterns of communal existence among the
pe:lS;l ntry, where the t r;lees of:l different soc1;l1 rhythm still prev:l ile d
Camille Pissarro's great neo-impressionist paintings, such as Apple
Pickillg at Emgllly-sll1·-Epte (1888) (see color plate 3), capture the ca
dence ofthis life, where work was relatively untouched by the regula
tory regime of capitalized production. These workers take their time;
they pause to chat amongst themselves, and their activity is voluntary
and cooperative. Here, humanity transforms the world through culti
vation rather than destruction.
Thus, everyday life approaches a condition of harmony akin to
anarchism-or so the anarchist writer and critic Octave Mirbeau
thought. For him, Pissarro's canvases depict a world animated by "the
ideal," where the cities of capital, "booming as they may be, are no
more perceptible, having no more planetary importance, behind the
fold of terrain that hides them, than the lark's nest in the bottom of
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a furrow."16 Without a doubt, these paintings verge on utopian. \lVe

know that Pissarro and other anarchist artists also depicted the bru
talization of landless peasant laborers on the large capitalized farms
of rural France. However, the neo-impressionists were equally en
thralled by the Iifecycle they encountered i n Europe's small hamlets
and land-holdings, where self-sufficiency and pre-capitalist ways still
persisted.
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In fact, the technique of the neo-impressionists was suffused with
anarchist politics Their application of unique and discrete colors on
the canvas-the small dots of paint that gi ve their paintings their soft
glow and shimmering radiance-accorded to scientific principles of
vision, so as to produce an overall harmonious effect. This painterly
.

technique was their analogue for the harmony in freedom that could

unite humanity and, in turn, reconcile us with nature. In her master
ful study of the movement, Robyn Rosiak writes that the visual syn
thesis of the neo-impressionist canvas represented:
. . . the progressive process through which harmony and va

riety

in u nity

(terllls which defined the

ideal ana rchist social

structure) were achieved. These, of course, were the very terms
which the neo -impressionists and their critics used to describe
nt':()-imprt>."si(mi."t p;lintinB' Tht':rt':, inrlivirlll;ll spots ()f p;lint,

akin to the human indi viduals in anarcho-cOllllllunist social
theory, are amassed

to

form unified, harmonious, synthet ic

compositions, which appear as such because of the way i n whi ch
the d iscrete colors are sci enti fically applied to compliment one
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another while preserving their own, unique cha racter.li

Thus, the nco-impressionists fused politics with reality, glVlIlg
th eir ideals a material presence in the form of social critiques on can
vas th at pointed toward an anarch ic future
Of course, this future could not be achieved without re volution.
And the anarchists knew that among the masses of displaced and
dispossessed workers, the memory of revolts and the hope of revolu
tion remained intact. In fact, many anarchist militants came from the
ranks of these working-class itinerants, who played a key role in the
movement as they traveled from place to place spreading revolutionary
ideas through pamphlets, songs, and conversations. IS I n 1896, Henri
Edmond Cross paid homage to one such anarchist in an illu stration ,
Tbe Wande1'e1; issued by Les Temps Nouveaux. Copies of this prin t may
wel l ha ve circulated the length and breadth of France and beyond.
I n it, the "Wanderer" sits alone, caught up by a visionary re velry,
.
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HlIIri-Ed1llolld Cross, The \.vanderer, 189 6. Litbogmpb from Les Temps Nouveaux.
Privnte Col/retial'.

which is depicted behind him. The revolution has been won, and work
ers are throwing the insignia of capitalist oppression-flags and other
symbols of authority-into a raging bonfire. These workers, and the
wanderer himself, are surrounded by a beautiful neo-impressionist
landscape: harmony in freedom has banished tyranny.
Anarchists such as those in Cross's The WOlldet"er were outcasts,
but they also were free. Their freedom resided in a day-to-day life
apart from capital, as well as the revolutionary vision they propagat
ed to those encountered along the way. Like Nin's tramps, they toO
abandoned time, possessions, labor, and slavery i n a refusal to obey.
And, like them, they existed in counter-rhythm to a society in which
their ideals were deemed valueless. But they also struggled for a better
world.
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1 5 Reclus to Clar:l Koeltlitz, April 12, 1895 quoted in Fleming, li5.
16 Octa\'e Mirbcau, "Camille Pissarro," CArt dllJls In dt'lI.T 1J10Jldl'f H Ua nuary 10,
1891), (Iuoted in Manha ""ard IJiilon'o, Nl'Q�i1llp"ITiolliS'm, alld fhl' Spllrf'f ofthe
AVllllt�G/IHII' (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996): 181.
17 Robyn Sue RosIak, Scientific Aesthclics aml lhc Acsthclici7.ed Earth: the Parallel
Vision of the Nco�IIIlprcssionist Lamls<-'3pe and Anarcho�COllllllunist Social
Theory (PhD diss., University of California at Los Angeles, 1987); 204.

18 For a period discussion of itineram anarchists and their role in the mo\'ement, see
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Felix Dubois, The Anarchist Peril (London; T. Fisher Unwin, 1894).

CHAPTER 3

OBSCENITY
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The Advent ofDada in New Y01"k

Many are familiar with the early twentieth�centtlry Dada movement,
when anti-war artists fruIll a range of c.:ollntrit:s attac.:h:d thl! social
and cultural order that had given rise to World War I. Tn the current
liter;lt\lre, it is ('ommonpb('c to d:l tc D:ld;1'S New York heginnin gs to
French artist Francis Picabia's arrival in June of 1915 and his five "ob
ject portraits" published in the July-August issue of the avant-garde
art journal 291.1 These depictions are rightly singled out because they
embody so many of the definitive features of Dadaist production in
New York, in thatthcir evocation of industrialism and commercialism
violated the conventions defining art while simultaneously setting off
a chain of associative readings that transgressed the subject at hand.
Where I part with the prevailing view, however, is in regard to
Picabia's attitude towards the United States and, by extension, the role
ascribed to him in the development of American modernism. Art his
torian Wanda Corn and others have argued that the object portraits
were a celebratory incorporation of American popular culture into
high art, a broadening, if you will, of the modernist landscape to in
clude the American point of view. Z However, this reading downplays
the complexity of Picabia's portraits as well as the dissident politics
that inspired them. By way of reply, this chapter focuses on one of
these works, P01·trnit ofa YOllllgAmerican Gid il1 n State OfNudity (1915),
as a case study in how the advent of Dada in New York was bound up
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with an anarchist critique of contemporary American culture and the
distinctive type of modernity it embodied.
Picabia was a Paris-based painter who had first visited the United
States in the company of his wife, Gabrielle Buffet-Picabia, in 1913
to attend the opening of a large-scale exhibition of European an d
American modernism known as the Armory Show. The exhibition

began in New York (February 17-March 15) and then traveled to
Chicago (March 24-ApriI 16) before closing in Boston (April 28-May
19). The Pica bias arrived in New York on January 20 and stayed on
through February and March before departing home for France on
April 10. In New York, the couple met with the photographer Alfred
Steiglitz, who ran a small non-commercial gallery (known as "291,"
,Ifter its Fifth Avenue 'I(.klrcss) ami journal-Ctnllt'771 WU1"k-w sh ow
case the latest experiments in European and American modernism.
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n'lring their st�y, the Pi(':lbbs grew dose to Steiglit7. :lnd m:lnyothe.rs

in his circle, notably the Mexican caricaturist Marius de Zayas, the
anarchist journalist Hutchins Hapgood, and Paul Haviland, a wealthy
art collector and photographer.3
Prior to his New York visit, Picabia had been exhibiting for just
under two years with a group of Parisian cubists (the "salon cubists")
led by painter and theorist Albert Gleizes, who co-authored the semi
nal statement, Cubism (1912), with fellow painter Jean Metzinger.
Gleizes was the group's organizational dynamo who arranged exhibi
tions, promoted the movement in the press, and discouraged any aes
thetic deviations." The group's successes in Paris ensured that when
the American organizers of the Armory Show went to France in a
quest for modern art, they would return with a substantial list of cu
bist paintings and sculpture. At the Armory Show, Picabia exhibited
four paintings, including Dances at tbe Spring (1912) (see color plate 4),
alongside work by Gleizes, Marcel Duchamp, Raymond Duchamp
Villan, Roger de La Fresnaye, Fernand Leger, and Jacques Villon.5
Picabia's paintings were textbook examples of the cubist aesthetic
circa 1912, which followed the metaphysical tenets of the French phi
losopher Henri Bergson. Briefly, Bergson argued that the conventional
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Francis Picabin, Portrait d'uncJcunc Fillc Amcricainc dans l'etat de Nudite. 291, IIOS
5-6, JII/y-AllgIISt 1915. © Estnlt' ofFrallcis Picnbin / SODRAC (2006).
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scientific view of the world-which
filtered perception through clock
time, Newtonian physics, and
Euclidian geometry-was a false
hood. Developing a metaphysics
to counter it, he posited that the
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Frnl/cis Picllbin, en 191]. Pbologrnpb.

true state of matter could only be
grasped through a suspension of
the intellect so as to open us to in
tuition. According to Bergson, art
ists were more capable than others
of entering into a sympathetic, in
ruitivt! rdatiunship with tht! wurld,
a claim that was also trumpeted by
Glei7.es and the ('llhists, who haserl

their style on these principles.6
In Time tlud Free Will (1889), Cretltive Evolution (1907), and other
works, Bergson argued that matter was actually energy in a condition
of flux and interpenetration and that each moment in time was quali
tatively different from the last, like the condition of matter itself. This
was the reality that cubism depicts. Tn Picabia's Donces ot the Spring,
for example, the dancers' bodies appear to break up and merge with
their surroundings because the painter is trying to represent the dy
namism of matter III space and time as filtered through his artistic
intuition.1
So things stood In 1912. However, upon arriving in New York,
Picabia made a dramatic break with the cubist movement. As recorded
by Hutchins Hapgood in an interview for the Globe newspaper, Picabia
argued that the artist's role was not to "mirror the external world" but

rather "to make real, by plastic means, internal mental states."s Picabia
explained that he could no longer follow cubism because the cubists
were "slaves to the strange desire to reproduce" the external world,
just like the old masters whose works hung in the dusty halls of the
Louvre.9
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While his cubist paintings were on exhibit in the Armory Show, he
began working in a new "post-cubist" style.to This was an "unfettered,
spontaneous, ever-varying means of expression in form and color
waves," painted "according to the commands, the needs, the inspi
ration of the impression, the mood received."11 The results-sixteen
watercolors\ including New York Perceived Tbrongb tbe Body (1913)
were exhibited at a one-man show (with catalogue) which opened at
Steiglitz's 291 gallery on March 17, two days after the New York leg of
the Armory Show c10sedY In a special catalogue statement summing
up his new aesthetic, Picabia claimed to be unleashing "the mysterious
feelings of his ego." An article on "The Latest Evolution in Art and
Picabia" published in Stieglitz's in-house journal, Camera f-V01'k, wem
furthl:r. Here, his styll: was charac terizeu as "the re,II Anarchy, nel:ul:u
and foreseen."!}
Wh:'!t prompted Pic:'!bb to reject C\lhism in flYor of :lhstr:lction?
The impetus can be traced to a second ex-cubist, Marcel Duchamp.
In the summer of 1912, Duchamp left Paris for Munich, where he
studied Max Stirner's anarchist-individualist manifesto, The Ego and
its Own, a materialist critique of metaphysics and an assertion of liber
tarian individualism.!" Stirner argued that the metaphysical thinking
unde rpinning religion and notions of truth laid the foundation for the
hierarchical division of society into those with knowledge and those
without. From here, an entire train of economic, social, and politi
cal inequalities ensued, all of which were antithetical to anarchismY
Combatting metaphysics, Stirner countered that ideas are indelibly
grounded in our corporal being. The egoist, therefore, recognized
no metaphysical realms or absolute truths separate from experience.
Indeed, Stirner deemed the very notion of an "I" to be a form of meta
physical alienation from the self. Libertarian "egoism," Stirner wrote,
"is not that the ego is all, bur the ego destroys all. Only the self-dissolv
ing ego . . . the jiUitf ego, is really 1 . [The philosopher] Fichte speaks
of the 'absolute' ego, but I speak of me, the transitory ego."16 Once
conscious of its freedom, this self-determining, value-creating ego in
evitably came to a "self-consciousness against the state" and its oppres-
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sive laws a nd regulationsY As Stirner put it, "there exists nOt even one
truth, not right, not freedom, humanity, etc., that has stability before
me, and to which I subject myself."18 He concluded:
I am the

owner

of my might, and I am so when I know myself

as unique. In the 1/uiqlle one the owner himself returns into his
creative nothing, out ofwhich he is born. Every higher essence

above me, be it God, be it human, weakens the feeling of my
uniqueness, and pales before the sun of this consciousness. If
J concern myself for myself, the unique one, then my concern
rests on its transitory, mortal creator, who consumes himself,
and I may say: I have set my a ffair on nothing,l?
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Years later, Duchamp related that reading Stirner

Munich
hro\lght :lhmlt his "com pl(':te liher:ltion."2D Ht;', ;1nd Pic;1hb wert;', very
close, and upon return i ng to Paris that fall, they likely discussed
Stirner's ideas at length.21 In any event, scarcely three months later,
Picabia was introducing New Yorkers to "the mysterious feelings of
his ego" in free-flowing expressions "cut loose" from cubist "conven
tion" and its "established body of laws and accepted values."n
IfStirnerist egoism pushed Picabia to adopt a new expressive style,
it also, evidently, reinforced his pred ilection for challenging the stat
ist and religious mores of his day: Picabia was an archhedonist who
engaged in numerous extra-marital affairs and excessive drug taking.
"He went to smoke opium almost every night," Duchamp later re
called, "[and] I knew that he drank enormously toO."23 This hedonism
would take a decidedly political turn after Picabia returned from New
York.
For example, in 1913, he lent his name to anarchist-led protests
in Paris against the censorship of a newly unveiled monument at the
111

fa mous Pere Lachaise cemetery honoring the era's most notorious ho

mosexual, Oscar "\Tilde (1854-1900). Objecting to the monument's
prominent genitalia and the very idea that a disgraced homosexual
merited any memorial, officials had covered the statue with a tarpaulin
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and fixed a metal plate over the offending organ. Tn response, a group
of Parisian-based anarchist-individualist artists who called themselves
the Artistocrats mounted a campaign in defence of the monument.
Writing in their journal ActiQl1 diwt, they celebrated Wilde's sexual
ity as a healthy expression of egoist anarchism and condemned the
censors as sex-negative perverts whose prudery went against the laws
of nature. They also published a full-page anti-censorship statement
with Picabia's name listed among its signatories.2"
Picabia was shortly to marshal his own protest against the same
censorious forces besieging the Wilde monument. His first full-scale
exercise in artistic "egoism" upon returning from New York was an
attack on the repression of sexual impulses under the moral regime of
Catholicism. Tht! imposing canvas, tht! t!nigmatically titlt!J EdulQ7IiJl
(Ecclesinstic) (see color plate 5), was exhibited at the Autumn Salon of
Novt:'.mher 1 9 1 1 . The p�inting's s\lbjcct W;1S ;1 nominic�n priest whom
Picabia had witnessed during the sea voyage to New York furtively
watching the rehearsals of a Parisian exotic dancerY
Asked to explain his painting, Picabia related that he had fused im
pressions of the "rhythm of the dancer, the beating heart of the cler
gyman, the bridge [of the ocean-liner] . . . and the immensity of the
ocean."26 Here, Picabia echoed a central tenet of Stirner's philosophy:
that the idealist notion of a "soul" separate from the body fostered self
alienation and the suppression of our natural desires and pleasuresY
Rooted i n sensation, his painterly critique of alienation played havoc
with artistic conventions, metaphysical idealism, and the priest's vow
of chastity. Thus, he brought the moral cornerstone of Catholicism
into disrepute while at the same time leaving critics dumbstruck be
fore one of modernism's earliest examples of full-blown abstraction. 1s
When World vVar I began i n August 1914, Picabia was conscripted,
bur initially avoided the trenches by arranging enlistment as a chauf
feur for a French cavalry general behind the lines, first at Bordeaux
and then Paris. Increasingly endangered by the war's progression (he
was deemed fit for the infantry), he next secured an assignment as an
army purchasing agent and was sent overseas in the summer of 1915
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to procure supplies in the Caribbean.19 Promptly abandoning his mis
sion upon reaching New York in June 1915, he reconnected with de
Zayas, who had just launched the satiric avant- garde monthly 291 that
March. While still in Paris, Picabia had contributed Gi1"i B07"11 Witbout
n lv/otbe,' (ca 1915), a loosely sketched depiction of rods and springs
erupting in ill-defined activity! to 291'sJune 1915 issue. This was fol
lowed in the July-August edition by the five meticulously executed
"object portraits," including the drawing of a spark plug, P01·tnlit ofa
Young American Girl ill a State of Nudity (1915), mentioned at the be
ginning of this chapter.3o
Read sequentially, the portraits are witty and sometimes caustic
commentaries on the personalities associated with de Zayas' journal.
The purtrait grac.:ing the c.:uvcr uf 291, fur example, is a bruh:n ("'Im
era with lens extended, whose bellows has become detached from the
;l fm;l("\lfe ;lnd is colbpsing. Att:;lch(".rI to the side of the C;lmer;l is ;I n
automobile brake set in park, and a gearshift resting in neutral. The
lens strains toward the word "Ideal" printed above it in Gothic script;
beside the apparatus is stenciled, He1'e, Tbis is Steiglitz / Faitb and Love
(1915). Steiglitz, whom Picabia had befriended during his first New
York excursion in 1913, had a long history of opposing modern art's
commercialization, which he feared would compromise the artist's
creative integrity. For over a decade he had run his gallery as a non
commercial venue where New Yorkers could gain exposure to modern
photography, sculpture, and painting and, if Steiglitz deemed them
sincere i n their admiration, purchase a work at prices that varied wide
ly according to the means of the admirer and other considerations.31
Picabia had exhibited at this gallery and was intimately familiar with
its workings, as was de Zayas. Indeed, de Zayas had named his journal
after Steiglitz's gallery to signal his allegiance to the latter's ideals;
however, by the summer of 1915, he was rethinking his position.
De Zayas saw a need for a more conventional approach, believ
ing modernists of quality could maintain their independence regard
less of commercial pressures if their art was effectively promoted by
sympathetic professionals who respected their freedom and paid them
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well for sales. When Picabia arrived in New York, he joined the de
bate on the side of de Zayas and as a result, a rift developed. By July,
de Zayas had decided to usurp the preeminence of Steiglitz's project
and embark on a new venture, to be located in midtown Manhattan
and christened the "Modern Gallery" (the gallery eventually opened
in October 1915),32 Exasperated by Steiglitz's conti nu ing hostility,
Picabia and de Zayas evidently called him to account. TheJuly-August
cover of 291 suggested Steiglitz's efforts to popularize modernism on
his terms were as exhausted as a broken camera. It was also a potshot
at propriety: the sagging bellows resemble a slackened and impotent
penis, incapable of achieving an erection.H
Inside the journal were four more drawings. The first, a self-por
trait, was a l!ar horn entitleu The S"im of S"ims-This iJ II PU11mit
About lWe (1915). The horn is positioned against what appears to be an
:l\I t"omobi1(". cylind(".r :lnd sp:lrk ph l g depicted in cross-section ; Pi(':lhi:l
loved fast cars and here he is, blowing his own horn as the avant-garde
artist who is more "advanced" than anyone else. The horn was fol
lowed by the spark plug rendering Portmit of a YOllllg Cit"! in a State
of Nudity, which referred to artist Agnes Ernst Meyer's role as the
"spark" that had started the journal by agreeing to bankroll it behind
the scenes. The next portrait, De Zayas, De Zayas.' (1915), plays on the
editor's vision in founding a journal devoted to satire. It consists of
electrical wiring linking an improbable ensemble of objects-a corset,
automobile headlights, an electrical post, and a gyrating mechanical
device-all of which "work" to create illumination. The final portrait,
Voila HflVilolld the Poct as He Sees Hi1Jlse/f(1915), depicts his friend Paul
Haviland as an electric lamp with no plug; earlier, in June of that year,
the Franco-American Haviland had been forced to "unplug" himself
from participating in 291 following a summons from his father

to

at

tend to the family business in France. These insular references would
have eluded most of 291's readers; they have only come to light thanks
to painstaking art historical research.H
In an interview for the New York Tribune i n October 1915, Picabia
described his new portrait style as revelatory, relating that upon dis-
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embarking in New York, he had been struck by America's "vast me
chanical development." "1 have enlisted the machinery ofthe modern
world, and introduced it into my studio," he provocatively argued, be
cause "the machine" is "more than a mere adjunct to life. It is really a
part of human life-perhaps its very soul."H
Ascribing such significance to machines underlines the multifac
eted complexity of Picabia's new style, in which he furthered his rejec
tion of cubism and his hostility toward censorious social institutions
i n a critique with America as its cipher. This was a remarkable exercise
i n artistic iconoclasm, but to grasp its ramifications, we need to exam
ine YOUl1g Ame1-icnl1 Girl more closely from a cubist perspective.
As we have seen, the cubists trumpeted their style as the prod
uct of an intuitive, anti-intdlcctual, ami qualitative cxpericnct! of
reality. They even went so far as to equate a cubist artwork, born
of Q\ l;l l it;l tive cxp('.rien('c, to ;l living orl}'l nism.36 The ;lntith('.sis of
qualitative perception was the utilitarian state of mind, which quan
tified, ordered, and standardized nature. According to Bergson, this
type of thinking was unartistic, but could nonetheless provide occa
sion for a distinctive kind of artistry, namely the comic; this is the
theme of his book Lnughu1' (l900), which analyzed humor's relation
to our lesser utilitarian minds.
Bergson's thesis focused on moments of disjuncture when manifes
tations of living, organic, qualitative being get mixed up with the in
organic, quantitative, and lifeless. He characterized the type of being
that is the antithesis of a living entity as "readymade" and "mechani
cal." "The attitudes, gestures, and movements of the human body,"
he wrote, become laughable in "exact proportion as the body reminds
us of a mere machine."J7 Contrasts of automatism with natural move
ment, "the rigid, ready-made, and mechanical" with "the supple, ever
changing, and living," were "the defects that laughter singles out."38
Here, we find one of the satirical themes in Young Americo11 Gid and
the other object portraits; Picabia drew on Bergson's thesis concern
ing humor to mount what was, in effect, a parody of cubism.
A cubist portrait was understood to be a n artistic exercise of pro-
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found sympathy, in which the artist captured the sitter's unique per
sonality through a process of intuition attuned to the life force of the
subject, right down to her material dynamism. To quote Gleizes and
Metzinger in Cubism, by circumnavigating the intellect, the artist cre
ated a "sensitive passage between two subjective spaces" in which "the
personality of the sitter" was "reRected back upon the understa nding

of the spectator."39 As such, the painting was a unique expression of
a unique moment in the creative evolution of both the artist and the
subject.
Picabia's YOUl1g Auu:ricoll Gid is the antithesis of this. It is, in cubist
terms, completely art-less, lacking in emotion, empathy, or original
ity: or rather, it is a parodic inversion of Bergsonian cubist values, an
cxercisl! in lIlilllicry that apl!s thl! painwrly ideali�lIl it critiques in its
guise as a humorous joke. To cite Bergson:
\,yhether we find reciprocal interference of series, inversion,
or repetition, we see

that the objective in comedy is always the

same-to obtai n what we have called a mechanization of life.
YOli take a set of actions and relations and repeat it as it is, or
turn it upside down, or transfer

it bodily to

another set with

which it partially coincides-all these being processes that
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consist in looking upon life as a repeating mechanism, with re

versible action and interchangeable parts.-w
Cubism is made fun of, but this is not the only target. \Vhat, for in
stance, was Picabia saying about the United States when he represent
ed Americans, including a "young girl," as machines? I would argue he
was passing judgment, and that his assessment is less than flattering.
Taking his comments to the NrUJ Y01'k Tribune reporter as our starring
point, Picabia suggests that Americans are distinguished as a nation
by an advam:ed state of industrialism, which dominates them to such
a degree that machine qualities have invaded their very souls, so to
speak. Thus, Picabia inverts cubism's metaphysical reading of what it
is to be human in order to clear the ground for addressing the culture
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of the United States critically. And through this elliptic process of
mirroring he comments not only on its industrial prowess, but also on
the mass marketing that drives it. Picabia's young American girl is a
diagrammatically drawn spark plug-the sort of thing one could find
in any auto-parts catalogue, newspaper, or magazine advertisement:"
However, if this is advertising, what of its content? Stripped of art's
aura, the patina of beauty encapsulated by the girl's "state of nudity"
implied something else: a marketing ploy that pointed to the portrait's
encoded satiric function as sexual provocation.
This sexual stamp had Parisian roots. In all likelihood it was in
spired in part by Super...,l1nle (1902), a satirical (and certainly by American
standards, obscene) novel by the French satirist Alfred Jarry:H Jarry's
book tells the story of an American scientist who creatt!s a «perpetual
motion food" which allows for, among other things, non-stop sex. In
;l ('h;lll enge to h ('.r fMher, the s('ientist's yO\T1lg d;l\lght('.r-";l little slip
of a girl"-demonstrates that she can achieve the same results through
sheer force of will. The object of her affections is a machine-like "su
per-male" who is abnormally lacking in emotion. After a lengthy per
formance with the young girl, he dies while hooked up to another of
her father's inventions, a love-inspiring machine.�;
The Jarryesque subtext of Picabia's Young Ame1'icnn Gid, then, is its
tongue-in-cheek presentation of feminine sexual allure Americanized,
industrialized, and commercialized. Think of this portrait as a sat
ire of American advertising in which Picabia shamelessly parades a
young girl for sale in a "state of nudity" with a standard manufactur
er's guarantee-FOR-EVER-of flawless performance in perpetuity.
Certainly, this latter feature is what caught the attention of the 291
circle. In an accompanying article on the object portraits, de Zayas
wrote that modern art could only succeed in the United States if it
adopted the features of commercialism-and then praised Picabia for
inventing such an art.H
More to the point, Picabia had created an artistic means of attack
ing this commercialism on its own turf. YOU11gA1lle1';cnn Girl was a slap
i n the face of the puritanical artistic values underpinning the mass
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marketing of modern American
femininity. In the early twenti
eth century, popular magazines
and advertisements were filled
with unsullied but curvaceous
full-bo d ied beauties such as J,C,
Leyendecker's vacationing golfers
or popular magazine illustrator
Howard Chandler Christy's vir
ginal A1Ho-ianl Girl (1912), from
his "Liberty Bells" series. In the
minds of both publishers and the
general public.:, suc.:h itll!<llizations
made the marketing of femininity
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respe("t;lhle, even ;l(,.sthetk:llly ;lnd ("lllt\lr:111y llplifting.4s

Picabia's version of commercialized womanhood mirrored and
mocked American marketing by stripping its prototype Youug
A1IIe1·icoll Ghi down to her "essence" as a sexual commodity for sale.
Here, the politics of censorship make their entrance, because Picabia's
portrait can also be read as a challenge to the repressive anti-obscenity
laws which were at the time regulating American artistic production,
both high and low.
The spearhead of censorship was Anthony Comstock, Special
Agent for the United States Postal Office and chief investigator for
the New York Society for the Repression of Vice, an organization em
powered to arrest and charge anyone in possession of literature, pho
tographs, or artwork it judged to be obscene.46 From 1873, when the
Federal obscenity law ("The Comstock Act") was passed, Comstock
and his agents had full power to search premises and seize materials
at will. In the first two years alone, over 194,000 pictures and photo
graphs were confiscated and destroyed under their watch. At the same
time, anti-vice organizations and state laws against vice mushroomed
around the country.4i
Art was not immune from the onslaught. One of Comstock's earli-
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est raids targeted a fashionable New York art gallery for distributing
reproductions of "objectionable, lewd, and obscene" work by "the mod
ern French School" (the works in question were nudes by well-known
French academics such as William-Adolphe Bouguereau)."!:! The re
pressiveness was such that by 1895, no less a figure than Kenyon Cox
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of the conservative New York Academy of Design was complaining

bitterly about it."" The illustration beauties of American commercial
art, therefore, reflected more than native prudishness: they were care
fully calibrated to sell a product while remaining firmly within the
boundaries of what the censors deemed respectable.
When did censorship in the United States become a concern of
Picabia's? As we have seen, upon returning to France in the summer of
1913, hI! had challcngl!d cl!nsorious moralizing in his own cuuntry by
signing the petition in support of the Wilde monument and exhibit
in g the � nti-cleriC:l1 RdtflQlJisl th�t November. F� rli('.r sti ll, how('.v('.r, he
was involved in another obscenity controversy. Tn iVl"arch 1913, while
Picabia was in New York, the Armory Show traveled to the Chicago
Art Institute, where conservatives reacted by filling the press with let
ters and articles condemning the exhibition, i n particular calling the
room given over to the French cubists "obscene," "lewd," "immoral,"
,,
and "indecent. :m Chicago's anti-vice Law and Order League called for
the exhibition's closure, and civic figures such as clergymen and high
school instructors concurred.s l The mayor of Chicago even joined the
bandwagon by visiting the exhibition, where he singled out Picabia's
Dances at the Spring and made fun of it i n the company of reporters.51
Finally, in early April, the Illinois Senate sent a vice investigator
to examine the artwork. In a front-page news story for the Cbicago
A1JIeriClll1, the investigator declared cubism to be "lewd" and feared for
its "immoral effect on other artists."H Based on the investigator's re
port, the State Lieutenant Governor ordered the Illinois Senate's anti
vice "White Slave Commission" (white slavery was a popular term
for prostitution) to determine whether or not the art was "harmful to
public mores" (in the end the exhibit was allowed to continue).H The
level of hostility was so intense that the alarmed New York organizers
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published a hastily compiled pamphlet entitled For and Against, which
reprinted, among other items, a statement by Picabia that had accom
panied his "post-cubist" exhibition at Steiglitz's 291 gallery.55
Recall that when this scandal reached its boiling point in early April,
Picabia was spending considerable time with the journalist Hutchins
Hapgood. Hapgood was a member of the Free Speech League, an
organization founded in 1902 with the express purpose of challeng
ing Comstock and the anti-obscenity laws.s6 Picabia might well have
discussed the Armory Show's reception in Chicago with Hapgood
or, for that matter, with any of the artists and critics in the Steiglitz
circle. The depths of their pro-vice contempt for censorship are ably
summed up in a caricature published in Tbe Revolutionary Ahnal1ac
(1914) uy Hippolyte I-Iavd, a friend of Sreiglitz and Hapgood who also
knew Picabia.S7 Entitled Saillt Ambo11Y, Gum'dian of Montis (ca 1914),
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the ilJ�lstr;ltion ;lccomp;lnieS ;l story in which Comstock Tll\lSeS on the.

trials of life in a world of "nudity and shamelessness," where "good
and chastity" go unrewarded while those with "neither conscience nor
care" feast on "sinful life's joys." Frustrated by this state of affairs, he
dreams of overthrowing God-who has evidently acquired a taste for
vice-in order to decree that the entire universe be surveyed, from
dawn to sunset, by a censoring army of "emissaries. spies, and detec
tives."S8 One can well imagine Picabia chortling at the joke.
In 1915, the Chicago events of two years earlier might have seemed
like a distant memory were it nor for the fact that in l\1a1 rch, just a few
months before Picabia's arrival in June, none other than Comstock
himself again raised the hackles of New Yorkers by raiding an art ex
hibition at a popular Greenwich Village restaurant run by Havel and
his lover Polly Holiday.S? The art in question was a series of nudes
by Clara Tice, a young artist who had studied under the anarchist
painter Robert Henri.60 During the raid, outraged patrons blocked
Comstock's officers until one of them, Alan Norton, editor of an ir
reverent monthly magazine entitled Rogue, announced that he was
purchasing the entire collection on the spot.61 This threw a wrench
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into Comstock's rights of seizure and brought the raid to an end,
though charges were laid.
The incident gOt front-page coverage the next day in the New
l'ork Tribu11e and rekindled the New York modernists' fight against
Comstock's censorious regime_62 Tn May andJuly of 1915, the art pro
moter and publisher Guido Bruno defled the law by mounting two
exhibitions in his Greenwich Village gallery featuring drawings of
nudes by Tice.63 In the wake of her subsequent trial (and acquittal)
on obscenity charges in September, he staged a mock court event
where Tice defended herself before a cross-section of New York's
avant-garde.6� By the time Picabia arrived in New York, therefore,
the Tice affair would very likely have caught his attention, given his
past encounters with the American drive to suppress "vice" lIuring the
Armory Show.
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ret,l rn,

then, to Pi(':lhi:l's Young Amel'ir.nn (;;,-[ :md ('onside.r

it more closely from this perspective. Tn her 1997 study Suspended
License, Elizabeth Childs has observed that "the history of censorship
is not just a matter of institutional solutions to embarrassing or threat
ening art; it is also a history of individual artistic decisions made in
the face of such policies."6S Childs enumerates a range of artistic re
sponses to such repression, from self-censorship to avoid persecution
to courting it by breaking the rules anyway. And then there are the
more subterranean tactics of "working inside or around a censorious
art system." "These tactics," she writes, "include changing the venue
for the exhibition of the work; changing the image itself; changing the
context for viewing the work; appearing to follow the rules while en
coding prohibited sentiment in art; or perhaps the most effective ploy,
turning the tables and attacking the censoring institution through the
art itself."66
Young Americal1 Gid encodes and attacks. Read as a brazen "ad
vertisement" of a young girl's naked sexuality, the portrait is nothing
less than a pornographic outrage worthy of the severest prosecution.
Yet it isn't, literally-one has to interpret it as such. Here, Picabia
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echoed one of the most tell i ng accusations American radicals lev
eled against Comstock-pornography is in the mind of the beholder.
Furthermore, in the course of doing so, he exposed the hypocrisy un
dergirding American censorship. The nakedness of this por tra it was
all about "marketing t he produc t"; thus, in one fell swoop, Picabia put
the lie to the puritanical grease facilitating the capitalization of sex for

profit Here, Bergson gets the
.

last word. Tn Loughte1;

he speculated:

Might not certain vices have the same relation to character that
the rigidity of a fixed idea has to intellect? ''''hether as a moral
kink or a crooked twist given to the will, vice has often the ap
pearance of a curvature of the soul. Doubtless there are vices
into which the soul plunges deeply with all its pregnant po
tency, which it rejuvenates

and drags along with it into a mov

ine ('_irc:l� f)f r�i nC::lrn:ltif)n.". Thc:sc: :l rc: tr:lei('_ vic:t"_". Rllt the. virJ'.

capable of making us comic is, on the contrary, that which is
brought from without, like a ready-made frame into which we
are to step. It It:nds us its own rigidity instead of borrowing
from us our flexibility. We do not render it more complicated;
on the contrary, it simplifies usY
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Whereas America was vice-ridden in the

worst sense, Picabia was
vice-ridden in the best sense. His subtle and mercurial ego, untouched
by vice's "tragic" aspect, deployed the humorous side of the equation
by way of parodying the "moral kink" of Comstockery as a mechani
cal simplificat ion in a "readymade frame": P01·trait of0 YoUl1g AlIlC1'icoll
Gid in

0

If we

Stote ofNudity.

read Picabia's object po rtra its as a str aightforwa rd embrace of
things American, we are missing the point. Certainly, he introduced
a new field of expression to art in the United States, bur he did so in
sol idarity with anan:hist currents of dissidence decidedly at odds with
the establishment values that claimed purchase on America. In other
words, the advent of Dada in New York was as much a political event
as an artistic one.
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CHAPTER 4

TRUE CREATORS
Russian A"tists ofthe Anarchist Revolution

"Three artists spent the night in the mansion, since outside the mu
SI!UIIl a studio was Sl!t asicJc fur making art. As the artists told it, that
memorial morning, 'We were awakened by shouts of, "We'll shoot!
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H:lnds IIp!''' A fmcd soldiers ordered th('.m to get dressed, took them

out to the courtyard and together with anarchists sent them off to
the Kremlin." This is Aleksandr Rodchenko's description of a gov
ernment raid on the anarchist-held Morozov mansion in Moscow in
the early morning of April 12, 1918, published in AlIfl1'kbiin (Allfl1'cby).
The report survives as an undated fragment in the New York Public
Library. where North America's only copy of the short-lived revolu
tionary newspaper was allowed to disintegrate, neglected and forgot
ten, until the remains were microfilmed some years ago.1
The obscurity of Allfl1-kbiia mirrors the fate of Rodchenko's anar
chism. Consult any history of the Russian avant-garde and you will read
that the artistic left pledged allegiance to the "October Revolution,"
i.e. the Communist Party coup of 1917 and subsequent dictatorship'!
What this narrative buries, however, is a messy history of artistic re
bellion and political repression which engulfed Rodchenko and others

during the years 1917-1919, when anarchism, not Marxism, was the
raison d'etre of their art.
The Russian Revolution began in February 1917, after soldiers sent
to quell ami-war strikes and rioting in the capital of St. Petersburg
(renamed Petrograd during the war and later, Leningrad) joined the
71
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protestors instead. It was hardly surprising that revolt was in the air.
\iVhen World \!\far I broke out, the absolute monarchy of Nicholas
II, Tsar of the Russian Empire, was allied with France and Britain.
Russia's ill-equipped and under-supplied armies were sent to do battle
against the formidable forces of Germany and Austria-Hungary. By
February 1917-the beginning of the revolution-m i ll ions of Ru ss ia n
lives had been lost, the front was deep inside Russian territory, the
economy was collapsing, and the government was in disarray.
Events in St. Petersburg precipitated a crisis during which Nicholas
II was persuaded to abdicate in favor of an ad hoc provisional govern
ment formed by political leaders from a hitherto powerless parlia
ment-the Duma-that the Tsar had created in the early 1900s. The
provisional government was pro-capitalist and determined to con
tinue Russia's failing war effort despite growing rebellion amongst
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the troops. Rtlt d\lring the spring :'Ind Stllllm(,.r of 1 9 1 7, its power W:'lS

increasingly usurped in the cities, towns, and rural regions by local
councils ("soviets") made up of elected delegates representing the
majority population-workers and peasants. The "workers' and peas
ants' soviets" amalgamated into regional federations, which in turn
allied with urban-based factory committees formed by workers who
were benton asserting public control of their factories and workshops.
Soldiers began forming soviets as well, and discipline in the army
broke down, setting the stage for the events of October 1917. That
fall, the Russian Communist Party, led by Lenin, secured majority
representation in the soviets of Moscow and St. Petersburg. Rallying
other radicals to its side under the slogan "all power to the Soviets,"
the Communist Party spearheaded a successful coup under the aus
pices of a Soviet Military-Revolutionary Committee. On October 25,
soldiers and armed workers stormed the headquarters of the unpop
ular provisional government centers in St. Petersburg and Moscow.
The leaders of the provisional government Red, and the next day the
Military-Revolutionary Committee, which was under the control of
the Communist Party, announced that itwas forming a new governing
"Soviet of People's Commissars" made up exclusively of Communist
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Party members, with Lenin at the helm. This marked the begin
ning of Communist Party dictatorship in Soviet Russia, an era that
would only come to an end with the fall of the Berlin wall. But before
this dictatorship could consolidate, the Communists had to fight for
four years (1917-1921) against the invading armies of Germany and
Austria-Hungary, anarchist insurgency in Russia and the Ukraine,

and a host of reactionary generals (known as the "whites") bent on
restoring the Tsarist monarchy.
Let us return, then, to the night of April 11-12, 1918. The month
before, on March 3, a delegation of Communists acting on behalf of
the Soviet government concluded a separate peace with Germany and
its allies at Brest-Litovsk by ceding a quarter of Russia's arable land,
a quarter of its population, amI three-quarters of its industry to the
German and Austria-Hungarian empires.' Prior to the conclusion of
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negoti�tions, the. COllllll\mist P�rty h�d split into � T.eninist "right"

wing, which favored a separate peace, and a more popular "left" wing,
which opposed the action. The position of the left echoed the senti
ments of the majority of workers' and peasants' soviets, where negotia
tions with Germany were condemned and resolution after resolution
called for a revolutionary war to defeat world capitalism:'
In the early months of 1918, anarchist opposition to the negotia
tions was adamant and unequivocal. In his book Tbe Russian Anarcbists,
Paul Avrich cites Aleksandr Ge, a prominent anarchist-communist,
who delivered a speech at the Central Executive Committee of Soviets
on February 23 in which he threatened: "The anarchist-communists
proclaim terror and partisan warfare on two froms. It is better to
die for the worldwide social revolution than to live as a result of an
agreement with German Imperialism.") Russian anarchist-syndical
ists took the same position, calling for the organization of "relentless
partisan warfare" by guerrilla detachments throughout the length and
breadth of Russia.6 And they were serious: during Febr ua ry and early
March, the local clubs of the Moscow Federation of Anarchists orga
nized detachments of "Black Guards," armed with rifles, pistols, and
grenades.i
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In Moscow, there were at least twenty-five anarchist clubs where
the detachments gathered. These clubs were more than meeting plac
es; they were radical cultural institutions. For example, the "Dom'
Anarkhiia" (House of Anarchy), where the federation's official paper
Al1fl1·khiia was published, also featured a library and reading room,
"proletarian art pr inti ng" facilities, a poetry circle, and a large theate r
hall in which plays were performed and lectures held. s Many of the
structures occupied by the anarchists had formerly housed the Moscow
elite; when the anarchists moved in, they turned them into communes
and invited workers to share their new quarters.,) The Morozov man
sion had been the residence of a textile mill owner who was one of the
richest men in Russia; under anarchist occupation, it served as com
lIIun�, ,Irtists' studiu, and a p�opll!'s IIIUSl!UIII. Valuaull! purcdain, rar�
engravings, and other museum artworks were destroyed during the
f:lid of A pril 1 2-:ln :let th:lt Rodehenko vigorm1sly prote_sted in his
article "0 Muzei Morozova."10
The ostensible reason for the April 12 government attacks on the
Morozov mansion and other anarchist centers in Moscow was a se
ries of expropriations conducted by the Black Guards in March and
early April, but the real motivation was to shut down the movement
in Russia.1I Russian anarchist Gregorii Maximov's study of the move
ment's repression contains a number of articles and documents which
lay bare the Communist strategy. I ! The government's political police
force, known as the Cheka, issued an official release in the wake ofthe
raids declaring that their purpose was to disarm "bands styling them
selves as Anarchists." "The All-Russian Committee Against Counter
Revolution (Cheka)," states the release, "invites all citizens who have
suffered from the attacks of robber bands to appear at the militia
headquarters for the purpose of identifying the hold-up men detained
during the disarming of the Anarchist groups." Thus, the anarchists
were criminalized.B Simultaneously, the Moscow Council of People's
Commissars, acting on behalf of the Moscow Soviet, branded them
with an additional smear-"counter-revolutionaries." The Council's
statement read:
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Notwithstanding the most challenging trenchant ideological

criticism of the Soviets and the Soviet Power on the part of
t he anarchist papers (Al1/weby, Voiee of Lnb01; etc.) the Moscow
Soviet refrained from taking any repressive measures against
the anarchists. . .. At the same time the Moscow Soviet had defi
nite information to the effect that entire counter-revolution
ary groups are joining the anarchist armed detachments, hav

ing for their aim the utilization of the latter for some kind of
covert action against Soviet Power. And already the anarchist
press and speakers called upon their followers to start upon this

course of action directed against the Soviet.... The Council of
People's Commissioners, the Soviet and Nloscow Province and
the Presidium of the city soviet of Moscow found themselves
facing the necessity of liquidatin g the criminal adventure, of
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rlis:lrming the: :In:lH'.hist erollps.H

"Liquidation" has an appropriate ring in light ofsubsequent events.
During the Cheka raids, forty anarchists were killed or wounded,
and over 500 were taken prisoner.!' In prison, they were stripped of
their clothing and lined up for examination by "the well-to-do of the
city"-invited, as we have seen, by the Cheka to identify "thugs and
bandits."16 That morning, A11Iwkhiin failed to appear, and the next
day, the anarchist-syndicalist paper Golos Trudo (Voice of Lob01] was
shut down. By the end of the week, writes Maximal', "not a single
anarchist publication was left in the city."n Shortly afterwards, the
Communists moved against anarchists in every region under their
control. Maximal' documents the progress of repression in late April
and early May of 1918 a s anarchists were rounded up, disarmed, and
jailed, their publications suspended, and their dubs and communes

destroyed.]8 "The blow," concludes Maximal', "was well-aimed and
well-timed" to cripple the movement when it was "still in the stage of
becoming-of self-determination."]9
In late April, rhe Moscow Federarion of Anarchists regrouped and
relaunched Al1t1rkbiin for a brief period-one of irs early issues COIll-
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memorated the raids with a poem ("That Day," reprinted at the end of
this chapter) and a rough-hewn woodcut of a defiant anarchist raising
the black standard-but in the new reality, anarchist organizations
operated under threat of repression, with increasingly grave conse
quences.!O This persecution succeeded in breaking up the anarchist
ra n ks.! l Some went underground to launch an anti-Communist bomb
ing campaign that brought waves of arrests in 1919.!! Others joined
the Communist Red Army and fought against "Whites"; a number
even served in the government as loyal "Soviet-Anarchists," only to
be jailed in the early 1920sY For a time, a Ukrainian anarchist insur
rectionary army led by Nestor Makhno escaped the repression and
provided refuge for those fleeing the Communist damp-down, but
when the civil war ended, it too was crushed.H
Who were the artists of the anarchist movement during these
t:nrh�llent: ye:lrs? To Rodchenko's n:lmc;'. ) we C;111 :ldd ;1 host of other
avant-garde artists and theoreticians: Alexei Gan, who organized the
House of Anarchy's "proletarian theater" group and championed the
stage paintings of the sixteen-year-old anarchist baker, A. Lukashnin;
Kazimir Malevich, leader of the suprematist school of painters; the
non-objective painter Nadezhda Udalt'sova and Olga Rozanova (a su
prematist) ; the poets Vladimir Mayaskovskii and Vasilii Kamenskii
who, along with futurist painter David Burliuk, founded the anarchist
"House of Free Art" club in Moscow; and Vladimir Tatlin, a trail
blazing sculptorY
The journal in which these artists debated the events of their time
and art's relation to the revolution was AlInd:hiin. Why they chose
Allm·kbiin, T would argue, is because the individualist, working-class
orientation of both the journal and the Moscow Federation, which it
represented, echoed the sentiments of the artists themselves. Take,
for example, the "Open Letter to the Workers" and "Decree No. I"
which Burliuk, Mayaskovskii, and Kamenskii issued in their newspa
per, Gnzeta Futtl1"istov, which published its first-and only-issue on
March 15, 1918.26 The Moscow Federation of Anarchists counted this
newspaper among its publications and welcomed the group's House of
Free Art-founded in late March in a requisitioned restaurant-as its
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newest club (predictably, it was forced to close after the Cheka raids)_27
The "Open Letter" published in the Gnzetn proclaimed that futurism
was the artistic wing of "socialism/anarchism," and that a "revolu
tion of the psyche" would overthrow the calcified artistic pr<lctises
of bourgeois culture. "Decree No. 1 on the Democratization of Art"
condem ned art's confinement in upper-class "palaces, ga ll eries. sa
lons, libraries and theaters" and announced that spontaneous artistic
expression-an in the streets-was the way forward.!S
The Iibert<lrian initiatives of these artists were welcomed i n the
Moscow Federation; its secretary, Lev Chernyi, supported an "associa
tional" anarchism based on the philosophy ofNlax Stirner.29 Chernyi's
position-that only the free association of people in federated groups
could provid� the fuumlation for an anarchist society-was shared uy
Allnrkbiin's editor, German Askarov.JO In the previous chapter, T out
lined the s:1l ie.nt fe.:1t\lre..s of M:lX Stirner's :In:1rchism, n Ot:l hly its 1ll :1 terialistic rejection of metaphysics. I would add that among the classes
of his day Stimer singled Out the workers-the "unstable, restless,
changeable" individuals who owed nothing to the state or capital
ism-as the one segment of society capable of solidarity with those
"intellectual vagabonds" who approached the condition of anarchistic
egoism which he propagated.31 Liberation for the workers did not lie in
their consciousness of themselves as a class, as Marx claimed; it would
only come if they embraced the egoistic attitude of the "vagabond"
and shook off the social and moral conventions that yoked them to
an exploitative order.J! In other words, the true revolution lay in each
worker's egoistic psyche: this would set the revolt against the state in
motion. Once the struggle for a new, stateless order was underway, the
vastness of the working class would ensure the bourgeoisie's defeat. "If
Inbo1- becomesft-ee," Stirner concluded, "the state is 10st."33 Hostility to
abstract reasoning and bourgeois culture, militant individualism, and
a belief in a new libertarian and working-class era: these positions de
fined the anarchism of the Moscow Federation. And in 1918, they set
the terms for debating the relation of art to the anarchist revolution
in the pages of Allndbiin.
On March 25, 1918,Al1nrkbiin published a "Letter to Our Comrades,
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IIII/mI)WII. From Pllllill, Tatli n

Vllldimir Tilt/iII, Selection of Materials: Iron, Stucco, Glass, Asphalt, J9J4. IVhrrfll/l()lIfr

(protiv kubizma). 1911.
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the Futurists" that resonated with the Federation's antipathy for the
culture of the bourgeoisie and the role of art under its patronage.
The author, Baian Piamen (a pseudonym), criticized "socially pas
sive" Futurists in the anarchist ranks who proclaimed their radicalism
while serying "the bourgeois way of life" by decorating the cafes of t he
wealthy and designing useless "artifacts."H This was a swipe at artists
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Rodchenko, Udalt'soya, and Tatlin, who, from July 1917 to January
1918, had designed and furnished a Moscow cafe-theater ("The Cafe
of the Revolutionary City") for Nikolai Filippov, a wealthy capi tali st
who owned most of Moscow's bakeries. Under the direction of the
Futurist Georgii Yakulov the artists renovated Filippov's haunt in the
latest avant-garde style.lS Rodchenko contributed hand-crafted lamps
ami o ther dccorativt! dt:IIIt!nts; stylish tault!s and ut:nch!;:s wert! IlIad!;:;
and Tadin and Udalt'soya organized the construction of relief ele
ments proje.cting from the c:1fe'5 cei l i n g :1nd w:1115.36
The establishment opened onJanuary 30, 1918, and qu ickl y became
notorious as Moscow's most radical artistic experiment.3i However,
where the artists saw "revolution," Pia men saw a sellout. The criticism
stung, and Tatlin quickly rushed to the defence with a rejoinder-".My
Answer to 'Letter to the Futurists'''-in Al1fl1'khiia's March 29 issue.
Tadin's reply is important and worth quoting in full:
I agree with you that the futurists are too busy with cafes and
embroidery of various quality for emperors and ladies. I ex plain
this by a 3/5 loss of focus in their artistic vision. Since 1912

I

have been appealing to members of my profession to improve
their eyesight. I-laving reconstructed corner and center reliefs
of a superior type, I cast aside

as

unnecessary a number of

'isms'-the chronic sickness of conremporary art. I am wait
ing for well-equipped artistic 'depots' where an artist's psychic
machine might be repaired as necessary. I appeal to all those in
my guild to pass through the suggested gateway and throw off
the old

to admit a

brea t h of anarchy.J8
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Tatlin concurred with Plemen that futurist art for the ruling
c1ass-"emperors and ladies"-was undesirable. He also condemned
contemporary art's "isms" as a "sickness." Finally, he claimed to have
discovered, in his art, a "gateway" for " throwling] off the old to admit
a breath of anarchy." Tatlin was certainly familiar with the "isms" of
the avant-garde. Prior to �rorld �rar Ij he had painted in a variety of

styles ra ngi ng from fauvism to cubism, but i n the winter
of 1913-1914, he developed a new form of relief sculpture that trans
formed the terms of avant-garde experimentation:
mode rn i st

Tatlin was very

interested in

analyzing the construction and

architectonics of the world. He arrived at a fundamental artis
tic discovery [with the reliefs];

non figurative forms of various
-

colors and textures (fnktll1'fls) were removed from the surface of
the: pif:tnft': i ntf) the: "P:lf:t': in fmnt f)f the: pif:tn ft':, :It f1 fst without

represented
relation in s pace of each of these components of the picrure was

divorcing them from the plain background. The

thus turned into the real context of each component, showing
how they really relate in real space . . .. Tatlin called these kinds
of compositions 'selections of materials' because the abstract
picture that was turned into painterly relief was no longer
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painted with a brush but composed out of materials of various

structural and painterly characteristics

.

The next step was to break away from the surface ofthe picture.
Now the composition was i nvolved with real space (in front of
the surface that served as a backdrop, or in between two sur
faces perpendicular to each other) and was supported only by a
wire or a stiffly bent pivot. This was the first "sculpture without

a pedestal," which at the same time i nevitably showed architec
tural characteristics because of the real structural relations that
devel o ped

tion

.

between the various components of the construc
Tatl in cal led these creatio ns counter-reliefs.l'�

Tnlt Crra/or!
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Vlndimir Tnt/ill, Corner Counter-Relief, 1914-15. rVbtrrnbollt! IIIIJmo�lI. From Vladimir
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Evgrafovich T:nlin,

'9'5'

The materialism of each element (surface, texture, color, etc.) in a
work: this is the "gateway" through which Tatlin urged his comrades
to pass. It remained for Rodchenko to give this passage an explicitly
Stirnerist valiance.
In 1918, Rodchenko was well versed in Tatlin's ideas, having met
the artist in 1915 and collaborated with him on numerous projects,
including Filippov's cafe. He had also conducted his own experimen
tations with the properties of paint on canvas t hroughout 1915-17, and
by 1918 this was the element he made his own. Here is Rodchenko's
description of his paintings, published on April 28, 1918 in Alltlrkbiin:
Designing vertical plane su rfaces, painted a suitable color, and

of depth, I discover that color
a useful convention for separating one plane

intersecting them with lines

serves merely as
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from another, and for bringing out those elements which indi
cate depth and its intersections . . . .
Taking into consideration only the projections o f principal and
central lines very different from the parallel peripheral lines or

those that enter in depth, I completely neglect both the quality
and the combination of colors . . ..
Constr ucting projections on ovals, circles, and ellipses, I often
distinguish only the extremities of the projections with color,
which gives me the possibility of emphasizing the value of the
projections and the color, used as a n auxiliary means and

not

an end.
Ry th()f()l1Bhly .<;tnclyinB the: pr()je:f:ti()n in c1e:pth, ht".iBht, :mcl
breadth, I discover an infinite number of possibilities for con
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str uct io n outside rhe limits of time.-w
During this same period, Kazimir Malevich, leader of the "supre
matist" group of artists whose ranks included Rodchenko, was ex
perimenting with the same painterly values in his own abstractions
(see color plate 6). Malevich's non-objective style, first manifested in
the form of a stark black square painted on a white background, was
rooted in the metaphysical mysticism of theosophy and notions of a
"fourth" dimension beyond the sensate third. Malevich argued that
humanity was evolving toward a higher state of being that would unite
us with a l l liv ing things, and ultimately, the universe itself. Evoking
the third dimensions of space and depth on two-dimensional surfaces
using non-objective forms such as circles, triangles, squares, and lines,
suprematist paintings functioned as an analogue for the perception of
this "h igher" dimension-a dimension apprehended by a conscious
ness that was irrational rather than rational, "felt" rather grasped ana
lytically. The hallmark of this consciousness was "simultaneity"; freed
of third-dimensional moorings, things once separate and distinct
merged. defying all logic and common sense.ofl This illogic formed the
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basis for the poetics of suprematism's most important literary allies,
Alexei Kruchenykh and Velimir Khlebnikov, who utilized transra
tionaI language (wum) to create "unresolved dissonances" that tapped
our inner psyche and opened us to "simultaneity."4!
At the turn of the century, many radicals, anarchists included,
m ixed spirituality and politics. For Malcvich and his cohorts, the
Russian revolution signaled a breakthrough into suprematist con
sciousness, an idea he promoted in Al1arkhiia, where he declaimed
suprematist "egoism" as the visionary individualism of the anarchist
revolution. For example, Al101-khiia's March 27, 1918 issue featured a
proclamation by Malevich entitled "To the New Limit":
\lVe are revealing new pages

of art in

anarchy's new dawns. . ..

The ensign ofanarchy is the ensign of our "ego," and our spirit,
lik� a frt'.� wincl , will malt': Ollr crt'.ativt': w()rk AlItt�r in the: hr()acl

spaces of the soul. You who are bold and young. . .. \lVash off the

touch of dominating authorities. And, dean, meet, and build
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the world in awareness of your day:H

Asserting the revolutionary hegemony of suprematism, Malevich
was morc than ready to take on his non-objectivist rivals. In the same
issue of Al1(l1-khiin (March 28) in which Tadin's reply to "Plamen" ap
peared, he published his own "Reply" in which he blasted the futur
ists' "counter-revolutionary" activities and dismissed their anarchism
as a "revolt" against existing conditions that paled in comparison with
the suprematists' spiritual-artistic revolution, which had pushed hu
manity to "the limit of an absolutely new world."H
The year 1918 also saw Malevich embark on an unprecedented
series of paintings. This cycle-his White 011 White paintings-was
unveiled on April 27, 1919 at the "10th State Exhibition of Non-ob
jective Creation and Suprematism" (see color plate 7). Malevich's ac
companying statement on "Suprematism" elucidated the aim of his
latest work.4$ Hitherto the suprematists had painted color forms float
ing against a white ground. Non-objective form and pure color had
overcome the old artistic practice of representation and its methods
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of color-mixing that simulated "things and objects." However, the
persistence of color frustrated Malevich, because aesthetic delibera
tions over the arrangement of color were far removed from the higher
suprematist state of mindY' Even if an artist's work was "constructed
abstractly but based on color interrelations," Malevich wrote, his will
would remain "locked up" by "the walls of aesthetic planes, instead of
being able to penetrate philosophically."�7 The move to Wbite on Wbite
broke through this limitation, liberating the artist to approach a revo
lutionary, suprematist consciousness i n a medium from which the old
world was finally, completely purged. Devoid of color, the Wbite on
Wbite forms dissolved into a void and Malevich's egoist "will" was free
to soar, uninhibited, beyond the known world:
I am free only when-by means of critical and philosophical
!'>lIhst:lnti:lti(m-my will r::ln t'.�tr:lr:t :l snh!'>t:lnti:ltion of nt".w

phenomena from what already exists I have

breached the blue
lampshades of color limitations, and have passed into the white
.

beyond: follow me, comrade aviators! . . . The white free depths,
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eternity, is before yoU.48

As we have seen, Malevich was just as committed to the anarchist
revolution as Rodchenko, however at the Apri l 1919 exhibition it be
came clear to all concerned that Rodchenko's Black 011 Blnck paintings
and his manifesto, "Rodchenko's System" (reprinted at the end of this
chapter) were being pitted against Malevich's "Suprematism" state
ment and his Wbite 011 White series. During the days leading up to
the exhibition Rodchenko's wife and fellow non-objectivist, Varvara
Stepanova, kept a diary where she discussed the critical purpose of
Rodchenko's work. Throughout, Stepanova called Rodchenko "Ami,"

a pseudonym he used i n Allarkhiin.49
The exhibition, w rote Stepa nova , was "a contest between Anti and
Malevich, the rest are rubbish. Malevich has hung five white canvases,
Anti black ones."so Stepanova praised "Anti" for his powerful distilla
tion of "pure painterly effects, without being obscured by incidental
elements, not even by color." She also recorded her (and presumably
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Rodchenko's) view of the implications the Black 011 Black series held
for Malevich. "Anti's works" were "a new step i n painting after supre
matism . . .. The destruction of the square and a new form, the inten
sification of painting for its own sake, as a professional feature, a new
interesting facture and just painting, not a smooth coating in a single
color! the most unrewarding-black.";] We can probe the anarchist

foundations of the "destruction of the square"-clearly a reference to
Malevich-through a reading of "Rodchenko's System" as a step-by
step process of egoistic affirmation and negationY
"Rodchenko's System" opened with Stirner's most fundamental
materialist axiom, "At the basis of my cause I have placed nothing,";;
and its fifth aphorism was another passage from Stirner: "I devour it
tht: IIlOIIlent 1 ,u.lvaIu,:!! th!! thesis, <lml I am ell!! 'I' only when I lkvour
it. . . . The fact that T devour myself shows merely that T exist." These
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:lphorisms :lre import:lnt for Rorlchen ko's 11l:l n i festo, h\lt to gr:lSp their

import we have to return, once more, to The Ego and Its OW1l.
In the previous chapter, we saw how positing the notion of an "1,"
as Stirner argued, assumed there was an absolute condition of "being"
that transcended our uniqueness. Such "Absolute thinking," wrote
Stirner, "is that thinking which forgets that it is my thinking, that f
think, and that it exists only through me. But I, as T, swa llow up again
what is mine, am its master; it is only my opinion, which T can at any
moment (hauge, i.e. annihilate, take back into myself and consume."'"
For Stirner, the sensuous, devouring ego was the irreducible core of
uniqueness and the cornerstone of the mastering "I" that had no es
sence, that was, in effect, the "nothing" at the foundation of his phi
losophy. "1 am not an ego along with other egos," wrote Stirner:
I

am

unique. Hence my wants

in short,

toO

are unique,

and my deeds;

everything about me is unique. And it is only as this

unique that I take everything for my own, as I set myself to

work, and develop myself, only as rhis. I do not develop man,
nor as man, but as I, I develop-myself.
This is the meaning of the-ullique one.iS
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/'lIt'ksa/J{/,- Rotirhellko, Black on Black #81, 1918. Oil Oil {a/IlJOS. Statt' RIISSillll l\lIlSet/1J/, St.

Pt'trl"Sblirg.
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Suprematism celebrated the evolution of a mystifying abstrac
tion, humanity. Malevich's anarchist "ego" was a manifestation of a
dawning collective consciousness that penetrated a realm which was
unabashedly metaphysicaL Far from asserting uniqueness, the tran
srationalism of Malevich and his poetic allies sought to break down
the 'false' barriers separating the self from a hidden "fourth dimen

sion" outside of time and the material world. In Stirnerist terms, this
was just one more instance of groveling subservience to a mysterious
"higher" condition apart from the self.
Quoting Stirner, Rodchenko set himself against all this. For his
second aphorism ("colors disappear-everything merges into black"),
he borrowed a passage from Kruchenykh's transrational play, Gly
CIy, in whic.:h Mall:vic.:h anu Krudll:nykh both figurl:u as uramatis
personae.'o Putting this "transrational" poet into service to trumpet
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his the.sis W:l S :In egoistic pl1t-down th:lt wOllld not h:lve heen lost on

Malevich.
An aphorism from the German psychologist Otto Weininger's
book Uber die letzteu Dillge (1907) and two quotations from Walt
Whitman's Lenves of Gmss (IS55) served the same end. Here,
Rodchenko transformed Weininger's psychological insight into an el
li pt i c commentary on himself. By "murdering" suprematism, he was
achieving "self-justification" of a consummate egoistic sort, since, fol
lowing Stirner. the "self' that justified the act was itself devoid of an
"essence": it was the "nothing" that the "murderer" aspired to "prove."
Finally, the Whitman passages, which praised the invigorating role
death plays in the process of life, indicated that Rodchenko's "voy
age of the soul" necessitated both creation (his paintings) and nega
tion (again, suprematism) and introduced the affirmative section of
"Rodchenko's System."
In the closing section, alluding to his debt to Tatlin, Rodchenko
attributed his own "assent" to the downfall of all "isms" whose "fu
neral bells" were rung by the Black 011 Blnck series. From this point
on, the motive of his work would be "invention (analysis)" utilizing
the material constituents of the object ("painting is the body") to
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"create something new from painting." Once through Tatlin's "gate
way," Rodchenko stripped the canvas of metaphysics and distilled its
base elements, the painterly "body" and the creative "spirit." Having
mastered the "isms" of the avant-garde, he would now master paint
ing itself, moment by moment, in a process of free invention. These
were the qualities Stepanova celebrated in her diarYI where she wrote

that "Anti," the "analyst," and "inventor," created work that presented
nothing but "painting." The Black 011 Blocks "[left] no room for col
or," and their facture gained an extraordinary presence as a result. In
her diar y, Stepanova related that the "lustrous, matt, flaky, uneven,
smooth" surfaces of the Black 011 Blacks so impressed fellow anarchist
Udal'tsova that she asked for one to be taken down so that she could
ft:cl it.57 Tht: t:xhibition, Stt:)J<lnov<I conduul:!u, was a trl:!IIIt:ndolis suc
cess for "Anti" and "his mastery, his facture."58
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Tn e:lrly 1 9 1 9, Rorlchenko c_clebr:ucd his cre:ltive egoislll, h\lt cO\lld

painterly anarchism combat terror, repression, and ideological assaults?
Rodchenko's plight recalls the plaintive objections he once raised in
AUfl1·kbiia during the revolution's hopeful early days. Attending a
meeting of the Communist-dominated "Proletarian Culture" orga
nization, he heard a vitriolic speech on "proletarian art" from one
"comrade Zalevskii" that condemned cubism and futurism as the "last
word in bourgeois art" and the antithesis of working-class culture.
The pre-revolutionary avant-garde, countered Rodchenko, were "dar
ing inventors" who, though "hungry and starving" under the old or
der, had produced "revolutionary creations." The bourgeoisie "hated"
the cubists and futurists because it "want[ed] to see only itself and its
taste in the mirror of art." Now Zalevskii demanded that the workers
emulate their oppressors. "But the worker," wrote Rodchenko, does
not wam to "srrangle his brother, the rebellious artist." "I am sure,"
he concluded, "that working people want true creators, not submissive
bureaucrats."w Rodchenko voiced his objections freely because he ad
dressed a large working-class readership from the platform of a still
viable anarchist movement. Though beset by adversaries, he could
still appeal to the readers ofAl1adbiia for support and rally other art-
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ists to the cause. But as Communist power progressed, these freedoms
were shut down.
Rodchenko's capitulation came in March of 1921, when he, Gan,
and Stepanova joined with Konstantin Nledunetskii, K.. r1 Iog,lflson,
Gregorii Stenberg, and Vladimir Stenberg to form "The First
Working Group of Constructivists," The group drew up a manifesto
wherein they dedic.. ted themselves to "Soviet construction" guided
by "scientific communism, based on the theory of historical material
ism." Repudiating artistic anarchism circa 1918, they declared that
art had no role to play in the "social production of the future culture"
because "it arose from the mainstreams of individualism."60
Arguably, the date of this declaration-March 18-was not coin
c:ilicntal. The night bdore, the Communist Party hali crushcli the
last flicker of resistance to its rule at the island fortress of Kronstandt,
whe.r(': :In :In:lr('hist-Ied sovie.t h:ld (':llled for :l r(':vohltion :lg:linst the
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Communist dictatorship and then held out for sixteen days until its
rebellious inhabitants were subdued by Red Army detachments.61
Alarmed by anarchist involvement in the rebellion, the Cheka swept
the streets of Russia, throwing hundreds of anarchists, including
Askarov and Chernyi, into prison.62 Plainly, the time was ripe for a
retreat into Marxist orthodoxy.
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The following accompa1lied the exhibition of Rodchenko's Black

on

pailltings i11 1919:

Rodchcnko's System
At the basis of1IIy enllse 1 have placed nothing.

-M.

Stirner,

The Ego mId Its (fum

COI01·S disnppen1·-evny,hillg merges i11fo bInd:.

-A. Kruchenykh, Gly-Gly
MlISde I1nd plllck fO"eve1'!
Whl1t invigomtes life il1vigomtes deneb,

AnA the dentl (1fIll(lIla' (H 1I11/("/' fI� till' living flAlIfI/I(:e.
-VValt \"'hitman. Leaves ofGmss
NIIl7"dn" se1"Ves I1S 11 se/fjllstijiCllf.iol1 fi)1" the 711ll1"dere1"; he thereby
I1spins to p,-ove 'hIlT nOlhing exists.

-Otto Weininger, AplJ01'is1lls
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" . " I (levour it the lIIoment I ntlVlfUce the thesis, mill I nm the "/"
o111y when I devom· it. . .. Thefnct thnt I devour myselfsbows merely
thl1t I exist.

-M. Stirner
Gliding o'er 1111. through 1111,
Through lVlltll1'e, Time, nud Space.
As fl ship 011 the wl1ters advnncing,
The voynge ofthe soul-uot life aloue,
Dentb, lIIallY (hath I'll sil1g.

-Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass

Black

Trur Cml/ors

The downfall of all the "isms" of painting marked the begin

ning of my ascent.
To the sound of the funeral bells of color pa inting, the last
"ism" is accompanied on its way to eternal peace, the last
love and hope collapse, and I leave the house of dead

truths.

The motive power is not synthesis but invention (analysis).

Painting is the body, creativity, the spirit. My business is to
create something new from painting, to examine what I prac
tice practically. Literature and philosophy are for the special

ists in these areas, but I am the inventor of new discoveries in
painting.
Christopher Columbus was neither a writer nor a philosopher,
hi': W:'I.'; llH'.rdy thf'. rli."cf)vt'.rp.r f)f n t'.w cf)nntrit'.s.

-Aleksandr Rodchenko, "Rodchenko's System," Tenth
State Exhibition: Non-objective Creation and
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Moscow, 1919

Suprematism,
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"That Day"
Shots.
Shots.
A crackling machine gun.

Again.
Guns!

God! What is it? Why?
October; its the same as then.
5

a.m.

Morning.
Jump out of bed.

Devils. Don't know. \iVhat they crushed.
The Clubs.
Pt'.f)plt'., fll1l1 :1ni'l melt'..
Don't know

who
they
killed.

They re bandits-they say.-Criminal dirt,
'

gathered at midnight.
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People.

Can't [see]
their
faces.
-published in Allorkhiia (April

23, 1918)
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CHAPTER 5

DEATH TO ART!
The Post-All{wchist Aftermath
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The old bflrealicTUtis1JI has been smashed,
bllt bun:lI'lIcTlftJ still n:'Illlliu.
-Joseph Stalin (April 1919)'

What do revolutionary artists do after they renounce anarchism?
In the Soviet Union, the newly minted constructivists numbered
amongst the most militant pro-Communist groups in the spectrum
of post-revolution culture. The Higher State Artistic and Technical
Workshops (Vkhutcmas), founded in 1921, served as their base of op
erations through the 19205 (the workshops were closed in 1930).2 The
Communist Party was firmly in control of the state apparatus; and
from this point forward, artistic affairs were monitored through me
cultural institutions of the government, which channelled money into
art schools and served as the major patron for art commissions.
What distinguished the constructivists from others in the cultural
scene was their outspoken rejection of traditional art-making.; Vavara
Stepanova's lecture on "The General Theory of Constructivism"
(December 22, 1921) pinpoints the salient features, and the ways

in which the artistic politics of anarchism were reworked to accord
with the group's Marxism. Constructivism was codified as an anti-art
movement which rejected the creation of art objects such as paintings
and sculpture, as well as any role for aesthetics in "intellectual produc
tion."� Traditionally, art was a product of "the illusions of individual
97
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consciousness" and served no social role apart from establishing "an
ideal of beauty for a given epoch.'" In the pre-revolutionary era, how
ever, not all artists were caught up in the snare of aesthetics and ideal
ism. Stepanova singled out the rise of an "analytical method" among
certain avant-garde artists which revealed, for the first time, the art
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medium's materialistic foundations. "Art stopped being represen

tational" thanks to the artists' "revolutionary-destructive activity,
which stripped art down to its basic elements," thus causing "changes
i n the consciollsness of those who work in art by confronting them
with the problem of construction as a practical necessity.''<i In sum,
Tatlin's relief sculptures and Rodchenko's Blnck 011 Blnck canvases were
"cleansed" of their anarchist content by way of theoretical omission.
"Once art has been purgl!J of its aestill!tic:al, philosophical, anJ rdi
gious tumours," wrote Stepanova, "we are left with its material bases,
which will h('.ncefon-h be org:lni7.ed hy in[elle('[\l:ll proch1('tion.'"
In his capacity as chief theoretician of the nascent movement, Alexei
Gan took the same tack in his major statement, C071stnlctivis1IJ. (1922).8
Dating constructivism's rise to the Communist coup-"October 25,
1917"-Gan roundly condemned art-making, past and present. "All
so-called art," he wrote, "is permeated with the most reactionary ide
alism, is the product of extreme individualism" and "the hypocrisy
of bourgeois culture." Declaiming "DEATH TO ART!" in capital
letters, he banished painting and sculpture, along with capitalism and
individualism, to the pre-October era.9 Of course, the history of art in
the pOst-October anarchist movement problematized this maneuver,
but no matter. In the era of the revolution, Gan argued, there had been
"tendencies" amongst the avant-garde toward "the pure mastery of ar
tistic labor of intellectual-material production." Those who instigated
them, however, had never managed "to sever the umbilical cord that
still held and joined them to the traditional art of the Old Believers
[a reactionary sect of Russian Orthodoxy] . Constructivism has played
the role of midwife."lo Midwife to what? "The practical reality ofthe
Soviet system" that was the constructivist's "school, in which they
carry out endless experiments tirelessly and unflinchingly.""
In the early years, constructivism's baby steps consisted of solving
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hypothetical problems. Rodchenko's Oval Hanging Spatial C0l1st1-lIction
110. 12 (ca 1920), for example, was an exercise in design which exploited
the object's materials to realize a given problem with the maximum
of economy. Rodchenko created this work using a single sheet of ply
wood, out of which he cut a series of concentric circles. Economy
of construction was matched by the ease with which the three-di

mensional object could be collapsed down into two-dimensions and
stored. I ! The constructivists later referred to this period of experi
mentation as their "laboratory" phaseY The next step was to merge
constructivist activity with industry so that technology and the real
demands of the factory floor would dictate the design and purpose of
the product. This phase got underway in the mid-1920s at the Higher
Statl: Artistic anti Tt:chnical Workshops. For t:xamplt:, Rodcht:nko
and his students worked on designs for mass-produced, multipur
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pose f\lrnit\lre th:H: m;lxim i7.ed sp;lce \ls;lge. in llltr:l-efficient workers'

apartments and clubs.H For her part, Stepanova taught in the textile
faculty of the school, designed sports and factory uniforms, and took
on a commission to design fabrics in a local factory in order to master
the technologies of clothes production and dyeing. Throughout the
1920s, constructivist activity branched out into graphic design, archi
tecture, and many other endeavors.I.'
In Communist theory, industrialism was the materialist base from
which Russia's working class had emerged and upon which Soviet so
cialism would be built under the Party's disciplining guidance.16 It
followed that during the 1920s, the drive to reorganize society in the
mirror image of industry, "socialized" and regimented, was enthusi
astically embraced by the constructivists. In this regard, no better ex
ample exists than constructivist theater director Vsevolod Meyerhold's
staging of Tbe JVlng1llmi1l1oltS Cuckold in 1922.
Meyerhold was a well-known radical who had joined the Communist
Party in 1918 and produced plays for the Red Army during the revo
lution. Recalled to Moscow in 1920 to help administer state theater
programs, he was appointed director, in autumn 1921, of the newly
formed State Higher Theater Workshops, sister organiz.1tion to the
Higher Artistic and Technical WorkshopsY Hundreds of students
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Altxti Gasttv, Scienrific Management Motion Study Photograph, {(I 1925. Frow Rt11t
Flllup-IHilln, TIlt:: Milill allJ F:ll:t:: urnublll::�i!:>lII, IY.!T
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enrolled in the workshops, in which Meyerhold introduced construc
tivist principles into staging, and a new acting methodology called
"Biomechanics" to his training program. Many of M_eyerhold's stu
dents worked in factories during the day and trained and performed
for his theater in the evening. II! The goal was to suffuse his produc
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tions with working-class content, giving them the requisite cultural

stamp that would set them apart from pre-revolutionary theater.
"Biomechanics" was based on techniques of movement then being
promoted under the direction of the Communist bureaucrat and "pro
letarian poet," Alexei Gastev. 19 Gastev spearheaded a state-financed
program to introduce the latest form of labor organization, known
as scientific management, to the Soviet workforce. Developed in
AIIIt:ri<':<I, scientific lIl<lnagt:lIlt:nt, also known as "Taylorism" after its
founder, Frederick Winslow Taylor, was a system of labor coordina
tion whkh tnined wo rkers in effiden�y of movement, brC:lking dow n
work into easily executed tasks which enabled managers to speed up
the pace of production exponentially.!O The movement generated a
whole new layer of white collar management while at the same time
facilitating the super-exploitation of workers through piece-work pay
scales, impossible-to-achieve production targets, and on-the-job de
skilling which destroyed trade unions. The authoritarian cultural val
ues of scientific management are reflected in the intensified supervi
sion of the worker, whose entire workday was under the thumb of one
or more managers.! 1 Work was restructured around efficiency stan
dards gained through the scientific study of exemplary laborers; for
example, the movements of prize-winning speed typists were studied
to determine the most efficient hand positions and related tasks such
as the placement and insertion of typing paper.22
Armed with such standards, ambitious scientific management teams

proposed to transform the workplace and keep it running smoothly
ever after. Filmed motion studies were an additional aid: timers deter
mined the quickest movements, which were then recreated in three-di
mensional models to assist training; light devices were attached to the
body to facilitate the recording of movement. Another means of regis-
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tering efficiency was to photograph
movements with a timer attached
to the light device; faster, more ef
ficient movements left shorter dots
of light. All the above methodolo
gies were employed in the Soviet
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Union, where Gastev transformed
scientific management into a mass
movement.
He set to work with the ex
press blessings of Lenin and Leon
Trotsky, both of whom were scicntific lIIanagellH;!nt buusters.
Trotsky, while head of the Red
Army, W:lS notori O�lS for i mpos in g
scientific management and mili
A/txei Gaste-oJ, II.d. Photograph.
tary-style organization in factories
to maintain production during the revolution. 10 do so, he drew from
a pool of well-paid managers imported from America and Europe,
as well as home-grown experts, including GastevY Praising scientific
management for its discipli na ry qualities in January 1920, Trotsky
argued:
A whole number of features of militarism blend with what we
call Taylorism. Compa re the movements of a crowd and a mili
tary unit, one marching in ranks, the other in a disorderly way,
and you'll see

the

advantage of an organiz.ed military forma

tion. And so the positive, creative forces of Taylorislll should
be used and appJied.H

Later that March, at the 9th Congress of the Russian Communist
Party, Trotsky proposed augmenting the imposition of scientific man-
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by disciplining wo rke rs th rough bl acklist
ing, penal battalions, and concentration camps.15
Lenin, who h ad studied scientific management before the war,
shared Trotsky's enthusiasm.!6 In "The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet
Government" (April 28, 191 8)-issued, we should note, in the imme
agement in the

workplace

diate wake of the anti-anarchist Cheka raids-he wrote: "The possi

bility of building socialism will be dete rmin ed precisely by our success
in combining the Soviet government with the Soviet organization of
administration with the modern achi evements of capita l ism. We must
organiz e in Russia the study and teaching of the Taylor system and
systematically try it out and adapt it to our purposes."27 To this end,
he s upported the creation of a Central Institute of Labor in 1920, with
Gast�v at thl! hdm. During the 1920s, the Institute plaYI!tl an inwgral
role in the introduction of scientific management throughout the in
rl�lstri:ll i nfr:lstnl('t\l re.18
\iVe ca n gauge Gastev's extremism from articles published du r
ing the civil war years. Gastev hailed scientific management as the
organizational
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counterpart to machine production, and predicted a
new Communist man would emerge from rationally organized pro
duction. Under a re gi me of scientific management, he wrote, "ma
chines would be transformed from the managed into the managers"
and norms established scientifically would permeate the life of the
proletariat, right down to "aesthetic, mental, and sexual needs."29 He

Communi st society operating as a single in
dustrial unit. Mechanized workers would be directed by an equa lly
mechanized "special sta ff of engineers, desi gners, instructors, and
head draftsmen who would work with the same regularity as the rest
of th e giant factory."3o "We must fearlessly state," he wrote, "that it
imagined the coming

is absolutely necessary for the present-d ay worker to mechanize his

of a
machine . . . . Only the creation of a collective rhythm will provide the

manual labor; that is, he must make his gestures resemble those
conditions for objective leadership."JI The goal?
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... mechallized collectivis11l. Th e manifestations of this mecha

nized collectivism are so fo reign [0 personality, so anonymous,
that the movement of these collective complexes is similar to
the movement of things, in which there is no longer

any indi
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vidual face but only regular uniform steps and faces devoid of
expression, of a soul, of lyricism of emotion, measured not by
the shout or a smile but by a pressure gauge or a speed gauge.'!
This Marxist vision, i n which individualism (anarchist or other
wise) was totally effaced by industrialized collectivism, struck a chord
with the constructivists, including Meyerhold.H Gastev's connections
with Meyerhold are clear enough. During the 1920s, both men sat on
tht! uoanl of a scientific lIlanagclIlcnt propagamb organization calleu
the League ofTime, and Meyerhold produced time-management pro
pa g:11ld a plays that to\lrI;-.d th(': Soviet Union as part of the "T .ivi ng
ewspaper" theater program.H Indeed, the "biomechanical" training
methods practiced in Meyerhold's theater were indebted to Gastev's
studies, as Meyerhold himself acknowledged.H On June 11, 1922,
Gastev published an article i n which he called for the study of "that
magnificent machine" the human organism through "a special science,
biomechanics," in "laboratory" conditions.36 Meyerhold's theater was
just such a laboratory, where the new regimes of movement for the
workplace were collectivized into highly mechanized performances.
I n an interview, i\l1eyerhold described biomechanics as the application
of "the Taylor system" to acting, which was analogous to the labor of
a skilled workerY This made theater useful i n the building of social
ism: biomechanics was disciplined training for the factory floor.3s His
statement on "Biomechanics," published on June 12, 1922, goes fur
ther, evoking constructivism as a methodological foundation:
The work of the actor in an industrial society will be regarded

as a means of production vital

the proper organ i zation of
labor of every citizen of that society.... In art our constant con
to

cern is the organization of raw material. Constructivism has
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no

"

VICTOR\' I S STI!.L ,\IlEAl) O F U S

"

(Gaste\')

Stitl/tifie Mal/agemmt Post". Victory is Still Ahead of Us (Porn-ail of Alexei Gaslev), (a
'915- From Rt1lt

Fulop-iI'filler, The Mind and F:.acc of Bolshevism, '917-
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forced the artist to become both artist and engineer. Art should
be based on scientific principles; the entire creative act should
be a consciolls process. The art of the actor consists in orga

nizing his material: that is, in his capacity to utilize correctly
his body's means of expression. The actor embodies in himself
both organizer and that wh ich is organ ize d.... The actor must
train his material (the body) so that it is capable of executing
instantaneously those tasks that are dictated externally (by the
actor, the director).w

The constructivist imperative to do away with pre-revolutionary
theatrics ("the 'inspirational' method and the method of ' authentic
cIIIutions''') anu mergl! with inulistrialisIIl ul!tl!rmincu not only thc
scien ti fic method of acting, but also the features of the Mag11fl11imofls
r.lIr:kold theMe.r set."o The se.t W:'lS d es ign ed :'It Meyerhold's req\le.st hy
Luibov Popova, a su prem a tist turned constructivist who taught "color
construction" at Vhukutemas and "material formation" at Meyerhold's
schoo!."l Popova did away with the conventional illusionism of stag
ing i n favor of the needs of the performance . Her utilitarian set was
strip ped of embellishment, to create an efficient work spa ce for the
u nfoldin g biomechanical action. In this sense, it was ju st like a factory
interior-devoid of decorative features and designed f o r ma xi mum ef
ficiency of production."!
Even props played a productive role. Popova's stage helped to
reg ulate the movements of the actors duri ng a performance. The set
featured gi ant wheels that periodically sped up and slowed down, and
the motions of the worker-actors echoed the tempo set by Popova 's
revolvi ng wheels, which mirrored the pace of the per formance . In ef
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.

fect, the stage worked like a machine in a factory assembly line: in a

factory, the machine regulates the pace of work, and the workers have
to keep up with it. What we have, then, is a merge r of constructivist
principles of design with the creation of an actor-worker whose bodily
efficiency emulated that of the factory."> The Magnanimolls Cuckold
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was a spectacular success and led
to further collaborations with
Popova, Stepanova (who designed
stage sets and costumes), and the
constructivist architect Alexandr
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Vcsnin:H

Theatrical achievements aside,
with Gastev at the helm, scientific
management swept through the
Soviet economy, bringing piece
work quotas that could be adjusted
by the management as it saw fit and
thousands of"dficicncy cxpt!rts" to
rationalize, control, and manage.
Lil/hol! POpoI!U, '9'9' Pbologwph.
A reran- in e;lrly lQ2� ohserv(".d '';It
present there exists no branch of
state activity" where the principles of scientific management had not
"penetrated."-l5 As the regime thrust forward, workers resisted-one
newspaper reported in 1928 a "serious anti-rationalization mood,"
as evidenced by instances of workplace sabotage, plant occupations,
and the forcible eviction of managers, who also had bricks thrown at
them.-l6 However "labor discipline" only intensified under the com
mand economy of five year plans (1928-1933; 1933-1937) when "piece
work rates were dropped below the level necessary for the minimal
decencies of life" and "sixteen to seventeen hour" work days, including
"voluntary work on holidays" was the ruleY
Scientific management as celebrated by the constructivists went
hand-in-hand with brutal exploitation right down the social pyramid,
bur that didn't save the movement. In the early 1930s, socialist real
ism-representational art infused with Communist-dictated "socialist
content"-came to the fore, and the Soviet art community was thinned
by waves of purges targeting prominent figures for past deviations
from the new artistic line.4s Amongst the constructivists, Meyerhold
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Lillbov Popovn, Stage Set for The Magnanimous Cuck old , l\1eyerbold Tbenler, 1\10$(0<:",
19��·

Lillbov POPOVII, Stage Set for The Magnanimous Cuckold, IHeyl'rbold Thellter, IHosa1'&,
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was arrested in 1939 and tortured into confessing involvement in an
"anti-Soviet" conspiracy during the production of The Mognonimous
Cuckold. Tried in secret, he was shot on February 2 , 1940. Popova es
caped this fate, having died of natural causes i n 1924. Alexei Gan was
shot in 1942. Tatlin reverted to producing innocuous portraits and
Hower paintings (he died in 1953). Gastev was arrested in 1938 and
died in prison in 1941. As for Stepanova (d. 1958) and Rodchenko (d.
1956), they survived by retreating into designing propaganda books
and magazines-this despite the fact thatin the early 1930s, Rodchenko
had made a great show of denouncing his former artistic "errors" and
praising forced labor camps (which he photographed) for their "reha
bilitating" role:�9 How far "Anti" had fallen from his anarchist days
can ue g,lUged by his actions during a purge which swept through the
higher echelons of Soviet Uzbekistan. In 1934, Rodchenko was com
missioned to d(".sign :In i1hlstr;lted :llh\llll) T�l1 rem's of Ih:hp.bi�tnn) com
memorating a decade of Communist Party rule. This book, published
in Russian and Uzbek. included glowing profiles of careerists like
Yakov Peters, a sadistic former Chekaist who had overseen the repres
sion of "counter-revolutionaries" in St. Petersburg during 1919.50 The
purge of the Uzbek leadershi p began in 1937 and laste d through 1938.
(Yakov, for example, was arrested and shot in 1938.) Upon learning of
each arrest, Rodchenko dutifully ruined his personal copy of Ten )'ears
oJ Uzbekistan by "disappearing" the victim in thick black ink.H "Death
to Art!" had reached its apogee.
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CHAPTER 6

GAY ANARCHY
Sexual Politics in tbe C,."cible ofMcGwtbyislll

In the United States, as opposed to Europe, World War II is still re�
IIlt:IIlIJt:rcll as the ugouJ war" for a reason. Compareu to the relatively
gentle breezes that reached America's shores," writes Ralph Levering,
"the w in ds of W;lT th;'!t pmmded F.\lmpe. ,mrl Asi:'! from 1919 to 1941"
"

were like a si x yea r long hurricane":
-

-

A sizable portion of the cities on the great Eurasian landmass
and its adjoining island states-Britain and Japan-were dam
aged severely. London was hit repeatedly early in the war by
German bombers, and later by German rockets. Rotterdam
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and other cities in the Netherlands were bombed mercilessly

in 1940. Berli n was pummelled by Allied bombers until, as
American diplomat Robe rt Murphy

observe d , "the odor of

death was everywhere"; other German cities, like Dresden
and Stuttgart, were fire-bombed until tens of thousands of the
residents were charred beyond recognition. To the east, fierce
fighting virtually levelled thousands of cities and towns in
Eastern Europe, Russia, and Chin a,

and a concerted Ameri can

bombing ca mpai gn against Japan in the last years of the war
turned large areas of compact Japanese population centres into

rubble. Estimates of war related deaths in all the countries in
volved run as high a s 55 million, of whom roughly 20 million
were Russians.l

II)
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Protected by twO oceans, the
United States' economy boomed
while civilian life Uapanese
Americans exempted) went on as
usual. Peace and prosperity on the
home front proved

a

boon to gov

ern ment propaganda, which mo
bilized the population around the
myth that they lived in an equi
table, bountiful, democratic para
......... ftWJ My .. - " ioIoo
dise bursting with freedoms. As
�. WMrt ht .m..k, frM .".,_.fno ....... ........... _
one 1942 poster boasted, "This is
-- -- . .... " .... .. ....
Nileril!a . . .where every boy l!an
tile _ .. ., _·rws &:,... AIMrb
dream of being President. Where
it"fiia!
free schools) fre.e opportnnity, free.
_0..01
enterprise, have built the most de
The Sbe/doll-C/ail"t Compall], This is
cent nation on earth. A nation built
America ..., 1942. Poster.
upon the rights of all men."l
Seemingly, i n the minds of the American public, the government
could do no wrong. Indeed, on August 8, 1945, two days after the
atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, 85 percent of those sur
veyed favored the action, and 96.5 percent of those polled following
the bombing of Nagasaki approved of future bombings, if required.3
Dwight Macdonald, the anarchist-pacifist editor of the New York
journal Politics (1944-1949), was one of the few to offer another point
of-view: dropping the bomb proved conclusively that the much vaunt
ed democracies of the United States and Britain were stage-managed
affairs run by bureaucrats completely devoid of any humanitarian sentiment. He wrote:
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... !<up

It seems fitting that the bomb was not developed by any of the

totalitarian powers . . . but by two democracies (Britain and the
United States), the last major powers to continue to pay at least
ideological respect to the humanitarian-democratic tradition.
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It also seems fitting that the heads of these governments are

both colorless mediocrities. Average men elevated to their posi
tions by the mechanics of the system. All this emphasizes that
perfect automatism, that absolute lack of human consciousness
or aims which our society is rapidly achieving . . . . The more

commonplace the personalities and senseless the institutions
the more grandiose the destruction.�

Protests from lone figures like Macdonald, however, could not stem
post-war reaction as the United States government rallied its popu
lace for a new "Cold War" against its former ally, the Soviet Union.
"Beginning in the late 1 940s and continuing until the mid-1960s" the
bdlicosl! pro-AlIIl!rica, pro-capitalist, anti-radical const;:nsus I;:nC01l1passed "political parties, labor unions, and business groups, mass cir
�\ll;ltion 1ll;lg;l7.ines ;1nd d;1ily ncwsp;lpCrS, e.thi('.:lI ;lnd re.ligio\IS grO\IPS,
veterans and professional orga n i zations and liberal and conservative
interest groups."> These were tough times to be an anarchist.
The American public's hostility towards radicalism was com
pounded by the sorry state of anarchism in the United States. Before
World War n, the movement was already much diminished, thanks
to government persecution during World War I and the mass appeal
of the American Communist Party in the 1920s and '30s. The cata
clysmic defeat of Spain's anarchist-syndicalist movement during me
Spanish Civil War (1 936-1 939) was another bitter blow, and World
vVar II brought further calamity: the Jewish-American wing of the
movement supported the allied war effort in the name of fighting fas
cism while Italian- and Spanish-American anarchists denounced both
sides as imperialists. By 1 945, "the divisions caused by the war," writes
Paul Avrich, "left the anarchists in a shambles, and what had once
been a flourishing movement shrank to the proportions of a sect.''6
Responding to these circumstances in the winter of 1945, Holly
Cantine, co-editor with Dachine Rainer of the journal The Ret01"1
(1942-1951), called for a rerurn to anarchism's communal roots.7
The Retol"1 was published from Cantine's house near Woodstock,
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New York, an arts-and-crafts socialist-anarchist community of art
ists and intellectuals founded in the 1900s.8 Cantine had grown up
in Woodstock and, after a brief stint of graduate studies at Columbia
University, returned to build a house not far from the village. Rainer
met Cantine at the offices of Politics around 1945 and joined him at
his home on Mount Tobias, not far from Woodstock, after a brief
courtship.'" There, they lived self-sufficiently and worked to establish
a community of the Iike-minded.1O
I n his editorial on strategies for building a n American anarchist
movement in the post-war era, Cantine proposed that activists aban
don party politics and union-based organizing in favor of decentral
ized, non-hierarchical cooperative initiatives along the lines of his
own efforts.llin this way, the radical could serve as "the precursor of a
new society, an individual who has broken with the values of the status
quo, and has created for himself a new way of life based on a more eq
uitable set of values."'2 Cantine underlined that he was not proposing
a retreat from the world. On the contrary, the spread of anarchism by
example, he predicted, would inspire workers to walk away from "ex-
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isting institutions, and cause them
to collapse."13
At least, that was his hope. In
any event, immediately after the
war his program found an echo
in San Francisco� where former
\\foodstock resident and ,lila 1'
chist poet Robert Duncan helped
found a weekly discussion group
called the Libertarian Circle. The
Circle began i n early 1946, when
Duncan and Philip Lamantia
propost!u founuing a n "open anu
Ro/Jt>rt DlIlICall, en 1944. Photograph.
above-board" anarchist discussion
grO\lP to fellow :m;lr('hist Kenneth Rexroth. Rexroth h:ld heen living
in San Francisco since 1927 and was well-known in the arts commu
nity for his poeuy and literary criticism; with his backing, the proj
ect prospered.I" From humble beginnings i n Rexroth's living room,
the Libertarian Circle moved to the top floor of a building occupied
by the Jewish anarchist group Arbeiter Ring, where they met weekly
to discuss topics such as anarchism and literary mysticism, Emma
Goldman, the Kronstadt revolt, and sexual anarchy (the latter necessi
tating two simultaneous discussions, "one upstairs, the overflow i n the
downstairs meeting hall")Y The group also rented a hall for monthly
dances and augmented their activities with a weekly Poetry Forum.
Every other Wednesday, one writer's work was read, followed by a dis
cussion led by the poet himself; alternative Wednesdays were reserved
for seminars in poetry and criticism led by Rexroth.'6 Tn addition, the
Libertarian Circle published a one-issue journal, A1'k, in 1947, which
featured reproductions of paintings, prose essays and poetry, state
ments on anarchism by George Woodcock and Amon Hennacy, and
an article by Duncan on the sexual politics of art entitled "Reviewing
View, An Attack" that took aim at America's premier surrealist jour
nal, View, launched in September 1940 by Charles Henry Ford.
Ford was a poet and surrealist enthusiast of independent means
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who, like Duncan, was "out" among his friends as homosexuaLI1 He
ran the quarterly as an unabashedly commercial enterprise from a
New York penthouse office located above a chic nightclub not far from
the Museum of Modern Art. Each issue was linked to exhibitions in
the city's high-end galleries, which helped to finance the magazine
through advertis i ng (alongside pitches for perfumes and lotions),IR
Articles on surrealist theorists such as George Bataille jostled with
advertisements for publications by Andre Breton; reproductions of
artwork by Leonor Fini, Rene Magritte, and the sado-surrealist Hans
Bellmer ("creator of a moveable woman whose body, taken apart and
re-composed against the laws of nature . . . revealed an acute sense of
the marvellous allied to a profound nostalgia for childhood and peri
olis uuminateli by femininity mixeli with spurts uf viulent erutil!ism");
View art postcards for sale; (illustrated) essays on topics such as "The
Amcr1c;l11 M;l('�hre," "Shrinking the HC;lds," �nd "GC;lt;lno Z\lmho
and Death"; and, last but not least, a repeat full-page advertisement
for Helena Rubinstein Galleries (New York-Paris-London), founded
by the cosmetics industrialist, announcing "art knows no frontiers,
beauty knows no limitations."19
The magazine was incorporated as a business (View l11c.) and its of
fice doubled as a bookstore and commercial gallery; it also sponsored
jazz concerts and occasional select exhibitions. (Ford wrote about the
"brilliant and chic" crowd attending these events.) But View's reign
as the "wodd's leadingjoll1'ual ofaVflm-ganle O1·t and Iiteratll1'e" came to
an unexpected halt in the summer of 1947, when its editor abruptly
closed shop and departed for Europe.W
In the 1940s, Duncan knew Ford, having encountered him after
moving to the New York area in 1939 to pursue a love affair begun
during his undergraduate studies at Berkeley.21 The affair ended in
1940 and Duncan, at loose ends, relocated to Woodstock, where for a
time he shared a house with James and Blanche Cooney, editors of The
Phoenix (1938-1940). Ideologically, the Cooneys stood for:
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. . . the unequivocal condemnation of Industrial forms of soci

ety, whether they be of Capitalist (with all its varying shades
of Democratic, Liberal, Conservative, Technocratic, etc.),
Marxian Communist, Fascist or Nazi variety randl the un
swerving determination to serve under none of these degrad

ing, deathly states, but to break away in small communities, i n
small precursors of a resurrection and renascence of mankind

through a return to the dignity and purity and religiousness of
a mode of life rooted in agriculture and the handicraftsY

The Cooneys likened these communities of refuge to "Arks," and
this is probably what Duncan and his colla borators had in mind when
tht:y Ilalllt:u their post-war pulJlication: a contrarian rt:sist,lIlce to Colt!
War societyY fb'k's opening editorial stated:
In direct opposition to the debasement of human values made

flauntingly evident by the war, there is rising among writers
in America, as elsewhere, a social consciollsness which recog
nizes the integrity of the personality as the most substantial
and considerable of values.... Present-day society, which is be
coming more and more subject to the state with its many forms
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of corrupt power and oppression, has become the real enemy

of individual liberty. Because mutual aid and trust have been
coldly, scientifically destroyed; because love, the well of being,
has been methodically parched; because fear and greed have
become the prime ethical movers, states and state-controlled
societies continue to exist. Only the individual can cut himself
free from this public evil. I-Ie can sever the forced relations be

tween himself and the state, refuse to vote or go ro war, refuse
to accept the moral irresponsibility yoked into him. Today, at
this catastrophic point in time, the validity if not the future

of the anarchist position is more than ever established. It has
become a polished mirror in which the falsehoods of political
modes stand naked. No honest person, if he has looked into
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this mirror, can morally support a government of any descrip 

tion, whether it be a state-capitalist Soviet Union, a capitalist
America, a fascist Spain, or any considered society wherein an
idea is woven into a blanket of law and cast over

a living peo

ple from above. Any inorganic

thing made authority over the
organic is morally weakeni ng and make s annihi lating warfare

inevitable

....

\¥e believe that social transformation must be the

aim of any revolutionary viewpoint, but we recognize the or
ganic,

spontaneous revolt of individuals a s presupposing such a
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transformation.H

While living with the Cooneys, Duncan commuted down to ew
York to tak� part in Manhattan's social cirdt:s and 1Il�t!t with oth�r
literary radicals, including Dwight Macdonald. He also took new lov
ers, ;lvoide.d serving in the W;lr by de�bring his hOlllOSeX\ l;llity, spent
a summer working as a dishwasher in Provincetown, traipsed about
Florida, and gained a reputation as the poet of note who, in 1944,
had signed his name to a n article in Politics on "The Homosexual in
Society."!; This was an anarchist assertion of sexual libertarianism and
a critique ofthe pervasive "homosexual cult" amongst gays.26 Notions
of difference that encouraged "snobbery and removal from the 'com
mon sort,'" argued Duncan, merely encouraged gays to add their
voices to a range of oppressions-including heterosexism-across the
existing social landscapeY The truly liberating "starting point" for
"creative life and expression," countered Duncan, was:
... a devotion to human freedom, toward the liberation of hu
man love, human conflicts, human aspirations. To do this one
must disown all the special groups (nati ons, rel ig ions , sexes,

races) that would claim allegiance. To hold this devotion every
written word, every spoken word, every action, every purpose

must be examined and considered. It must always be remem
bered that others, those who have surrendered their humanity,
are not less than oneself. It must be always remembered that

In
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one's own honesty, one's banle against the inhumanity of one's
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own group (be it against patriotism, against bigotry, against,
in this specific case, the homosexual cult) is a battle that can
not be won in the immediate scene. The forces of inhuman
ity are overwhelming, btl[ only one's continued opposition ean
make any other order possiblc, wi l l give an added strcngth for
all those who desire freedom and equality to break at last those
fetters that seem now so unbreakable .!ij
Duncan's attack on View in 1947 was premised on this stance. He
began by accusing Ford of marketing art as an "experience" spiced
with "Freudian menace" for "wealthy dilettantes" who reveled i n "the
sht:cr cxpt:nsivcly uought spcc tadc of it,"�9 an appro<1l!h to art that
Duncan characterized as "aesthetic."30 By way of example, he pointed
to ViP.7IJ'S p� lhli C:1tion of :1 11 :1nti-w:1r story, "The R\17.7.:1 rd," which de
scribed the hungering desires of a bird hovering over a battlefield; the
story was sandwiched between Bataille-style "documents"-illustrated
by photos of physically deformed people-reporting on human cru
elties and abnormalities in Central America. Thus, "The Buzzard's"
politics were aestheticized and subsumed within a nightmarish mix of
facts, imagery, and fiction. "In the world of View," Duncan observed,
"horror becomes an end in itself-not a rejection, but an acceptance,
more than that, a tremulous embrace of what was horrible, a sensation
which may be tasted by the reader for the vicarious thrill of it."'[ Sadly,
however, surrealism for consumers was doing very well on the maga
zine rack: "like The Buzzard, it [ View] draws its profit and substance
from the battlefields, the misery and deformity of modern society;
and in contemporary America, where the populace at large relishes
the charnel havoc wrought upon the cities of Europe and Japan, View's
circulation booms."32
In sum, the magazine's success was symptomatic of a larger so
cial sickness, but it was also symptomatic of Ford's internalization of
the lies American society imposed on him. Accepting the belief i n a
singular "normal human being" propagated by an establishment so

GaJ A1IanbJ

"hostile to individuation" that it
"describes and debases any indi
vidual in terms of his deviation,"
Ford had embraced the identity
of the deviant homosexual "freak"
and was now "suing for little more
than that the world allow him his
'freakishness."'}} Tragically, this
led him to prop up the very status
quo he should oppose: "He turned
to write for, and to live in the mi
lieu that might accept him and that
<It the S<lIII!! time h<lu the power to
provide a protection of a kind; he
moved from th(". O\lt('l'Ist legions of
"Two DOCll11lflltS," piTgr sprmdfrom
View, MaJ 1945.
low Bohemia to high Bohemia on
the margins of that ever curious
and hungry section of society, the money-aristocracy."H In this re
gard, Ford was following the example of Breton and the surrealists
in exile who, upon arriving in New York in the early 1940s, had been
"taken up and taken in by the culture collectors." "All the drama of the
real political world" was then "played in charade to give excitement to
the boredom of the rentiers" as Breton and company "capitalized upon
their revolutionary personalities."H Ford helped sell surrealism to this
clientele, and Breton valued him for it.16
To its credit, View during these years was also "unremittingly hos
tile toward the State and its war." To this extent, it was "anarchis
tic-against the State."37 However, Ford's perpetual chewing on "the
cud of fin-de-siecle diabolism" suggested he was "hostile not only to
the State, but to the individual" as well.J8 "The real menace i n the
shadow of which we all live-the twentieth-century State or what
is so aptly called the Permanent War Economy," reasoned Duncan,
was out to crush authentic individuality.l') View raised no resistance to
this, because "if to be an individual means individual responsibility,

2
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with its allegiance to the rentier-aristocracy is hostile to indi
vidualism.''4O Rather than caving in to this social strata's "lust for a
thrill" in light of its supposed "superiority to the mores of the modern
State," Duncan called on Ford to cultivate the "potential awakening
to productive and creative life" that anarchism sought.�l "Experience"
should be "someth ing the artist struggles to tran sform into a field for
achieving his or her desires.''4! Ford had lost sight of this, and with it,
art's insurrectionary dimension.
Contrast Ford's actions with Duncan's. The Libertarian Circle and
A1'k were communal endeavors free of capitalization whose purpose
was to enliven the creative lives of the participants at the same time
as they radicalized them. As such, they represented a step towards the
exemplary "m:w way of life uast:t! on a more e4uitaule set of valut:s"
that Cantine had called for in Retm·t. Both projects were destined to
wind down in 194R, h\lt this did not dete.r n\m(':1n. Tn 1949, he he.lped
start a third initiative, the Poetry Conference, where writers and art
ists gathered once a week for readings and discussions. Here, Duncan
met and fell in love with a young painter, Jess Collins; the twO formed
an enduring relationship that lasted until Duncan's death i n 1988Y
Born in California, Collins had been drafted into the atomic bomb
"Manhattan Project" while studying chemistry at the California
Institute of Technology. He was sent to the project's Oakridge,
Tennessee facilities to work on enriching uranium, and on his twen
ty-second birthday-August 6, 1945-the United States dropped the
fruits of his labor on Hiroshima. Upon release from the military,
Collins returned to the California Institute and completed a Bachelor
of Science degree in radiochemistry, He rejoined the nuclear war in
dustry in 1948 as a technician, producing plutonium at the Hanford,
Washingron Atomic Energy Project, bur in 1949 he abruptly quit and
moved to San Francisco to study art. I n a 1992 interview, Collins said
that the decision was inspired by "a very strong and convincing dream
that the world was going to completely destruct by the year 1975."
"I'm sure," he continued, "the kind of work I was doing had some ef
fect on my state of mind at the time.'4�
View
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He later commemorated this vISion during the Cuban missile
standoff of October 1962, when the United States and the Soviet
Union came within hours of starting a nuclear war. His painting If
All tbe Wodd Were Pape1- aud £111 tbe Wate1- Sink (1962) (see color plate
8), depicts him (or perhaps Duncan) in profile, looking upon a sun
lit glen where children are dancing in a circle. An owl bearing a key
swoops down over what at first looks like a bucolic scene until we gaze
into the distance, where a mushroom cloud is erupting skyward. For
Collins, the circle dance is an actofsun worship symbolic of children's
life-energy and their "wondrous ability to infinitely connect images
and stories without having to segregate everything.'>45 The destruc
tive power of the bomb, on the other hand, is the antithesis of nature's
spontam:ous, I!vcr conjoining lifl!-furcc: a weap on of 111<1SS uestruction
deployed for divisive political ends by government bureaucrats_
n\lrin g his time :'lt H:'Inford, Collins h:'ld b('.g\lIl p:'lin tin g :'l S :'l 1l ":1n 
,,
tidote to the science method. "+6 "I wanted to do something that was
truly meaningful to me," he recalled, and art "was far more mean
ingful than making plutonium."-17 We get a sense of what the term
"meaningful" signifies when he goes on to describe the impact of
his training under the anarchist abstract painter Clyfford Still at the
California School of Arts, whereJess enrolled as a student in 1949-5 1.
Still's lectures, Collins recalled, were "very moving in terms of my un
derstanding of the passion of the immediate image and the difficulty
an artist has in arousing a sense of spirit i n a societal structure that
tends to suppress it." -18
Still was a n accomplished figural painter who had turned to non
objectivity in the 1940s. He explained why in 1963 when he dismissed
the war and its aftermath as an era of "mechanism, power, and death,"
conduding "I see no point in adding to its mammorh arrogance the
compliment of graphic homage.''-t9 Still's pessimistic outlook had led
him to retreat from social struggle; painting provided him with the
one "limited arena" where his "negative dialectic of creative freedom"
found resolution beyond the restrictions of the Cold War.'o
But freedom was tenuous once an artwork left the studio, and in this
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regard, Still was particularly hostile toward establishment art critics
and the cultural institutions they served. He saw them as operatives
in the "authoritarian devices for social control" that dampened the
spontaneous reaction of the public to art and the artist's capacity to
be innovative. In the post-war years, when his work began attracting
attention! he strenuously objected to mainstream art critics "shouting
about individualism" in American art while they buried the dissident
politics of his work under the weight of formalist aesthetics ("superfi
cial value of material"). "Behind these reactions," he wrote, was "a body
of history matured into dogma, authority, tradition. The totalitarian
hegemony of this tradition 1 despise, its presumptions I reject."5l In an
attempt to deal with the situation, Still insisted that his work was not
to bl: shown to or discussl:d by anybody who lat'k�u insight into the
aesthetic and moral values his paintings embodied. In particular, he
reh.l$e.d ;1('('e.$$ to ]:'Ime.$ Thr:'!11 Sobey (:'Irt ('ritk), Clement Greenherg
(art critic), and Alfred Barr (director of the Museum of Modern Art):
all important players in the cultural marketing of non-objective paint
ing as a symbol of American freedom during the Cold WarY
At the California School of the Arts, Still urged his students to
adopt the same strategy, but apart from that they were free to follow
their own path.H According to Collins, though personally committed
to abstraction, Still "never dictated an aesthetic" and encouraged his
students to reject any preconceptions regarding what was "good, right
or proper" in painting.H Consequently, when Collins began noticing
imaginative "scenes or fantasies" in his own non-objective paintings,
he welcomed them as features worth exploring." Around 1951, just
after moving in with Duncan, this led him to adopt collage "as a way
. . . to construct imaginary scenarios in a more realistic rather than
a non-objective way."j6 His fi rst large-scale collage "paste up," The
Mouse's Tale (1951) (see color plate 9), was also a personal statement.
Collins conceived of this work as a self-conscious reclaiming of the
male body-the homosexual object of desire-from the domination
of heterosexual macho presentations. As he pur it, he was "showing
innocent beauty," albeit with a decidedly gay sensibility. 57
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The gesture might not seem radical until put in context . Collins
created his collage at a time when being gay was something associated
with the criminal underworld, leftism, scandal, and mental illness.
People lost their jobs and went to jail for it.;8 Responding to this state
of affairs, The Mouse's Tale doesn't agitate, polemicise, protest, or pro
claim a positionj rather, by celebrating male beauty, Collins followed
Duncan's dictum in "The Homosexual in Society," to configure his
own creativity as a starting point for "devotion to human freedom,
toward the liberation of human love, human conflicts, human aspi
rations .";9 This is the sense i n which The NJollse's Tale was radical
Collins' personal breakthrough into sexually-charged imagery and
his refusal to participate in the American war machine unfolded along
the same puliti cal cuntinuum.
And there were further developments. In 1952, Collins and Duncan
tC:llllerl \lP with the :lrtist H:l rry J:'I('Oh\lS to fO\l Tlrl :'ln inrle.pe.nrlcnt :lrt
ist-run gallery which they named after French satirist Alfred Ja rry's
(see Chapter Three) theatrical parody of a stupid, bumbling European
bourgeois imperialist, "King Vbu.tt60 The agenda of King Ubu was
resolutely non-commercial and experimental-to avoid any monetary
schemes arising from the venture, all three founders agreed to run
it for one year (December 1952-December 1953), and then close it
down.h l One could say that Collins, Duncan, and Jacobus were real
izing the anti-capitalist ethos propagated by Still by creating a non
commercial exhibition space where artists were subject only to the
judgement of their peers or those who expressed enough interest to
search out the gallery, which was located i n a run-do wn section of
the city. Over the course of its existence, the King Vbu hosted fif
teen exhibitions, two plays staged by Duncan, regular Sunday l iterary
meetings involving readings by former Libertarian Circle participants
(Rexroth, Lamantia, and others), two experimental film screenings,
and musical performances.6!
Apart from the King Vbu experiment and a host of similar projects
that followed, the domestic sphere was also important. Here, through
the 1950s and 19605, Collins and Duncan hosted artistic events and
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circulated privately-produced publications free from the gaze of cen
sors and critics.63 In effect, Collins and Duncan transformed their
home into an community-building sphere for self-expression and ex
change between friends and acquaintances, which deepened mutual
understanding while enriching lives on a profound level. Collins and
Duncan enacted anarchism on an intimate scale, and their post-war
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art and activism were of a piece with this ethos: creating authentically,
they inspired others to do the same.
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The 19GOs afC rightly vicwt;:u as a tiIll!! of n:ncwal i n the history of twcn
rieth-century anarchism, when mass uprisings in places as far Rung
:lS the United St;ltes, Fr:lnce, C7.e.choslov;'l ki:l) :md Mexico ch:lllenged
the status quo in expl icit ly anti-authoritarian terms. I n America, the
civil rights movement merged with the anti-Vietnam War movement ,
giving rise to a richly diverse counterculture with strong anarchist
currents that carried over into the 1 9705. Marx is t turned anarchist
Murray Bookchin nicely encapsulated the gulf between the old left
and the emergent counterculture. Reca ll i ng Marxist-dominated pol i
t ics prior to the 19605, he wrot e:
'Life-sryle? '-the word was simply unknown. If we were asked
by some crazy anarchists how we could hope to change society
without changing ourselves, our relations with each other, and
our organizational structure, we had one ritualistic answer: '
. . . after the revolution.' 'After the revolution . . ..'-this was our
magiC talisman. It expressed our incredibly naive belief thar

merely by 'abolishing' the economic relationships and insti
tutions of capitalism we would thereby abolish the bourgeois
fa mi ly, the bourgeoi s stare, and bourgeois attitudes towards

sexuality, women, children, indeed toward people and life as
a whole. (The gross deception here-a deception which lies at

III
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the very core of Marxism-is that changes in the pre-condi
tions of society and life are equiva lent to changes in the condi
tions of society and

life, a fallacy which blatantly mistakes the

sufficient reason for the necessary reason.) And this 'beautiful
revolution' would be realized by using bourgeois methods o f

organization and involved bourgeois relations between people

.

\.ye totally failed to recognize that our methods and relations

were

subverting our goals, indeed our very personalities as
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revolutionaries.I

Contemporary "Youth Culture," on the other hand, was rife
with potential: "In its demands for tribalism, free sexuality, commu
nity, mutual aicJ, ec.:static experience, ancJ a ualancecJ eculugy," wrote
Bookchin, it prefigured, "however inchoately, a joyous communist and
('bssless society, fr('.ed from the tr:Hllmels of h ief:l fchy :l1ld dOl1lin;l
tion, a soc iet y that would t ranscend the h istoric spli t s between town
and country, individual and society, and mind and body."2
The 1960s did indeed mark a sea change, at least in terms of who
was articulating what radicalism was. For example, this was the era
when Noam Chomsky began speaking out against the foreign policies
of the United States government from an anarchist viewpoint. While
Chomsky critiqued American p oli ti cs, Bookchin populari zed anar
chism's ecological dimension. At the time, anarchist-feminism was re
newed in part thanks to the tireless efforts of Alex Kates Shulman and
Richard Drinnon to promote the life and writings of Emma Goldman.
I n the previous chapters, I discussed gay poet Robert Duncan and his
role in the American poetry scene; a second voice championing liber
tarian sexu a lit y was social theorist Paul Goodman, author of the best
seller G1'owing Up Absll1'd (1960). In add ition , poets Diane di Prima,
Gary Snyder, and others promoted connections between anarchism,
poetics, and spirituality while John Cage explored its musical ramifi
cations. Finally, the Living Theatre collective developed and popu
larized their distinctive variation of anarchist-pacifism in the United
States and Europe.
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I have long been interested in what role anarchist visual artists
played during these years. I was fortunate, then, to make the acquain
tance of one of anarchism's better-known contemporary artists, Susan
Simensky Bietila. During the 1960s, she worked as a n illustrator for
the activist press in New York while completing an undergraduate
degree in art under the tutelage of prominent abstractionist painters.

In the following interview, conducted by email, she sheds consider
able light on the ways i n which the mainstream art world of the 1960s
maintained a separation of art and politics at the same time as the
American counterculture was failing to realize its anarchic potential.
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What was it like growing u p

in

New York?

I was born in 1947 and grew up working-class in Brooklyn. The com
m\ln ity W:lS l :l rgely F:lstern F\lropC:ln Jewish, :lnd my (;'1 m ily l ived in :l
Federal Housing Project apartment. ''''hen I was a kid, I was recruited
our of kindergarten on an art scholarship to the Brooklyn Museum
School; by the time 1 was six, I was traveling on the subway by myself
to Saturday art classes. I went to the High School of Music & Art and
had studio classes as well as art history. There I met bohemian teens
from Greenwich Village and heard about the existence of the anti
nuclear bomb group, Student Peace Union.)
My political activism began in the summer of 1964 when I worked
at Camp Twi n Link, run by covert Communist Party USA mem
bers. This same camp also ran a neighborhood after-school program
I had attended as a child. It was linked to the Atlanta School of Social
Work, which was a hotbed of civil rights activism and connected with
the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee.� Other counsel
ors were civil rights activists and college students who were in the
Students for a Democratic Society [SDS],5 Many of them had been
sent to this or other political summer camps as children by their left
ist parents. At the camp, I was caring for five-year-old boys and less
than delighted with this sort ofwork, being too poor to have been sent
to summer camp myself, and feeling as if there was some hypocrisy
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at essentially being a nanny for radicals. I found out about the war in
Vietnam and the United States' role in it from Paul lVlillman, another
counselor at the camp who was in SDS at Antioch College. He scolded
me for not reading the news and following world affairs, and I took
this advice to heart. There was also an adjoining teen work camp-all
black teens from projects near the one where r lived. They were there
on scholarship, to be reformed out of their "gang-loving ways." They
gOt to be kids, but I had to work. While there, I gained class awareness
and developed a suspicion of traditional "left" politics.
In the fall of 1964, I went to Brooklyn College, City University
of New York [CUNY1, as part of the Scholars Program for students
gifted in mathematics and the hard sciences, but soon became a n art
maJor.
Npw York W.:lC; .:In intpnc;p pl.:lcP to hp, politic.:Illy c;pp.:lking, during thic;
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time. What organizations were you involved in at CUNY?

The first group I was involved in was Brooklyn College's equivalent
of the Berkeley Free Speech IViovement-the Ad Hoc Committee for
Academic Freedom, which included faculty as well as students.6 As
at B erkel ey, students who had braved confrontations during the civil
rights voter registration drives in the south returned to school to find
their own political expression severely restricted. The hypocrisy of
this being the "norm" at a prestigious institution of higher learning
fueled the creation of a powerful movement on campus.
Then SDS. I can't recall exactly when in 1965 the SDS chapter at
Brooklyn College was formed. There were older students at Brooklyn
College who had been politically active for several years and were in
contact with the students who started SDS. There were also "travel
ers" who visited college campuses and helped organize. I was active in
SOS from the time that there were a few hundred members nationally
until tens of thousands were involved, and my political understanding
grew exponentially. My thinking developed with the organization to
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the poim where we named the United States governmem "imperial
ist" and called for defeat i n Vietnam.
I was elected chapter "president"-or was volunteered, as the posi
tion was me<lningless within the consensus dynamics of the group,
but helpful for functioning on campus. All student groups had to be
registered and ap proved by the student council and the administra
tion required a "President-Vice President-Secretary-Treasurer"
structure. Only officers could reserve rooms, and submit posters to
be approved for display, etc. I was probably elected because I was safe
in my standing as a student, since I was in the Scholar's Program and
getting high grades It was good theater to have the official spokesper
son of the most radical group on campus be a fairly inarticulate seven
tet:n-year-okl girl who lookt:u even younger than her age_ It pokeu fun
at the Administration's "Red Menace" fear-mongering stereotypes.
Wh:1tever the re:1S0ns for my selection) the tnlst the. other stwieot
activists had in me bolstered my self-confidence.
The college president, Harry Gideonse, was at the time the head
of Freedom House, a "liberal" anti-Communist think tanklaca
demic wing of the government's drive to stamp out domestic radi
calism following World War IU He had instituted bureaucracies to
stifle freedom of political expression aftcr conducting a marc blatant
reign of terror in the 1950s, when faculty were required to sign anti
Communist "loyalty oaths" and were subjected to political inquisi
tions. Many were fired for having unacceptable political ideas. Lots
of students had been expelled as well. In 1950, Gideonse dissolved the
student government and closed the college newspaper, The Vtl11gum-d,
using bogus excuses, but really because they were bases of opposition
to his agenda. During the early 1960s, students were expelled for par
ticipating in an anti-nukes protest. I heard about it later in the 1960s
from Jerry Badanes, who was active in Movement for a Democratic
Society [MDS], the non-student wing of SDS. If my recall is correct,
he was one of the students expelled. During an air raid drill, when
students were supposed to go to basement areas marked as nuclear
shelters, a number of students reclined on the steps of Boylan Hall,
.
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the main building, each holding a sun reflector, the kind used at the
beach to get a speedy tan, as if from the flash of light that preceded
the mushroom cloud. This was an act of civil disobedience, but more
impressively, it was my first exposure to dit01l1'lIf1JJe11t.s
When I started college, every leaflet and poster had to be approved
by the Dean of Student Activities, Archie McGregor, or it would be
torn down by employees from the Office of Student Activities. All
invited "outside" speakers had to be approved-all films or presenta
tions as well. Prohibitions against walking on the grass and a dress
code for female students were rigorously enforced. There was a secu
rity guard in front of the library whose job was to turn away women
wearing pants. It was quite the model police state. Inspired by the
Free Speech Movcmcnt, somc oluer stuUCntS whu hau uct:n invulvt:u
in the civil rights movement and some faculty, particularly from the
dep:1r(Tllen(S of sociology :md philosophy, Prof('.ssor Rkh:lrd Mendes,
and Dr. Sitton, came together to organize for academic freedom. I was
on the steering committee of this group and a meeting was held at my
house. Nlother was awed; she served coffee and pastries. The student
council got involved, as did the Young Democrats [youth recruitment
wing of the Democratic Party]-both the student government and
faculty council, and they overturned the censorship powers of the ad
ministration. Harry Gideonse decided that it was the opportune time
to retire. This cleared the way for more freedom to agitate against
the Vietnam War and the military draft, issues that had immediate
impact on every male student.
The SDS chapter grew steadily and included students with vari
ous political leanings. It remained somewhat counter-cultural, over
lapping with the bohemian, folk-singing, pot-smoking sector of the
student community. Trotskyists and the Communist Party USA had
their own student groups, which attracted few if any new students."
The Progressive Labor Party [PLP], however, was active within our
SDS chapter and caused distrust against us within the national or
ganization, although anyone who took the trouble to get to know us
realized quickly that, despite being very visible, the PLP didn't domi-
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nate the chapter.1O The head of student organizing for the PLP, Jeff
Gordon, was in the Brooklyn College Chapter of SDS and was one
of the people subpoenaed to appear before the House Un-American
Activities Committee IHUACj, along with future YippieJerry Rubin,
in 1966.11 Rubin was there because he had been one of the organizers
of the Vietnam Day Committee which protested against the waf in
Berkeley. I went to Washington to demonstrate against HUAC short
ly after the Brooklyn College SDS chapter was formed.
I was the representative of the Brooklyn College chapter to the
New York Regional Council and to the National Council of SDS,
which was as important for my political development as the grassroots
organizing at Brooklyn College. It gOt me Out of New York for the
first tiIllt: in Illy Iif!!; I IIlt:t pcopl!! fWIIl all ovt:r AIIlt:rica, IIlany fWIIl
different backgrounds and cultures.
A Itho�lgh T W:lS nowhere dose to heing;1 regiOTl ;11 or n;1tiOTl;1l lc:lder,
I met other people like me, made interesting friends, and had oppor
tunities I never would have otherwise had. Terry Davis, the chapter
representative from the Borough of Manhattan Community College,
who also grew up in a housing project, was my age and more worldly.
She taught me to dance, and took me and Bobby Quidone, who was
gay, to the Newport Folk Festival to talk to artists about doing a ben
efit for SDS. \iVe got invited to all-night parties and road trips with
affluent Argentine-Jewish Brecht Theatre aficionados, one of whom
dated a playwright friend ofSDS organizer Sarah Murphy. Sarah later
married one of the student leaders of the 1968 uprising in Mexico
City.12 I first heard of the situationists from them, I believe.13
So you were getting a real political education from the time you entered

university. What i m pact did this have on your art and did politics seep
into your art classes?

Though I was an activist, I didn't do college work with political con
tent. A number of artists from the New York abstractionist school
taught at Brooklyn College. The art faculty whom I remember were
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Ad Reinhardt, Carl Holty, Philip Pearlstein, and Jimmy Ernst, son

of
the surrealist Max Ernst. David Sawin taught Art History along with
Morris Dorsky. The department chairman was the well�known art
historian, Milton W. Brown. Walter Rosenblum taught photography
and was fine po litica l ly
.

You photographed some early anti-Vietnam street theater by t h e Bread
and Puppet Theater in 1966 for an assignment in Rosenblum's class (see

1 0).14

color plate

Bread and Puppet made beautiful masks and decorated anti�war dem�
onstrations with elegant pageantry. Their tone was mournful, griev�
ing. I loved the technique, but was fl!eling anger at having been taken
in by the myth of American democracy and was searching for a means
of expre.ssion with more S:'Itir1c:l1 bite.
I am intrigued by the fact that you studied with Carl Holty, Ad
Reinhardt, and other prominent artists. Reinhardt was among the most
vocal regarding the importance of abstraction in his generation, and
participated in the founding of the New York·based Writers and Artists
Protest organization that formed in 1965. In April and June of that year,
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th ey published two anti-Vietnam War advertisements

in th e New York

Times-�End Your Silence"-with hundreds of writers' and artists' signa
tures.IS Can you tell me more about instruction at Brooklyn College and
how the artists approached the issue of art and politics in their capacity
as teachers? Did they ever discuss political issues in relation to art? O r
did they maintain a strict separation between t h e two?

There was so much of a separation that there was complete silence

not only political content, but narrative had no place in the critical
discuss ion I later became aware that many of the art faculty ve ry ac�
t ively opposed the war in Vietnam and marched in organized artists'
contingents at the antiwar demonstrations, but this was never, ever
discussed with me. Even though my political activity on campus was
.
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obvious and the art faculty knew when I left town for conferences and
demonstrations, I was never invited to join the anti-war art groups. I
assumed at the time that art students were not welcome.
None of the Art Department faculty joined the student-faculty an
tiwar group on campus or, for that matter, participated in the campus
free speech movement. There was no discussion of politics in studio
classes or in critiques [discussions of student work involving profes
sors and students]. Studio critiques were completely formalist-com
position and technique were the issues. Art history classes were barely
better; heavy on rote slide identification, with art sealed off from the
history of the world, the assumption being that art existed only within
an "art world" where it had meaning only in relation to previous works
of art. Artists wl;:rl;: influenceu only uy oth!!r artists, with I;:ach school
rebelling against the previous generation-an orderly evolution of
styles with the. pre.sent heing the gloriO\lS ;lnd logic;ll ('\llmin:'ltion of
all high art that came before.
I did not accept these premises and felt that I was being fed
McCarthyist dogma.16 lt was not until the 1980s that I began to un
derstand where all this was coming from, but at the time there was
no forum for discussing or questioning the dogma. T just looked else
where for theoretical constructs that were enlightening and to art
from previous historical periods for inspiration.
Duringthe \iVorid War IIera, the Brooklyn CollegeArt Department
had been greatly influenced by the German Bauhaus and was, accord
ing to the college's own official history, "blurring the lines between
fine and applied art."17 This had ended before I arrived. Major changes
in the curriculum were made in 1956 separating study into classes by
discrete mediums-drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, etc.
When I told the Scholars Program that I was going to m ajor in
Studio Art, Milton W. Brown, the Art Department Chair, called me
in for a meeting and laid out a plan for my education. I was to take a
few introductory classes and then tutorials with senior professors se
lected for me. Ad Reinhardt was later assigned to be my "mentor"-in
charge of overseeing my progress.
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At Brooklyn College, abstraction was the rage. It was considered
somewhat scandalous by the media and got lots of attention, the con
troversy being about whether it was art or not. It was incomprehen
sible to the uninitiated-elitist and quite the commodity circus, in my
opinion.
It was probably Reinhardt who encouraged me to go to galleries to
see what was being shown at the time. I knew that there were parties
at show openings. He evidently thought that it would be okay for me
to show up at openings, bur it didn't seem like something that I would
ever do. I imagined feeling awkward, unwelcome, and our of place. It
seemed like a career as an abstract painter was basically a sophisticated
hustle, playing up to rich patrons, marketing oneself. What I was be
ing encouraged to tio as a painter was look at what W,IS st::lling anti tht::n
create my own "Iook"-one extremely similar to what everyone else
W;lS doing, h\lt ;\lSr different l;'.nO\lgh to not he Ollt ;lnd O\lt imintion
Then, once it "sold," I was to stick with it as an identity-my own
franchise. Well, I was busy creating an identity, but it was about be
ing true to myself and resisting pressures to conform to social mores
which were phony.
Besides, even sophisticate d women seemed to have an impossible
time being taken seriously as painters in the abstractionist boys' club.
I sensed that it would be a fruitless effort as well as self-destructive.
I imagined that getting involved in this world would include sleeping
with old guys and putting up with the current expectation of feminine
behavior. Reinhardt was probably sincere about encouraging me to
start going to upscale 57th Street galleries and meeting people in the
art world, but T had a visceral reaction against the whole art-as-com
modity marketing thing and thought that such circles would be where
these forces would operate with the greatest intensity.
Reinhardt never talked to me about politics. I never knew the extent
of his political involvement until long after his death [Ad Reinhardt
died in 19671. I was being taught to develop color-and-form presenta
tions on canvas and when I got a harmonious push-pull balance of
form, that was the content. I think that Reinhardt himself believed
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in following a particular abstractionist trajectory, which led to a form
of spiritual purism in painting. I could see the logic of his ideas, but
disagreed with his premises about the history of art and with his ideas
about art's social role. I never argued with him about these ideas. I did
not have the words or the confidence to articulate my objections until
after I had done political artwork for publication,
I felt that my art classes were anachronistic and that my politi
cal activism was where the real learning was happening. I wanted the
same intellectual excitement in my art-making, but I had no role mod
els. None of the other art students were doing anything with provoca
tive content. I was given a studio all to myself and was isolated from
other students in the department.
As time went un, I spent less and less time painting ami was 4u it e
unproductive. I recall listening to Reinhardt's critiques of my paint
ings in the spring of 19(,7 ;'Ind becoming more ;'Iware of composition
and color, but being totally frustrated with my work.
I asked questions in art history classes about political content in art
and was referred repeatedly to i\1arxist Arnold Hauser's Social Hist01Y
f
o r
117; I found it less than forthcoming regarding real questions about
the impact of art and the role of the artist in society. IS
I talked with Jimmy Ernst [son of German surrealist painter Max
Ernst] about doing political art, expecting for some reason that he
might be sympathetic, having escaped from the Nazis . . . but he was
cold as ice. Every professor said the same thing: "Art never changed
society." "All political art is propaganda and not good art." "Why
would you want to create propaganda?" Some also implied that "pro
paganda" meant "pro-Communist Party dictatorship."
I n an interview with Jeanne Seigel for a series called "Great Artists i n
America Today," that aired J u n e 1 3 , 1967 on N e w York's WBAI radio sta·
tion, Reinhardt said:

I t h i n k an artist should participate i n any protests against
war as a human being. There's no way they can participate
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as an artist without being almost fraudulent or self-mock
i n g about what they' re doing. There are no good images or
good ideas that one can make. There are no effective paint
ings or objects that one can make against the war. There's
been a complete exhaustion of images. A broken doll with
red paint poured over it or a piece of barbed wire may seem

to

be

a

symbol or so methin g like that, but that's not the

realm of the fine artist anyway."19

I gather that the art education you were getting at Brooklyn College
convinced you that "modernism" as codified by Reinhardt and others
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had no political relevance?

Actually, I was convinced that "modernism" as presented by
Rein h;l rdt, Frnst, etc., W;lS very politic;ll , re-.:lction;lry ;lTt promoting ;l
McCa rt hyi te attack on the ab il it y of art to be an accessible form of so
cial discourse and making it, in fact, a n elitist commodity. Looking at
documents from the period, I found an interview with Ad Reinhardt
i n which his opinions are even more blatant-a radio panel discussion
between Reinhardt and artists Leon Golub, Allan D'Arcangelo, and
Marc Morrel followi n g the An gry Arts events of early 1967.!OThe dis
cussion was broadcast on August 10, just twenty days before Reinhardt
died. In the debate, Reinhardt says:
I'm not so sure just from a poli tical and social point of view
what protest images do and I would raise a question. I suppose
this is an advertising or communications problem. In no case in
recent decades has the statement of protest art had anything to
do with the statemem in the fine arts.!'
As an artist, you can only reach those people who are willing
to meet

you

more than half way. At least that's the fine artist's

problem now. Another kind of artist who has techniques of
communication or who wants to affect people like an adver-
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tising artist or a poster artist or somebody who wants to get a

strong reaction, that's another matter. You don't know exactly
how effective that is.!!
Imagination is the word used for an idea man in an advertising

agency. You don't have imag ination in the fine artsY

In response to a question by Marc Morrel-"How do you look at a
painting?"-he replies:
Only as a painting, of course. 1 don't see how a painter can
look at painting except as a painting. T hen you know the artist
is involved in certain tricks in colors and forms. But one art
ist doesn't look at another artist ever as somebody who's had
s()m� lintl ()f (".x-p�rit':n('_t':. Th:lt's f()r bylll�n, the:: itlt'::l th:lt :In

artist expresses some life experience he's had.H Ifyou are saying

that an artist's impulse comes from some life experience first
it wouldn't be true. An artist comes from some other artist o r
some art e xperience fi rst.�s
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Goya is only important because of his relation to Manet.!6

Reinhardt called Picasso's anti-war mural GUe171icn [19371 "just a cub
ist, surrealist painting of some kind. It doesn't tell you anything ahout
the Spanish war (the Span ish Civil War, 1936-391 . . . . Act ua lly, I'm
against inter pr etation anyway, hut the most interesting or at least the
most relevan t i nterpretation seems to be the psych oanalyt ic one in
which Picasso reveals himself to be an open book."!7
When Leon Golub stated that the figures in Gue1"llico "have a tre
mendous effectiveness on me even today," Reinhardt responded, "The
Spa nish war was lost." Golub replied, "Paintings don't cha nge wars.
They show feelings about wars." Reinhart responded again, "It didn't
expla in anything about Spain to anyone."!S
So, in summary, his position was that: (1) An artist's life ex perience
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does not impact on the artist's work; (2) Imaginat ion has no role in the
fine arts; (3) Art is not a means of communication; (4) Art which at
tempts to communicate is not "fine art," but advertising or poster art;
(5) Looking for meaning i n a painting is only for ignorant "laymen";
and (6) Art i n tended as socially critical satire is inevitably co-opted
and successfully exploited by those it was made to criticize.
What an angry, t horo ughly negative man. Every si n gle t hing that
he is against, I advocate. Quite extraordinary.
Tell me more about the divorce between art-making and activism at
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Brooklyn College.

My st udio was a (.:t;:11 at the top of a towt;:r, when:, working in cOlllplett;:
isolation, it felt more and more like a prison. It occurred to me one
d:ly th:lt doing �h'5tr:lct r�inting'5 w�s incredihly isohting �s well �s
boring. To me it just seemed absurd, considering all that was going
on in the mid-1960s and what was being questioned. Politics, gender,
all the power relationships in society were up for grabs at that point
and it was a very exciting time. I was sure that there was a way to do
artwork which wasn't isolating, where the art went out into the city
and you got t o actually see people's reactions. T was driven to find a
way to do this.
As far as college thwarting my political art goes, the academic
structure at Brooklyn-being immersed in the separation of art and
politics-was probably more powerfu l than merely preaching anti
politics dogma. I'm t hinking of the way the Art Department was
structured: subjects based upo n techniques-painting, drawing, print
making-and t hen art hist ory divided by periods , wit h ar t analyzed
mainly within the confines of the art that came before it. There was
no structural place for the analysis of art socially: no discussion, no
actual interaction between the art student's work and the public.
In 1966, Brooklyn College SDS was active against the draft and
against the war.]9 We produced new leaflets every few days and hand
ed them out during class changes. Early on, people would turn away
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in disgust. Some crumpled up the leaflets and threw them at us. Some
called us Communists with great animosity and others took the leaflet
and threw it on the ground or in the trash. But as time went on and
more soldiers died, students began to pay more attention. They stayed
and argued and were more knowledgeable about the war. They argued
the domino theory [the American government asserted that South
East Asian countries would "fall like dominos" if the war in Vietnam
was lost], but were not really sold on it.
Anticipation of being drafted loomed. Within SDS, there were
running discussions about the class nature of the draft, and the per
ceived "immorality" of the protection being in university gave. As the
war required more troops, the government Draft Board instituted an
exam in early 1966 to cull the college students with low graues anu
take away their student exemptions. \iVe picketed out front during the
eX;lm ;lnd st\ldents joined the demo ;ls they (".xitcd the test. The CX;l1ll
was so crass. An arbitrary grade would decide who would live and who
would die.
Military recruiters were scheduled to set up on campus in the lob
by of Boylan Hall. SDS planned a sit-in. I helped plan it, but decided
not to go, afraid of the reaction at home if T were arrested. My father
had gone ballistic when T was arrested the year before at a party of
activist kids invaded by 200 police. Eighty-eight of us spent the night
in the "tombs" [notorious basement-level holding cells in downtown
Manhattan's police headquarters]. William Kunstler was our lawyer,
and all the charges were dropped and records expunged. So I went to
English class in the same building as the sit-in. I could hear the chants
echoing through the halls and felt so torn . . . . When class ended, I
walked out the door and was grabbed by three burly cops who had
been escorted to my class by the Dean of Smdent Activities, Archie
McGregor himself. They lifted me under the arms and shoved me
downstairs to the sit-in, where they promptly declared that I was under
arrest. I was lifted up by four cops, one holding each limb, and thrown
into a waiting paddy wagon. I landed on a pile of my friends. After
that wagon was full, they pulled up another and packed the activists
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in. \Ve sat wai6ng for the vans to drive off and nothing happened. We
couldn't see what was happening. All the people at the sit-in seemed
to have been arrested, but the paddy wagons sat. We heard a buzz of
people and felt surges of tumultuous activity outside. Chants of "Cops
off campus" rose intermittently. Five hours later, we were finally taken
to the police station to be booked (See color plate I I).
Meanwhile, previously uninvolved students and faculty were up in
arms. "Cops on campus" was denounced as a disgrace and rhe faculty
demanded that the administration drop the charges against us im
mediately. My art professors organized a bail fund to get me our and
called my parents to tell them that I had done nothing wrong. We
spent the night locked up. In the morning, when we were released,
we returned to campus to find 5,000 stuJenrs waiting fur us. StuJt:ntS
who had never been to a demonstration before organized a student
strike :lnd sh\lt down the s('hool. We h('.Id :'I sponpnemlS f:'llly :'Inn
heard about the hundreds of students who had sat down around the
paddy wagons, blocking their movement, and from one i n particular
who had chained and padlocked himself to the campus gates, i n the
process locking his body across the opening. Campus opposition to
the war and the draft had reached a new peak.
After the arrest, my parents and grandmother were traumatized
for a long time. My mother and grandmother, refugees from anti
Jewish pogroms during the civil war following the Russian revolution,
were worried about my safety and my future. There was a student
trip to Europe and I really wanted to go, but couldn't imagine being
able to afford such a luxury. College was just about free and I had
state scholarship money that had been going into the bank. My grand
mother lifted up her housedress and pulled a bunch of rolled up bills
out of the e1asric band of her thigh-high stockings . She berated my
mother-"The rich people send their girls to Europe to get polished
and become ladies. We can't do anything less for 'Suzele'." My grand
mother steadfastly refused to discuss any details of life in Bessarabia
and never could imagine why anyone would want to go to the Europe
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she had fled, but you had to be "modern" to get ahead. So I had a ticket
to Europe and money in my pocket.
First, I flew to London and went to the office of the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament.3o There I met Sheila, the office staff person.
She invited me out with two of her friends, one a Londoner and the
other a black South African graduate st udent who was in exile. Sheil a
introduced me to the famous English peace activist, Peggy Duff, who
invited me to go to Stockholm with her and Bertrand Russel1 to attend
the War Crimes Tribunal.;l
I decided not to go for a number of reasons. I wanted to meet radi
cals my own age and did not want to spend my first time away from
home in a passive situation listening to other people speak, even if
tht!y were world-class thinkers. I went out to a club to hear a rock
group, The Social Deviants, and met people who were squatting at a
T .ondon School of FCOllom ics dorm. Th('-y r'lrn('.d O\lt to be ;\In kies, so
I decided that I would travel on and try my luck in Amsterdam.
When I went to Europe, I was looking for friends and lovers. In
Amsterdam, I found the anarchists after being there for twO days. An
art student was selling the Provo publication , Die Witte K"fl11t [The
White Popel'], and J volunteered to do artwork for it.n I never did more
than hand-letter an ad, but the group immediately took me in and
introduced me around to their friends. A few of the people r spent
large amounts ohime with had been central to the political actions of
Provo. Many others were in close proximity to the main instigators.
The scene was much more like the traveling punk kids of today, but
it is important to note that I was there when school was not in session
and many activists traveled .
In Holland, art students were much more experimental. Art was
much more integrated into daily life: be-ins, where people dressed up
in costume, chalk drawing on the sidewalk, installation art, poetry
readings on the streetsY The same people who were radical political
theorists were participating in public art. Now, a lot of the actual art
was more countercultural than about the war and imperialism. The
Dutch were involved in their last colonial war in New Guinea and
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A\NOL soldiers were being protected in our midst. There was a lot of
humor as well as sex-and-drugs-related content: much more "hippie"
than "angry anti-war," but certainly presenting other possibilities for
how art could operate in a community.
Would it be fair to say you became more anarchistic during your time
with Provo?

think the answer is the opposite. 1 already had anarchist ideas and
was seeking out people who were politically and culturally compat
ible. Politically and artistically, I was already inspired by the di
tOlwJJe1ll.cut-style tactics of Jerry Rubin in a revolutionary War of
Intlepemlence outfit at the 1966 H UAC hearing hantling out copies of
the Constitution, and by the anti-nuclear weapons sunbathing action
ofth� C;1rly IQflOs ;1t Rrooklyn ColI(".ge. R\lt T ;1lso h;1d my hC;1ft set on
going to Amsterdam because of what I had heard about the Provos.
I had heard about their very militant demonstrations against the
royal wedding. On March to, 1966, Princess Beatrix of Holland mar
ried Claus van Amsberg, a German noble who had been in Hitler
youth and the Wehrmacht. The slogan for the Provo demonstration
was, "I want my bicycle back," a reference to the fact that German sol
diers had confiscated Dutch bicycles during the Nazi occupation. But
the real lure was the Provo's "white bikes" campaign-free bicycles
painted white left throughout the city for anyone to use and then leave
on the street for the next person to use. This was a compelling model
of visionary communalism for those few in SDS l ike me who biked to
Brooklyn College- our sensible and free form of transportation. So
I anticipated finding like-minded people in Amsterdam who would
welcome me-I had to check it out.
I met a wide-ranging social network of students and street yourh
gay and hetem. It was summer vacation and organiz e d activism was in
an ebb. A lot of people were traveling, but people still in Amsterdam
had a lor of time on their hands. After a brief session of "imperialist
American" ba iting-half in jest, but to see how 1 would respond-l
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was adopted and cared for. When they found that I was in SDS and
had been to the Free University in New York, they quickly warmed
up to me. I was introduced to a Provo, i\l1arrijn, and he in turn intro
duced me to another in the group, Barand. They took me to stay at the
house of a leading member, Roel van Duijn, who was on vacation in
Lapland,H Barand showed me a news photo of himself looking fierce
in the front line of demonstrators in one of the Provo "White Riots."
I later stayed with Johannes van Dam, who was Jewish, gay, and not
really a political activist. At the time my hair was very short-think
Mia Farrow in the film Rose11lfl1Y's Baby-and I wore jeans and work
shirts and no makeup, so people often took me to be lesbian. This
was reinforced by my directness and aversion to the repressive female
behavioral roles of the tillle.
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Unfortunately, the white bicycles weren't readily available. Mainly we
walked around in groups, talking about politics, philosophy. Everyone
i n the political and gay circles I had joined spoke English and more.
I was taken to meet "queens" and to private social clubs-kind of like
basement punk shows today. It was common for gay and hetero youth
to socialize together.
I also went to Provo be-ins at Vondelpark, Amsterdam and was
asked to work with an underground network smuggling AWOL Dutch
soldiers to safety. They were refusing to fight in New Guinea, where
the Dutch were trying to hold on to their last colonial possessions in
the region. The soldiers did not speak English, so pretending to be out
on a date to escort them from one safe house to another required lots
of fake conversations.
The group encouraged me to be a traveling companion with
Adinka, the art student I first met hawking Die Witte Kmnt. There is
a photo of her from that period where she is kneeling on the ground
and drawing in chalk.
Adinka was going on a trip to visit the family ofher brother's fiance
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in Barcelona, Spain, then still a fas
Tekening "liep" Amsterdam
cist dictatorship ruled by Franco.
handen en vocten binuen
From there it was off to the island
of lbiza to rendezvous with more
of the crowd.3j r went along and
hitchhiked from Barcelona back
to Amsterdam later in the summer
with Barand.
Vacationing in fascist Spain was
a bit of a contradiction-but cer
tainly it was an education for me.
Adinka's brother was engaged to
a wurking-class girl in Spain anti Adillkl1 'fellegell, tl1king PI1,-t ill 11 (()lItillll
we stayed in a blue collar suburb of OilS .balk dmwillgjrolll Euglaud to tbe
Nrthn'/imds, 11)67, Nrwspllprr dippillg,
Rlrce!on:l, T knew very little :lhO\lt
the Spanish Civil War at that time,
Ibiza was a destination spot for northern Europeans, and the vaca
tioners were largely gay men-a very safe SpOt for girls at night. I was
underage for going to clubs and when Barand and some of the other
boys arrived, they made sure to sneak me in through windows or back
doors.
Hitchhiking back from Barcelona, Barand and r were welcomed in
Antwerp by artist friends of his and we spent the night on the floor of
an art gallery which had a display of kinetic sculptures that smoked
joints. My friends also told me about street performances, poetry reci
tations by Simon Vinkenoog, "the Allen Ginsberg of the Netherlands,"
although r did not see these. It was obvious, anyway, that the Provos
were actively engaged in a massive European counterculture,
Despite spending time with lots of other boys, I was in a very ten
tative romantic relationship with a guy named Zeno. He offered to
marry me so that r could stay in Amsterdam and be able to go to art
school there for free. But I sensed that the relationship would be a very
rocky one, conflicted as it would be with a "real" marriage-when
neither of us was ready. I also felt a pull to return to New York with a
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whole new understanding of artistic and political possibilities.
I would say that I learned about anarchist culture from my friends
i n Amsterdam, but not identifiable anarchist political theory per se.
Provo culture influenced me to look for a political underground news�
paper to join when I got back to the US. And it led to my involvement
dow n the line in street theater and street art.
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Your return to Brooklyn College in the fall of

1967

was short·lived.

Reinhardt had died that August. When I returned to school, members
of the art faculty were shocked and depressed. By that time, I had come
to realize that I wasn't learning what I wanted to learn about art in col�
lege. I had no worbblt! theory of art 3ml politit:s, but knt!w that con�
tent, narrative, communication with the average person-art as part
of so('i�1 dis(,O\lrse-w�s wh�t T w�nted to le�rn. R\lt T w�s blocked: T
didn't understand how to use images to communicate the ideas I felt
were important. It wasn't a technical question, it was a philosophical
one. The art history classes touched on some of the issues, but as I
said, they were heavy on slide recognition and rote memorization.
What I did decide is that if all political art was "propaganda," then
I would make propaganda. T had already seen Rubin's guerrilla the�
ater at the HUAC Committee hearing and photographed Bread and
Puppet's performances at antiwar demonstrations. When I returned
from Amsterdam, I began to look for an apprenticeship situation with
an underground publication, where I would have a structure to pro
duce political work. I dropped out of Brooklyn College in November
and ended up going to the west coast, attempting to join the staff of
The Movemeut, a political underground paper in San Francisco.
What was going on at The Movement in terms of artistic production?

There was quite a bit of sophistication. There was an artist, Frank
Cieciorka, who did a lot of beautiful work, although I never met him.
His clenched fist was iconic. I was invited to some social activities, but
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was not included in political discussions or invited to try my hand at
an art assignment.
You weren't in San Francisco very long-I understand you were back in
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New York in the spring of 1968 to finish your degree_

[Back in New York] I set off to look for a "propaganda art" job
where 1 could really learn how to put together an underground pu bli
cation. 1 went to the offices of Rolling Stone and 1 told the editor Jann
Wenner that 1 could completely revolutionize his publication, but he
booted me out the door. I ended up going to a political underground
paper called the Rat in the Lower East Side. At that time, the Rat
hau just been startt::u by peoplt: 1 knt:w fwm SDS, tht: "Tt:xas ,mar
chists" and some native New Yorkers, One of the anarchist founders,
Jeff Shero, pic-h.d the n:lme be(':l\ l Se :l r:lI: W:lS :1ll :1ppropri:lte i m:l ge to
represent the paper-a tough little city animal, resilient and danger
ous. The Rat covered the period's political and counterculture move
ments vividly. But it degenerated rapidly, becoming sensationalist and
relying on sex ads for revenue, and publishing demeaning pictures of
naked women. It started to look like the Los Al1geles Free Press, the East
Villnge Otbet·, and other non- political underground newspapers as they
moved away from radical politics into exploitative trashiness.
I had questions about whether I really belonged there, but asked
about opportunities for doing drawing and artwork. I got the sense
that women were welcome to do the typing, but not the writing or
artwork, So I went further up the street to the Gum'dinl1, which was
pretty much the mainstream lcftist newspaper in New York, if you
could call it that, a weekly that had bee n in existence since the 1940s.
It was originally the newspaper of the electoral-oriented Progressive

Party, which was a "third party" slightly left of the Democratic Party.
They hired me immediately, and I tol d them that I wante d to do draw
ings, illustrations, and political artwork. 1 was t aught layout, but it
only took a few months to convince the editors that I could do original
art for articles and the front page.
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The best cover r remember doing is the one about the moon land
ing. I drew Mount Rushmore on the moon [featuring faces ofJ "" alter
Cronkite; Monkey Bonnie, one of the animal "astronauts" who died
i n space; Wernher von Braun, the Nazi missile scientist [von Braun,
who died in 1977, went on to develop ballistic missiles for the United
States]j and Richard Nixon. I also did a presidential election cover in
1968 when Hubert Humphrey was running against Richard Nixon. I
have a collage where there is a body sitting in the presidential chair [of
the oval officeJ. Some anonymous CIA-type is unscrewing the head of
one president and putting a new president's head on in its place.
How long were you at the Guardian?

was hired at the Gum-dian in the spring of 1968 during the height
of the;'. Vietn:l11l W:lr :lnd q\lit d\lring :l "p\lrge"-driven O\lt hy l1l:ln
agement in August 1969. Right after I had started at the paper, it was
redesigned by a graphic designer, Harry Driggs. The masthead was
changed from "Progressive" to "Independent Radical Weekly." The
editors wanted to appeal to "youth culture" without losing their tra
ditional readership. I was the only artist in the art department; the
others did production. They contributed ideas for my artwork and
offered insightful critiques with a supportive and collaborative spirit.
They were a wonderful group, but were powerless in the Gllf1rdial1's
hierarchy.
The former SDS people were not all in the same camp politically
and there were arguments about hierarchy and class among the staff.
Even though the [support] staff were all radical activists, they were
treated with condescension; their political ideas were discounted be
cause they were not high in the organi zational hierarchy comp ared to
the editors, writers, and financial backers. Toward the end, there were
big arguments at staff meetings-that's where I found out that man
agement had a different pay scale than other staff while I was literally
going hungry working there. During the purge, seven staff were fired
and twelve others, including me, walked out in protest.
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Then you got a call to join the wom
en's takeover of the Rat. The first
women-only issue was published i n
January 1 970-with the headline,
"Women Seize Rat! Sabotage Tales!"
It lists the collective as follows:
"Jill Boskey-valiant typesetter
for Rat for unheralded decades,
Jane Alpert, larelei B., Ruth Beller,
Pam Booth, Valerie Bouvier, Naomi
Glauberman, Carol Grosberg,
Sharon Krebs, Robin Morgan, Jacye
Pelcha, Doria Price, Judy Robison,
Miriam Rosen, Barbara Rothkrug,
Judy Ru<;<;pli, I i<;.:1 $chn.:lpidr, M.:Irth.:l
Shelley, Sue Simensky, Brensa
Smiley, Christine Sweet, Judy
Walenta, Cathy Werner, and Mark,

SI/sall Si1lf(1lsi.:y Bini/a, lHooII Lalldillg
covrr,

Tht: Guardian, .-Illg.

.:! ,

1969. Pm

and illk (oJ/age.

Jan, Anton, and Neil"-male staff
who stayed on to help out for a w h i l e with production until they were
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asked to leave. Tell me more about the takeover.

The women who had been working at the Rat all along had been in
SDS and other student groups. They were amazingly intelligent and
articulate radicals who had been doing all these menial jobs. One day,
they got together and invited their friends to come by and put out a
special "women's" version of the paper. The issue was so good that we
decided that t he right thing to do was to continue. It was one of the
first feminist newspapers in what's now characterized as the "second

wave" of feminism in the United States. The takeover was kind of in
terrelated with the street theater going on at the time: people involved
in the Rat had been involved in the feminist demonstration at the
Miss America Pageant i n Atlantic City [September 7, 19681, where the
pageant was picketed by women and items of female oppression were
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symbolically discarded. Nobody
actually burned bras, but that's
where the whole fictive media im
age of women burning their bras
came from . There was another
demonstration that I was actually
part of-a takeover of a Bridal Fair
[February 1969] at the Felt Forum
in Madison Square Garden. We
took over the stage and auctioned
off a bride! The Rot women at
tended meetings held by a range
of fl!IIlinist rauical "consciollsness
raising," activist-oriented groups,
:"IS wel l :"IS others-it W:"lS :"111 one.
interlocking network.
S'lSml Si1llfllsky Hielila, Rat ar<ler, Nlay
8-21, '970. Pm 111111 illk.
This was the same period that
the anarchjst Yippies were actjve
in New York. There were lots of great political stunts going on, like in
August 1968, when Yippies threw dollars off the balcony at the Stock
Exchange and watched the stockbrokers scramble over each other,
groveling on the Roar. It was influential. The theatrical presentation
of political ideas was a shared aesthetic.
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The overlap between radical feminism and anarchism on the level of or·
ganizational tactics and artistic protest strategies is interesting. I recall
that "WITCH"-Wo men's International Terrorist Conspi racy from Hell
was the key in itiator of the Bridal Fair action and there was at least one
crossover from the Rat collecttve-Robin Morgan. In her memoir Going

Too Far, Morgan characterizes WITCH-disparaging ly-as a "proto·an
archist" Yippie-influenced group, so the connection has at least been

acknowledged.36 What was it like to partici pate in such an outrageous
action?
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It was tremendously liberating. It was absolutely a celebration of free
dom from the soul-binding of the female submissive role. I was free
ing myself as compared with being a crusader against other people's
oppression, no matter how just, no matter how linked to my own situ
ation. Disrupting a Bridal Fair was certainly outrageous enough to
be unanticipated by Madison Square Garden security. But it was very
logical, quite a clear target. ',Vhat was outrageous was not being al
lowed into the college library wearing pants, not being allowed to go
out at night on your own; i f you danced without a male parmer, it was
unacceptable. It was outrageous to be judged, despite your talent and
intellect, by your marriageability. I was really angry at it alL
I was not part of the group who came up with the idea for the
action, llUt I was invitel..l to participate in the planning. One of the
women who worked at a publication had access to free tickets. The
:l('tion W:lS w(,.l l - pb n n ed ;deologic:llly, with deli ne:lted str:lt('.g;(' :lnd
theatrical roles. The demonstration confronted common cultural as
sumptions, such as "Every girl dreams of being a bride." The modern
wedding was exposed as a romanticization of women as property-the
transfer of a woman from the father to her husband. In addition, it
directly questioned consumer culture, because the Bridal Fair was,
after all, about buying bridal gowns, flowers, china, and silver. T still
think that it was an excellent action and disagree with Morgan and
others who have gone more mainstream and think that the critique of
marriage consumerism was an arrack on women.
Thinking further about the often-ignored anarchist influence, the shared
prankster-style activism of the Yippies, WITCH, and the Provos was no
accident. In his 1979 memOir, Abbie Hoffman recalls t h at d uri ng the
period of 1965-68, the Ylppies in New York were in contact with their

counterparts i n Europe and elsewhereY Hoffman mentions Fritz Teufel,
Karl Pawla, and Kimmune

#1

in Berlin, and Jean-Jacques Lebel in Paris,

who came to the United States and played a role linking "the anarchism
of the Left Bank [Paris] to the street culture of Haig ht-Ashbury (San
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Francisco] and the lower East Side." H e also emphasizes the importance
of the Provos:

I n Amsterdam . . . street players dubbed themselves the
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Provos (short for provocateurs). Practicing the politics of

'free' they opened parks to free concerts, established crash
pads [free housing], and ladled out soup to moneyless hun
gry customers. Their symbol became the white bicycle.
Second-hand wheelies were painted white and left around
the city. Whoever needed one could take one, pedal away,
and leave it at another location for the next . . . (They] estab
lished a community ambience that would be held up as a

model by all of u s . Dana Beal picked up on the Provos and
founded a chapter on the lower East Side.

That's Hoffman's recollection-can you say more about anarchism in
New York?
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In my exploration of the political world, I came across the Free
University in 1965-66. This school was started by Allen Krebs and
then run by Sharon Krebs, and classes were taught by a member of the
anarchist Fugs rock band and by Murray Bookch in. I never attended
classes! but I went there to hang out and it fueled my imagination.
Here is what Roy Lisker, one of the instructors, wrote about the Free
University when you were attending:

The people that Allen Krebs engaged to set u p the Free
University of New York represented every shade of opinion
across the New Left: poets and writers, disaffected scholars,
union organizers, activists, free-lance journalists, and pub·
li�hpr.c;, crpativp individlJal� of pvpry �ort. Our goal from thp
beginning was to establish a forum in which every direction

of contemporary political activism would be represented.
Courses were to be taught by persons actually involved i n
bringing about the changes they were advoc ati n g

.

The cu rri cu l u m for the first two terms contained, in addition
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to those on leftist politics, courses ranging from hallucinato
ry drugs to sexual liberation to astro l ogy I m portant courses
.

were offered that were not available, or even imaginable, at
many main-stream u n iversities: History of the American Left
(Staughton Lynd); History of the Labor Movement (Stanley
Aronowitz); Cuba Today; Training in non-violent tactics;
History of the National Liberation Front. Paul Krassner {a
Yippie], editor of the scathing and satiric political magazine,
The Realist, gave a course entitled "Why the New York Times
is funnier than Mad Magazine.� The enthusiasm that p re



vailed in the first term of the Free U n iversity of N ew York,
from November '65 to February '66, carried over into the
spring. It was an inspiring time for all concerned.lS
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The Free University was one place where anarchists made themselves
known. I have

been told that anarchists were also a real

presence

at

anti-Vietnam War demonstrations.

In terms of actions, anarchist affinity groups for street demonstra
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tions were into satire and self-satire. Wearing motorcycle helmets and

leather jackets, our fists in the air, we played the role of militant dem
onstrator, but knew that it was more theatrical, in opposition to other
segments of the anti-war movement who were in essence begging,
pleading, and lobbying those same politicians responsible for the war
in the first place. Demonstrators were relegated to being, in essence,
little more than numbers used as lobbying capital by mainstream Iib
I!ral ll!aul!rs-a futile and deprl!ssing strategy. Nl!twork!; of anti-illlpl!
rialist affinity groups went on "vote in the streets, vote with your feet"
split-off.s from every Tll:ljor demonstr:ltion. ""'hile the big :lntiw:lr co
alitions were demanding the gradual withdrawal of American troops
from Vietnam-USupport our troops, Bring them home"-we were
calling for "victory to the Vietnamese!" and admission that the war
was wrong in the first place. I remember one such split-off from a very
large picket of a Democratic Party event at an upscale midtown hotel.
""'ord was passed to disperse and converge on Wall Street, the power
behind the war-makers. Thousands of demonstrators went downtown
by subway and ran a gauntlet ahead of mounted police to the sound
of crashing plate glass. This kind of action declared, "no to business
as-usual." Radical scholars kept tabs on the war-profiteering corpora
tions and made the locations of the military industrial complex com
mon knowledge, opening them up to exposure for complicity during
demonstrations.
I should also mention there were a lot of street anarchists at the
Guardian. They weren't only the writers and editors; they were the de
livery people, people in the art department, and the typists-young,
like me. It was pretty much an anarchist youth culture. There were
also plenty of what would now be called anarchist affinity groups and
collectives that were active on the Lower East Side.
More importantly, I had become part of a movement that was be-
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coming "articulate"- working in groups which operated by consen
sus and where ideas were developed collectively. Every organization
I was involved with had a "bottom up" (anarchist) ethic-decision by
consensus, encouraging participation in decision-making on an equal
basis-as a matter of principle. My politics were clearly anarchist, but
not identified as such during the 1960s, because the polit ical d ivid i ng
line in the movements of that time, anti-Vietnam War, black libera
tion, women's liberation, etc., was between anti-imperialist radical so
cial change and reformism. I was also becoming more class-conscious
and identified anarchism as mainly influential in terms of cultural
expression-despite reading Emma Goldman's autobiography, Living
My Life, as well as Labor's Untold St01Y [by Richard Boyer and Herbert
MoraisJ during that time.
People I knew in SDS who identified as anarchist included Shero
from A\lstin sns (the. "Tex;ls ;In;lrchists''), who t\lrned me ;lW;ly from
the Rat when I asked to do artwork there. Unfortunately, other self
identified anarchists in New York, all of them male, came across as in
tensely chauvinist. Many of them were associated with the 1950s Beat
poets who were as infamous as the male artists among the abstract
expressionists for treating women like dirt. So I did not really identify
with anarchism as a contemporary movement.
So sexism, a generational disconnect, and your own prioritizing of
uclass

struggle

"

over "culture"-in retrospect a false dichotomy, obvi

ously-were factors: was there anything else?

At the Gum-dian, how people labeled themselves politically often bore
little connection to how they behaved. Pockets of anarchist ideas
about decision-making existed in various departments. "Vork styles
and networks within the staff defied political self-definitions as anar
chist, socialist, new left, feminist.
The "anarchists" at the Guanliol1 were in affinity groups that car
ried National Liberation Front flags at anti-war demonstrations and
actual pigs' heads on pikes labeled with the names of prominent liber
als, like Bobby Kennedy.3? J marched with them on more than a few oc-
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casions, but kept my distance because of their uncritical hero worship
of the Black Panther Party and loyalty to "fearless leaders" like "" alter
Teague and his Committee to Aid the National Liberation Front:fO
Teague was a one-man "organization" who recruited younger, blindly
loyal kids to work for him. There was no consciousness of working
collectively there whatsoever. My position was that the best th i ng that
people could do was to continue to build a powerful movement against
the government and to limit its ability to conduct unjust wars like the
one in Vietnam in the future. Idolizing the Vietnamese "liberation
fighters" was nOt the way to actual ly he l p people in Vietnam.
Not the typical activist position-there was a lot of messy thinking back
then that, in the absence of an anarchist critique, led to some serious
contrad ictions. Marxists and the movements influenced by them argued
for <;oci.:!l lihpr.:!tion vi.:! .:!lJthnrit.:!ri.:!n p.:!rty org;lni7ing ;lnd thp pc;t<lhli<;h
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ment of state dictatorships.

"Dictatorships of the proletariat" to overthrow capitalism-dictator
ships which were supposed to eventually wither away. At the GUfl1'dian,
most of the staff, including the outspoken anarchists, were uncritical
toward the hierarchical structures ofthe Black Panther Party and the
LF. I certainly supported both, but not as a "true believer" look
ing for a perfect leader. Many among the affinity groups were just
as eager as the Weathermen to prove to the Panthers that they were
"heavies" and "down" for the revolution which they expected to hap
pen momentarily.4! I was vocal in criticizing these ideas as being out
of touch with realit y, but few were listening. A l ot of "revolutionaries"
were driven by guilt about their own "white privilege" and did not
want to recognize [thatl class oppression existed among white people.
I had a few close friends who also came from blue-collar backgrounds
who had similar criticisms of these trends and had less patience than I
did, or less incentive to engage in the argument at all. v\le were often
a distinct affinity group at demonstrations.
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What about the Rat during this time?

Working on Rot became more and more contentious by the week.
The collective members had diverse political views. Some had been in
SDS, and among them were women aligned with opposite sides ofthe
divide when SDS split into the Revolutionary Youth Movement fac
tions, some aligned with the ',Veathermen and others with the groups
looking to organize the working class. Then there were women who
were in New York Radical Women and Redstockings-the feminist
theorists involved in "consciousness-raising" groups."! There were
lesbian activists who were to soon be part of the formation of the Gay
Liberation Front (founded in New York in 1969] and women from
Thinl vVoriu support movements, ,lIlti-imperialist anu radical move
ments. M,any of us were in anti-imperialist circles as well as feminist
('ons('iO\lsneSs-r:l ising gro\lps.
My disaffection with the Rot came with the first wave of identity
politics. By August 1970, there was pressure to have an editorial quota
system-so many pages of the paper devoted to women of color, so
many to lesbians, etc. l believed that there ought to be a unified move
ment to fight against all oppression and saw identity politics as divisive
and depressing. Many of the women at the Rat came to believe that
working exclusively within the women's movement was the only revo
lutionary path, and accused women who gravitated toward activism
in other movements as lacking adequate political consciousness and
being traitors, rather than simply having a different analysis of how
to change society. So I left the Rat collective before the divisiveness
became even morc demoralizing.
Returning to art, how was visual art looked upon during that time In
relation to radical social change?

That's a whole other can of worms, I would say. On the one hand,
there were artists who were doing political work, but in the main
stream of the political movement, art was an afterthought. The big
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political debates were about the war and US imperialism, that sort
of thing. The general values enacted i n the dynamics of SDS and the
publications, even feminist publications, were that days and sleepless
nights were spent haggling over wording.
During your last year at cotiege, you exhibited your political artwork,
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but it was

not well-received.

I recall having no real preparation for my thesis show, which took
place in late 1968. It seemed a spur-of-the-moment thing. ! was work
ing at the Gluwdian, with a weekly thirty-six-hour marathon to pro
duce each issue, carrying a full course load of very facile education
dass�s with thl! id�a of tcaching high school art, and dating a jazz
musician who was playing clubs until two a.m. There was no one to
;ldvise me ;lho\lt how to mO\mt ;l show.
The exhibition was in La Guardia Hall. Art was hung on mov
able display structures with panels. It was dimly lit-the only light
source came from the ceiling towering above. I had one or two of
these panels on which to hang my work. I deliberately chose work
from the Gliarditm. I also exhibited my prints, which were figurative
but without obvious narrative. All these prints would be published in
the GUfl1-diall, Rat, or Libemtion Magazine over the next three years_
Most prominently displayed was the photo-collage and painted
Guardial1 cover with the presidential heads. This was obviously an in
tentional protest against the separation of politics and art, but even
more directly a defiance of the prohibition against exactly the kind of
work which the faculty defined as 110t fine art-art with topical nar
rative, art with intent to communicate, art with an obvious political
message_ The quality of art I displayed didn't matter; the cant was,
"political art isn't fine art"-any art which commented on contem
porary events would be obsolete the next day whereas "real" art, "fine
art," "high art"-is eternal.
To my best recollection, the most hostile reaction to my art was
from Jimmy Ernst, who refused to talk to me at the exhibition open-
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ing. He looked very angry. r came across several documents which shed
light on Ernst's thoughts on art and politics at the time. There are two
articles, one titled "A Letter to Artists of the Soviet Union," published
in the ATt JQUT1wl after Ernst was sent on a tour of the Soviet Union
by the State Department in 1961Y His mission was to condemn so
cialist realism and promote the virtues of abstraction-abstraction is
equated with "freedom.�� Quite the Cold ,",Varrior. He also wrote a
manifesto for UNESCO, "Freedom of Expression in the Arts," pub
lished in a 1965 issue ofthe ATt JOW710lY
He repeats many principles with which I would strongly agree in
theory, but in his context are highly questionable. He is against art
ists being "forced to serve a 'revolution' which was lost long ago to
those who ft!ar the open mind amI fint! comfort only in the various
practices of anti-intellectualism." His statement is a thinly veiled dia
trihe ;l g;l i ns t the Soviet Union ;It ;l tim(". when identic;ll criticisms of
McCarthyite censorship in America were long overdue. He writes:
Art is indeed a means of communication which knows no bor
der and is above the barrier of the linguistic. . . . No society or
state has ever been able to hide its own shortcomings behind

a carefully nurtured and directed culture . . . . A
state that fears and represses its own intellectual m inority can
ill afford to stand before the world as a champion of interna
tional peace.
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the screen of

He advocates a "world community" of artists and asserts that "Art as a
cohesive core of culture . . . [is] at all times the open enemy of political
or intellectual intolerance." He writes this but then a few years later,
he is fuming over art which takes aim at the very forces he claims to
oppose. The party line at Brooklyn College-the denigration of po
litically charged art and the elevation of so-called "fine art" devoid of
socially-engaged import-strikes me as an ethical dead end, riddled
with inconsistencies.
Reinhardt and Ernst had both painted themselves into very con-
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flicted positions, no pun intended. And there r was, supposedly the
"star" pupil, seeing the hypocrisy and stifled by it. The thesis show
was a declaration of my own identity as well as a n attempt to force
some sort of truth out into the open. Compulsory abstraction i n art
and the separation of"fine art" from "poster art" was the opposite pole
of the same stupidity dominating the arts in the Soviet Union-the
Cold War in art theory_ I was looking for a way to express my anger
and make art which spoke to the present world situation. At the time,
I knew little of the history of the betrayal of the anarchist movement
in Spain by the Communists and its effect on the intellectual left in
New York, which was of course a major influence on the politics of
abstract expressionism. But I knew a lot about McCarthyism and felt
that this was thc cause of the Art Dt!partIllt!nt 's t!xtrt!IIlC narrowness of
discourse. The Guordial1 artwork in my senior thesis was no doubt art
serving the. revohTtion, �Ibeit �n �Itogethe.r different kind of "re.vohT
tion." The line had been drawn in the sand and I crossed it.
So that was the treatment you received from the Brooklyn College
based art establishment. How was your art treated at the Guardian, the
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Rat, and by activists generally?

"'hen I started doing art for publications, there was little understand
ing that there was any importance to it, and no understanding of my
idea that you could have political discussions about imagery. Art work
itself came way after the debate of the issues and the politics, rather
than being part of a single fabric, whereas I had an image in my mind
of a real synthesis of politics and art-that there could be a language
of imagery that was meant to communicate. Using metaphor, the his
tory of i mages, referencing the history of art, I would come up with
powerful art that could be read and understood.
There was no sophisticated discussion of your art i n the radical scene?

It never happened at the

Guardian

or at the Rat. There were groups
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who were t hinking about literature and t heater critically, but visual
art was a kind of stepchild of it all.
Your work for the Rat is really distinctive and has an incredible energy
to it. I'd like to learn more about some of your specific illustrations. I n
the "Conspire-In" poster for the Yippie Y8e-ln" at the Sheeps Meadow,
Central Park gathering of Easter Sunday, 1970, reproduced in one of

Rat's March 1 970 issues, I see various symbols with text incorporated
into it, along with an interesting negative/positive dichotomy involving
clenched fists and open hands. Then there are the "Trading Cards" fea
turing political Youtlaws� of the era, which were reproduced i n the Rat
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and intended to b e cut out and passed around like tradi n g cards.

It's really hard to remember what was going t hrough my mind when
T W:lS doing the "Conspire-Tn" poster or the "Tr:lding C:lrds" p:lgc.
What I can say with certainty was that I was asked to do the Yippee's
poster for their Central Park Be-In by one of the guys in the loose
affinity group network on the Lower East Side. There was no par
ticular request as to the imagery, and I thought that cut-outs would
provide a stark eye-catching device. The demonstrators' posture and
dress was an accurate rendering of how we looked when we went to a
demonstration. The tepee emblem [which later served as a s quatters'
symbol in the 1980s1 was likely lifted from whatever sheet of informa
tion I was given with the text needed on the poster. lt was not my own
creation.
The "Outlaws of America Trading Cards" was a group project at
the Rat. I did most of the drawings, but the text and selection of char
acters was t he resu lt of free-ranging discussion into the late night by
any and all participants during the layout of the issue. The general

process was that the collective would meet to decide on the stories
for each issue. The Rat women and some male friends would return
with their articles at the arranged time, which they would type Out
on manual typewriters. Each woman doing layout would be given the
blank layout boards for two facing pages and the columns of the arti-
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des clipped to t hem . She was free to design the pages and to choose or
create the arnvork. Headlines were sometimes provided by the amhor
and at mher times decided on by whoever was imerested in participat
ing in the decision; these were either hand-Ieuered or placed down on
pages with press type. The office was one large room with t il ted tables
built along the walls to work on the pages. It was therefore possible
to stroll around the room and glance at the entire paper as it was be
ing created. Once the copy was assigned to each page and space was
allotted for the articles, the size dimensions of the artwork and which
articles they were to accompany became appa rent .
Moving on to present-day, you've been busy. Your art has appeared in
World War 3-JIIuslraled, a political graphic arls magazine, and you

contributed to WobbJies!, an immensely popular illustrated history of
rhp .:In.:lrchic;t·c;yndic.:Ilic;r Induc;tri.:ll Workpr', of thp World union; your
photographs have appeared in a number of anarchist p u bl icatio ns ; you

co-curated Drawing Resistance. a traveling exh i b it io n of anarchist/activo
ist art that toured across Canada and the United States between 2001
and 200S (see color plate 1 2 ) ; and you've been involved in puppet-mak·
ing and some very innovative demonstrations. It seems to m e there are
a whole range of opportunities for an artist within the contemporary
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anarchist scene. Is it fair to say that c u rrent activism is healthier, from
an artistic pO i nt of view. than it was in the 1960s?

Yes! The current scene is much heal thier, and everything I've been
doing has led to even more exci ting possibilities. There are so many
more ways for my art to get imo the world-so many ways to collabo
rate, so many ways for art to find its way t o people who are interested
and appreciative. I have continued to do artwork in collaboration with

activist groups and for publ ication and exhibit ion continuousl y, but
the past ten years are far better than anything I have experienced
before.
Bur my purpose is not to do art within the anarchist scene, al 
though I am certainly nurtured by it in the broad sense. Anarchism
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needs to be more than a self-limited subculture. Art should inspire
critical thinking and operate i n the public sphere-be seen, under
stood, and embraced by a much wider audience-by people who agree
and are inspired as well as those who disagree. Actually, I see a great
danger in making art which is meant primarily for insiders within a
"scene," especially when that scene is largely a self-segregated youth

counterculture, which is the case where T live.
To clarify, when I refer to "the contemporary anarchist scene,� I have
i n mind the larger anarchist community, including people like yourself
in Mi lwaukee or the World World 3 artists in New York, for example
which is strong, dynamic, intergenerational, and definitely activist, and
outward looking, not �subcu ltural," as you describe it. B u t tell me more
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about your recent art·making.

I was involved in lot of street theater in the late 1980s-performance
with puppets and stilt-walkers protesting against American imperial
ism in Central America, against CIA recruitment on a college campus,
for women's reproductive rights and more-and in the '90s against
the destruction of urban green space and against threats by mining
companies taking over indigenous people's land and resources. So the
flowering of political performance worldwide in recent years, involv
ing giant puppets and floats, especially inspired me. I've been pho
tographing political street theater and treasure the opportunities to
document it. I'm someone who lives very much in the present, and
only with much time have I come to the realization of how important
it is to preserve the history of radical movements.
I started graduate school during this period, and approached print
making and photography with greater sophistication in imagery and

metaphor. I started to do art which worked on multiple levels, with art
historical and philosophical references instead of straightforward agi
tational pieces. I found that even straightforward political work was
no longer excluded dogmatically from gallery shows. But what really
made a difference for me was going to the Active Resistance gath-
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ermgs 111 1996 and 1998. I went at
the urging of one of my children,
who was involved and thought
that I would meet people I really
liked there, and he was right. It
was through these gatherings that
I met many of the political artists
with whom I continue to collabo
rate. In addition, I was invited to
photograph these gatherings and
the photographs continue to ap
pear in wonderful publications.
$lIsnll $illlf'lIsky l1;etilll, Self Portrait,
It was at thl: Chicago AR gath
2OQ6. Pm (ll1d ;lIk t·nsb.
ering that I met David Sol nit, and
people from the Pifth P.stnte jO\l rn;ll) th(". Reeh ive. Collective of :'lrtists,
the A-Zone anarchist social center . . . and T began to learn about the
new wave of anarchist activism and an. At the 1998 AR gathering in
Toronto, things only got better.
In 1998, I was in New York visiting family and went to the art
opening of Seth Tobocman's show of work from "War in the
Neighborhood." T had visited some of the artists from Wodd Wm' 3
in the early 1980s, soon after it was started, when T was part of a po
etry and art zine called The Stake, but had never met Seth before. He
introduced me to other artists who drew political comix and invited
me to do art for the magazine. 1 had been working almost exclusively
with photography and was really into photo-collage, but he insisted
that drawn narrative was the only format for the publication. T was
surprised when he said that he was familiar with my work from the
past and on that basis knew that I would be able to do story-board
work. 1 was really delighted, and more than a bit surprised at the in
vitation. T continue to hold the artists who draw for World UliI1" .1 in
great esteem.
At this same time also, 1 was active at home in Wisconsin opposing
the Crandon Mine, inspired by the amazing diversity of the groups in-
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valved-from indigenous communities and environmentalists to duck
hunters and fishermen. We were all part of a coalition against Exxon,
Rio Algom, and then Billeton and their attempts to build a zinc and
copper mine along the pristine Wolf River, next to where the Mole
Lake Chippewa harvest wild rice, in the midst of beautiful national
forests and di rectly upstream from the Menominee Reservation. In
addition to the usual graphics, posters, banners, and flags for demon
strations and photo documentation, there were more innovative proj
ects. After David Solnit and AlIi Shagi Starr visited Milwaukee, we
built a giant puppet of Tommy Thompson, the pro-mining Governor,
and dressed him in a fool's cap. The puppet is still around ten years
later, and has been passed around from group to group. After that I
maue a movable installation-thirty gravl!sroncs ueJicateJ to rivers
poisoned by mining around the world. Several wonderful anti-mining
;l ('t ivis ts provirled the rese;l r('.h ;lnd helped ('onceive the;'. projen. The;'.
tombstones were only cardboard mounted on the wires used for elec
tion yard signs, but the show traveled for years to roadsides near sites
threatened by mining in Wisconsin. It was important to me because it
was effective for rural and reservation settings, places where installa
tion and political art are not common.
My family and T had lived communally for many years, and T met
[graphic artist] Nicolas Lampert when he and [film artist) Laura
Klein answered our posting for housemates when they first moved to
Milwaukee. We collaborated on a block prim, "I need community,"
shortly before he went to the 1999 anti-\Norld Trade Organization
demonstration i n Seattle and returned full of ideas. We decided that
a traveling art show was an immediate possibility. We wanted to put
together a show of all of our favorite artists and at the same time to
make the point that political art is quite diverse in "look" and strategy
of communication. We named the show, Dmwillg Resista11ce, stealing
Emily Abendroth's phrase to "Celebrate Communities of Resistance,"
and wanted to bring it to people who would never ordinarily be ex
posed to art with this sort of content. We decided that the show's
tour must be compatible with the politics it displayed, and Nicolas's
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April ,woo.

experiences touring with his band Noisegate provided the model for
an art show as DIY punk-band-on-tour. Almost every artist we in
vited agreed to lend work, despite no assurance that the art would
return from tour intact. The hosts for the show i n each city had to
transport the works to the next stop on the tour. There was no fund
ing other than collections taken up at the door to provide gas money,
etc. Dmwil1g Resistfl1lce had thirty-three exhibitions across the United
States and Canada and traveled for four years.
It was a great deal of work assembling the show, bur what is im
portant to me is that it happened. The show helped build networks of
artists and communities as well as get excellent art out to people who
had enthusiasm for it. It tapped potentials for collaboration and ar
ticulated our politics in practice. T wish that more people were think
ing this way.
For me, making art is driven by collaboration with political move
ments. Invite me to be part of a worthwhile project where there is real
collaboration and I'm ready to do my part and more. What inspires
me is knowing that the art will be seen and travel to places that I will
never go. It is part of me, but takes on a life of its own, going out into
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On November 9, 1989, Communist Pany rule in eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union came to a dramatic end with the breaching of
the Berlin wall, leaving many leftists in the capitalist west perplexed
and disoriented.? Some argued that a "genuinely new and emancipa
tory" form of socialism-to quote Nancy Fraser-might miraculously
emerge from "the wreak," while others framed the historical moment
as a stark choice between "socialism or barbarism"-with barbarism
coming out on top in the absence of a "left opposition" calling for
"workers' democracy, a working class state, and a political revolution
that would restore the possibility of Communism."l The prevailing
position was summed up by Fred Halliday in New Left Review: "An
essential precondition for any viable socialism in the West," he wrote,
"is a degree of combativity towards the very system it's challenging.
''''hatever their other faults, the traditional Communist parties em
bodied that quality"-but now, with the collapse ofCommunism in the
east, they had ceased to do so.+The solution? Return to Communism's
"point of origin," namely "the critique of, and challenge to, capitalist
political economy" initiated by Marx.' Of course, from an anarchist
181
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perspective, going back [0 Marx was hardly the place from which [0
build a libertarian movement. [n the years leading up to the fall of the
wall, anarchists were otherwise engaged in the development of strate
gies that were distinctly anti-authoritarian and true [0 a critique of
oppression in all its guises.
Anarchist-pacifism was one such strategy, expressed first and fore
most in the art of Gee Vaucher, illustrator for the punk rock band
Crass. Originating out of the British music scene in the mid-1970s,
punk was loosely associated with anarchism from its inception, thanks
to the Sex Pistols. Songs like "Anarchy in the UK" (1976), which the
group's manager Malcolm McLaren described as "a statement of self
assertion, of ultimate self-rule, of do-it-yourself," inspired thousands
uf fans to explure anarchist pulitics.6 I-Iuwl;:ver, tlll;: Sex Pistols' prupa
gation of anarchism was more a publicity stunt than a political act,
:lnd thei r e:lgerness to sign on with COlllllle.rci:l) record COlllp:lnies W:lS
generally viewed as a betrayal of anti-capitalist principles.7 This left
Crass to point the way forward.8
Formed in 1977 by Penny Rimbaud and run as a collective, Crass
(the core membership of nine was occasionally augmented by others)
created its own not-for-profit record company and committed itself
to promoting anarchism in whatever way it could. The band financed
activist publications, organized benefits for squatters and rape crisis
centers, raised money for anarchists accused of plotting a bombing
campaign, and helped found an Anarchist Centre in London.'! The
group's resident artist, Vaucher, was a talented illustrator, collage art
ist, and former member of the London-based performance art collec
tive, EXIT (1968-1972).10 Between 1978 and 1984 (the year the group
disbanded), Vaucher produced artwork for a slew of Crass record cov
ers, five issues of an illustrated political journal entitled Ime1"J11ltionoI
Al1them, and numerous posters.
The cornerstone of Crass's anarchism was a combination of class
war and pacifism. In a March 1981 interview for the punk journal
Flipside, band members condemned statist politics in the capitalist and
Communist spheres on the grounds that both were violent and coer-
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cive. "Anarchism," they related, "is the only form of political thought
that does not seek to control the individual through force . . .. Anarchy
is the rejection of state control and represents a demand by the indi
vidual to live a life of personal choice, not one of political manipula
tion . . .. By refusing to be controlled you are taking your own life into
your own hands and that is, rather than the popular idea of anarchy
as chaos, the start of personal order."l 1 However, the rejection of state
violence was not a blanket renunciation of the right to resist. The
members of Crass were careful to emphasize that they stood "against
organized militarism, believing that the use of power to control peo
ple is a violation of human dignity"; however, when "power threatened
to directly violate" an individual, one had the right to "stand against it
in whatevt::r way was nt:: cessary to prevent it/' indUlling "the pussibil
ity of force."11
When pe.rforming, Cr:lSS dispbyed three h:mners: the cirded A
anarchy symbol; the peace symbol; and the Crass logo, which attacked
the pillars ofoppression in Britain-the patriarchal family, church, and
state. "Part national flag, part cross, part swastika," writes Rimbaud,
the logo's "circular design broke on its own edges into serpents' heads,
suggesting that the power it represented was about to consume itself."'3
An insert poster for the Crass single "Nagasaki Nightmare" (1980)
(see color plate 13) illustrates the band's stance towards state power
in its Communist and capitalist guises. Vaucher depicts leaders of the
world's five great nuclear powers (China, Britain, France, Russia, and
the United States) and aspiring members to this elite "club" (Cuban
dictator Fidel Castro, for example), grouped together as if for a "pho
to op" amid the flattened ruins of Nagasaki. Three Japanese atomic
bomb victims and the bomb itself exploding in the distance add to
rhe horror. The politicians' shared willingness to "do ir again -as
rhe song relates-is symbolized by the jovial demeanor of American
President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev as they
reach out to shake hands over the charred corpse of a child.'+
The visceral impact of "Nagasaki Nightmare" was matched by
Vaucher's productions during the Falklands War. In spring 1982, an
"
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Argentinian military dictatorship went to war with Britain over the
Falklands, a small grouping of islands off the coast of South America
(the islands were claimed by Britain in 1690 and formally designated
as a colonial holding in the early twentieth century). The war lasted
from March to June, when Argentinian forces surrendered uncondi
tiona lly after suffering heavy losses at the hands of the British navy
and air force. I n Britain, the unpopular Conservative Party govern
ment of Margaret Thatcher successfully renewed its prospects for
reelection the following year by rallying the population behind pro
war jingoism. This development stunned Crass, given the actions of
the government up to that point. As Rimbaud relates, after coming
to power in 1979, Thatcher had "set about dismantling everything
that was worthwhill:! about thl:! \.ydfart: Statt:. In tht: ncw 'I;!ntcrprisl:!
culture' compassion would become a dirty word as entrepreneurs
licked their lips :lnd Th:ltcher's :lrse :llike in their nlsh to b\ly \lP the
country's assets. Just as working-class values would be derided, so the
poor would be accused of having brought about their own fate . . . . To
Thatcher and her cronies they were wasters, layabouts, and good-for
nothings who deserved no more than the blow of her iron fist or the
toe of a policeman's boot."15 And yet once Thatcher declared war, the
masses had fallen in lock-step.
In a post-war essay adapted into lyrics for Crass's 1983 album, "Yes
Sir, I Will," Rimbaud underlined the paradox: "Tory policies required
massive unemployment, bur it was they who demanded that 'we should
support our lads i n the Falklands,' those very same lads, who if they
were at home, would be jobless i n the streets."16 "Yes Sir, I Will" ends
with a plea for the working class to wake up to their own oppression
and rise up against the state and the ruling class it served: "It is you,
the passive observer, who has given them their power. It is you, and
only you, who can withdraw it. You are being used and abused, and
will be discarded as soon as they've bled what they want from you. You
must learn to live with your own conscience, your own morality, your
own decisions, and your own self. You alone can do it. There is no au
thority but yourself."17 This is followed by an addendum: "A squaddy
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VflllChrl; Yes Sir, 1 V/ill illserl PQstrr, 1983.

[slang for soldier], horrifically burnt in the Falklands \-\far, was ap
proached by Prince Charles during a presentation. 'Get well soon' said
the Prince, to which the squaddy replied, 'Yes Sir, I will.'"
Vaucher's poster for the album, "Yes Sir, I Will," reproduced the
text of this exchange and a tabloid newspaper photograph of the inci
dent. The spectacle of the horribly disfigured soldier spoke volumes
about the grotesque inanity of a dutiful working-class war victim ac
quiescing to authority by indulging "his" Prince in the comforting
fiction that he would ever "get well." The theme of self-sacrifice and
submission also graced the album cover, where Vaucher collaged the
figure of an emaciated soldier, war medal pinned to his chest, crucified
against a bleak industrial backdrop.
The soldier's face-a gaping wound, half ripped away, revealing
his teeth and jaw bone-was taken from an anti-war photo book,
Wm- Against Wm-!, published by the German anarchist-pacifist Ernst
Friedrich i n 1924.16 In this book, World War I-era photographs of
self-satisfied officers, kings, and politicians, destroyed towns, rotting
corpses, mass hangings, rape victims, and mutilated war veterans were
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captioned with statements of outrage, satirical commentaries, belli
cose pro-war declarations, patriotic songs, and milit arist ic slogans .
Friedrich was one of Germ any 's most out spoken radicals whose oppo
sition to militarism w as part-and-parcel of his opposition to the state.
In fact, the class-based call to consciousness at the end of "Yes Sir,
I Will" echoed the preface of War Against War!, in which Friedrich
argued:
. . . it is not the state power and force al one that compels all "sub
jects" to protect the throne and the money-bags, and to die for

them. Capital has not only economic power in its hands; it has,
equal measure and with equal power, subjected the proletariat

also intellectually. This fact is easily overlooked and there still
remains, therefore, so much bourgeois ide ology in the prole
t:lri:lt! I, tht'.rt'Jf)n�, :llw:lys S:lY tf)

my hrf)th�r.", the: prf)lt':t:lri:lns,

I say to the class-war fighters: "Free yourselves from bourgeois

prejudices! Fight against capitalism within yourselves! In your
thoughts and i n your actions there still lurks u nspeakably much
of the philistine and the soldier,

and almost in every one there

is hidden a drilled subaltern, who wishes only to dominate and
command, even if it be over his own comrades and over his wife
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and children in his family!" But I also say to those bourgeois

pacifists, who seek to fight against war by mere hand caresses
and tea-cakes and piously up-turned eyes: "Fight against capi
talism-and you fight aga in st every war! The battle-field i n the
factories and the mines, the hero's death i n the infirmaries, the
mass graves in the barracks, in short, the war, the apparently
eternal war, of the exploited against the exploiters!"19

Incorporating Friedrich's masterful satire of World War I-era pro
paganda into her ironic tribute tothe Falklands adventure, Vaucher sig
naled that Crass's anarchism was firmly rooted in history, with all that
implied by way of a well-thought our, socially engage d perspect ive. 20
While Vaucher and Crass attacked the institution of the state,
both Soviet a nd capitalis t, from an anarchist-pacifist stance, in the
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United States, anarchists associated with the journals Fifth Estnte and
Al1fl,-chy: A Jour1wl OfDesin: A17J1ed developed an equally thorough-go
ing critique of the twO systems. To quote David Watson, writing in
the Detroit-based Fijih Estate: "Ideology East and 'Nest has reasons
to deny it, but the truth is that to focus on juridical property relations
and terms by which hierarchically organized societies named them
selves is to commit a grave, formalistic error. Modern state socialism
was only a manifestation of the capitalism it claimed to supersede."!l
Whether Communist Parry-run or democratically-elected, hu
man labor and the natural world were exploited under the aegises of
the state for the benefit of a ruling class-in democracies, the prop
erty owners and technocrats, and under Communism, state and
party uurt:autTats. n Saturatt!u by an il..lt:o
: logy that vaiut!u hit:rarchy,
domination, alienation, and production above all else, industrial so
('ieties were in the grip of th(". "llleg�lll:l('hine"-� term first coined
by Lewis Mumford to describe the mode of social organization and
production through which the civilization-building elites of ancient
post-hunter-gatherer societies secured control over the societies they
ruledY This ancient system of social organization renewed itself in
Europe in the first half of the twentieth century, when Communist
and fascist state-capitalist dictatorships came to power. World War II
accelerated its emergence in the democracies, which set the stage for
the era of the Cold War, when the Communist megamachine faced
off against its democratic-capitalist counterpart. The megamachine's
spread was aided and abetted by industrialism, which empowered its
technological capacities on a qualitatively different basis. The fall of
the Berlin wall had brought no real liberation; it merely signaled that
a less efficient version of the megamachine could not sustain itself in
the face ofthe competition. (Avoiding the Soviet debacle, the Chinese
Communist Party managed China's transition voluntarilyy·
In sum, in the early 1990s the megamachine stood triumphant.
Hovering over the twentieth-century like a baleful spirit, it had spread
its power across the globe, with cataclysmic results for humanity:
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[The megamachine] demands that humans conform [Q laws im
plicit in the technology itself.. .. Modern technologies require
hierarchical and authoritarian forms of social organization i n
order to function. . . . Technological systems require a depen
dence of humans on these systems, and on the experts

[Q

de 

velop and run them . . . . Industrial technologies are inherently
damaging to the environment: outcomes are not foreseeable;
there are not solutions

[Q

all problems; mistakes are inevitable;

contamination is an inevitable part of the industrial system. . ..
The ways in which humans view the world, their imaginations
and perceptions, become adapted to the technological world.
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Humans begin to think and act i n terms of the machine.H

By way of countering this state of affairs, Watson and others in his
mi! ie\l �rg\led th:lt th(". "renew;l! of the s�('redn(".ss of n;lt \lre, its inter
relatedness, a n d our connectedness to it" is central. 16 "If we cannot see
the spirit that resides in the natural world," Watson has stated, "we
cannot ful ly envision the ineffable human spi rit of liberty that has mo
tivated the anarchist project-before it was called 'anarchist'-from
the beginning of class societies."H In this regard, "primal" societies
have an important role to play in the str uggle to reconnect w i t h the
natural world a n d our true natu re as sentient bein gs. They represent
an alternative to draw on in the quest to shed the "technological way
of life."!8 As \i\fatson puts it, pre-technological societies are the key to
"lea1"11il1g to live ill a diffe1·ent way."!9

Arti stica lly, Watson's closest collaborator has been Freddie Baer, a
collage artist and past contributor to the Fifth Estate. Born i n Chicago
in 1952, Baer was active in a number of Chicago-based anarchist or
ganizations before moving to San Francisco in 1978.30 She began do
nating collage work to the anarchist press in the early 1980s, and her
illustrations a pp ea red fr equently in the Fifth Estate throughout that
decade.3l Politically, her outlook can be deduced from an interview
conducted in 1992, in which she summarizes humanity's collective sit
uation as unsustainable. "The w orld i s ch an gin g so fast," Baer related,
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"the collapse of Communism in the Soviet Union and eastern Europe
and the corresponding rise of nationalism on the one hand, the re
placement of governance by the rise of Capital on the other; total and
complete eco-disaster that looms on the horizon; the dehumanization
of the individual; the turn to the right by the United States and Great
Britain. Thin gs can't go on the way they have been."l! Searching for
a way forward, Baer told her interviewer she had found inspiration in
"the theoretical growth taking place within parts of the anarchist/
anti-authoritarian community, especially in the pages of the Fiftb
Estate and £117a1'cby: A JOll1'lwl ofDesire £11'7/led."H
Her most arresting depiction of the megamachine thesis is an un
titled collage based on Pieter Bruegel the Elder's oil-on-panel depic
tion of The T071W'r ofBllbd (c. 15(3). Created as the cover illustration of
Watson's definitive compendium, Agaillst the Mega1J1acbil1c: Essays 011
P1I1.pire r/7' Its Pne1l1.ie.f (1 999), R:ler's \lTltit1ed ('olbge merg('.s the :mdent
Biblical tower with massive hydroelectric pylons connected to trans
formers jutting out of the uncompleted edifice (see color plate 14).
The "Tower of Babel" story in the Old Testament's book of Genesis
is a tale of humanity's downfall at the dawn of ancient civilization.
Settling on the plains of Mesopotamia (Shinar), people build a great
city and begin constructing a structure that climbs into the heavens.
However, God does not look kindly on the enterprise and sows chaos
by taking away humanity's common language.H
Baer's collage is a brilliant encapsulation of the Fifth Estate cri
tique: the hubris of a mythological megamachine prefigures the folly
of present-day humanity's quest to transcend our earthly limitations
through technology, with equally disastrous consequences for all
concerned.
I began this chapter suggesting anarchists were well prepared to
respond to the fall of the Berlin wall and its aftermath. In this regard,
the Persian Gulf War Oanuary IS-February 28, 1991), which over
lapped the wall's dismantling (completed in November 1991), proved
to be a bellwether event. If the Cold War between the Soviet Union
and United States in its capacity as capitalism's anointed leader had
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actually been a convergence of competing powers jockeying over re
sources in their respective spheres of influence, then it stood to rea
son that with one of the powers disintegrating, the other would wax
expansive in its ambitions.u In short, there would be no "peace divi
dend," as many hoped, in the wake of the wall's destruction . .!1i Instead,
in the words of anarchism's most well-known political commentator!
Noam Chomsky, it would be "more of the same.".17 And so it was.
The Gulf War has been characterized as a "desert holocaust" for
good reason.38 Following the invasion and annexation of Kuwait by
Iraq in August 1990, US President George Bush (Sr.) mobilized an
international coalition under the auspices of the United Nations with
a mandate to push the Iraqi forces Out. Through the fall of 1990 into
1991, the United States al1l..i its key allies bloc.:ked any attempts to re
solve the issue peacefully while the armed forces of America, Britain,
:lnd :l host of lesser :lIlies g:lth ('.red in S:l\ldi A r:l hi:l. R\lSh ded:lred W:lr
on January 15 (American civil rights leader Martin Luther King's
birthday), and an air campaign began twO days later. From then
through the duration of the conflict, over 1,000 sorties a day bombed
Iraqi infrastructure and pulverized its military forces. By the time
the coalition ground campaign began on February 23, Iraqi forces in
Kuwait were demoralized and fleeing in disarray. War ended a few
days later, when Bush announced a unilateral ceasefire following the
complete expulsion ofIraqi forces from Kuwait..!9
During the war, coalition forces committed numerous atrocities.
Among them: the wide use ofdepleted uranium shells on the battlefield,
leaving behind toxic radioactive residues; the live burial of thousands
ofIraqi troops by tanks equipped with plows; the deliberate bombing
of Iraqi civilians, including those in air raid shelters; the targeting of
Iraqi infrastructure-power plants, dams, sewage and water treatment

facilities-of no military value; and the slaughter of thousands of Iraqi
troops fleeing Kuwait along the so-called "highway of death." Last but
certainly not least, the coalition left behind epic ecological devasta
tion. Massed troops, bombings, and tank battles chewed up the fragile
desert, and the destruction of oil facilities resulted in thick black toxic
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clouds that blanketed the region for Illomhs, while oil spilled freely
into the Gulf waters and across vast desert expanses.-w
Death against life-that was the issue that gripped print artist
Richard iVlock in the war's immediate aftermath. The result was four
linocut prints-the "Gulf War" series (1991). At the time he created
them, Mock's socially critical linocuts were a regular feature in the
op-ed pages of the New Ym-k Times, where he had been active as an edi
torial illustrator since 1980. Additionally, he was a paimer and sculptor
with a substantial exhibition record, including one-man shows at the
Houston Contemporary Art Museum, the Bronx Museum of Art (New
York), the Albright Knox Museum (Buffalo), and the Centro Cultural
Arre (Monterrey, Mexico):H Anarchism was a less well-known aspect
uf his wurk, Uut a vital um: nunethdl!ss. I n a 2001 interview, l\1uck
attributed his politica l orientation to an empathy with the planet go
ing b;l('k to his C'hild hood ye;lrs i n C;lliforni;l d�lring the 19'Ds (born
in 1944, he grew up in L ong Beach, just north of the Baja pen in sula) .
In the profoundest sense, he had "always been an anarchist." His first
exposure to anarchism came during his college years at the University
of M.ichigan (1961-1965), when he read British art critic and political
philosopher Herbert Read's essays, notably Al1archy al1d 01-de1- (1954),
an exposition of anarchist-communism along the lines of Kropotkin
(see Chapter Two) which had a lasting impact on Mock's outlook.-+?
Asked in 2001 what an anarchist society would email, Mock re
sponded: "We would create harmony between man and nature. And
we would discover, in an anarchist society, new dimensions of being
human. We would take down our armor and be revelatory, revelatory
in allowing the growth of collective attachments to the earth and to
other people ."43 Artistically, he encapsulated his social-ecological vi
si on best i n his abstract painrings-UmiTled (1995), for example-in
which rhythmic flecks of bright color unfold organically in a dynamic
interplay that finds resolution in the whole (see color plate 15). Mock
called these paimings "cosmic" and "transcendent" because they cre
ate a visual field that expands beyond the picture plane, and this was
his metaphor for the open structure of a harmonizing anarchist social
order, as "natural" as nature itself.H
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How, then, did the Gulf War prints figure in his politics? Referring
to his linocuts, Mock once observed, "It's [in] the nature of my be
in g to attack the enclosing power structures that are out to suck the
planet dry."+5 Here we have the key. "Oil Spill Kill" (1991) p resents
the conflict as an assault on nature in the raw-Arabian Gulf wildlife
is shown struggling and dying in a pool of black oil. " Victim" (1991)
depicts the remains of a camel, body parts askew, whose skull has been
crushed by an artillery shell. One eye pops out of the fleshy rot like
a jack-in-the-box, making the abj ectnes s of its plight almost comical,
were it not for the red blood pooled underneath. Power and inequality
are the theme of "Raper Vapor" (1991), in which a spiny-tail ed desert
lizard cautiousl y approaches a discarded gas mask, flicking its tongue
in a futile attempt to understand it in its own terms. And lastly, Mock
presents the Gulf War as death turned in on itself, transforming the
entire ecology, humans included, into a "Target" (1991). Responding
as nature will, the desert's most lethal creatures surround the threat
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and prepare to strike. Seemingly, the natural order is attempting to
combat death in the guise of a species gone awry, so disconnected
from the planetary order of things it is bent on destroying itself along
with everything else.
Mock's prints critiqued the Gulf ,.var as a n extension of an au
thoritarian power structure: an ecologically catastrophic, socially op
pressive power structure at war with nature and in denial of the conse
quences. And so I return to the question of how to overcome this state
of affairs. In one of the most searching responses to the demise of
Communism, Dreamworld and CaTast1""Ophe: Tbe Passing ofNlass UTopia
;11 East Dud West (2000), prominent leftist Susan Buck-Morris lamented
the passing of Marxism in the Communist East as a critical means of
understanding capitalism while characterizing Marx's understanding
ofsocialism as a failure: as if the two-Marx's critique and his vision of
the future-had nothing to do with one another.�6 Anarchism is never
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raised in her book, which ends with an appeal for leftists to strive, like
Lenin, to be "as radical as reality." H This evocation of Lenin, whose
certainty regarding the nature of reality led him to found one of the
twentieth-century's most oppressive regimes, stands in stark contrast
to the libertarian attitude of the artists discussed in these pages. To
paraphrase Mock, they strive to be revelatory; that is, self-revealing
politically, socially, and ecologically. Critiquing oppression while call
ing attention to the anarchic potentialities within society, they prefig
ure a world of possibilities in which each and every one of us are the
index of reality's radicalis m.
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